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ABSTRACT
Building Church on Holy Ground:
Proposals to Contextualize Church Buildings in India
Pramod Y. Aghamkar
India has a long-standing and well developed concept of sacred space. Lots of study
has been done on Indian temples, shrines, places ofpilgrimage, gods and goddesses.
Recently religious places have been part of dialogues and even tension as observed in the
fust chapter of this study. Christianity as well as Hinduism have high respect for places
devoted to sacred activities. The main observation made by the author in this study is that
Christian chmch buildings in India are ocular reminders of the political past rather than
conveyers ofthe story of Jesus. The author answers the question. How can church buildings
in India be contextualized so that they will be truly recognizable as Indian sacred places and
still be visible witnesses to Jesus?
Chapter 2 discusses the vast Hindu Vaastu Shastra, the literature that represents the
theoretical basis for understanding the concept of sacred place in India. It studies the most
basic magical diagram for Hindu buildings, the Vaastu Purusha Mandala. Chapter 3 describes
the elaborate technical details for the process of temple construction projects as one long
ritual by which temples come into being. Chapter 4 views the story or myth as fundamental
part to Indian temples and presents the story element as the hierophany or divine basis for
location, orientation, and construction of archaic temples, temporary festival shrines, and
portable shrines. Chapter 5 deals with contemporary temple construction and church planting
in urban settings, and observes some similarities and contrasts in methodologies. Chapter 6
describes Harold W. Turner's concept of domus dei (house ofGod) and domus ecclesiae
(house ofthe church), traces the biblical understanding of sacred place in Old and New
Testaments, especially the New Testament's applying to Jesus and the church the attributes
of temple. The early developments in church archUecture in the Mar Thoma church of South
India were derived from Hindu temple models and represent the first attempts at
contextualizating Christian sacred places. Chapter 7 discusses contemporary manifestations
ofChristian attempts at orientation, location, and construction of sacred space on the part of
Roman Catholic leaders in ashram locations in India. These ashram attempts closely imhated
temple styles but received a negative reaction on the part ofboth Christians and orthodox
persons from the Indian native tradhion. The author introduces spontaneous contextualization
as a new model and suggests both spontaneous and critical contextualization as necessary for
deep-level contextualization to occur in Christian places ofworship. In Chapters 8, 9, and 10
the author introduces the Christian Vaastu Purusha Mandala and presents a Christian model
for the orientation, location and construction ofChristian places ofworship. The story of
Jesus the fiilfiUer of the Purusha is the key for a Christian Vaastu Purusha Mandala and for a
Christian temple or Yesu (Jesus) mandir in India.
Chapter 1 1 lays out the recommendations resuhing from the study, the missiological
implications of the findings of the dissertation, and suggests a dozen fiuhfiil avenues for
fiirther research indicated by the findings of this research.
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1CHAPTER 1
The Problem of Church Buildings in the Indian Context
I spent part ofmy early life in a complex of three villages in the central part ofthe
state ofMaharashtra, India. The villages adomed the banks of two rivers that flowed in
between them. The confluence of the rivers where the villages were located was especially
sacred to the people. These rivers and the trees, farms, animals, birds, gods, goddesses,
and mhabhants ofthe villages comprised one homogeneous unit. My family was the only
Christian family living in one of the villages. Our part of the village was considered
especially sacred by the people because of the sati^ tree located near the confluence ofthe
rivers.
All three villages had govemment-mn primary schools, but the largest village
situated on the eastern side of the confluence had a middle school that later on became a
high school. After the primary grades students of all three villages had to attend middle
school m the largest village. Thus daily I had to walk across the river with other students
from my viUage to attend the middle school.
All three villages had featured some gospel activities since the 1930s due to the
effects of an evangehcal mission agency. A few families had responded to the gospel in the
big village and had constmcted a small ten by twelve-foot mud house on the south side of
the village for prayer meetings.
Our group of school children representing Hinduism, Buddhism, and Christianity
walked past this small building every day on our way to the school. All ofus spoke in
Marathi, our mother tongue, and studied all subjects in the Marathi language in school.
The students also represented mixed economical backgrounds but mostly they were from
the farming community. Most of them came from the richer farming famihes since the
poorer and labor class families could not afford to send then children to the school. These
students were highly conscious of their caste backgrounds, eating habfts, and class.
2One day a student noticed writing in dark blue on the mud wall of the prayer
house. One of the words written there puzzled him. It tumed out to be the English word
"church" written m Marathi script. All the students had no idea what it was and were
naturally confused. They stmggled to pronounce the new word and began to make fim of
it. Then they began to include me, the only Christian, in their ridicule. From then on, every
tune the group of students walked by the prayer house they made some sarcastic remarks.
The word "church" was alien even if transliterated in the native language. As alien,
it had entered into the village geography, vocabulary, culture, and rehgion. Nehher the
word nor the humble stmctme gave any impression of the sacredness of the place to the
native multicultural community. The church planters could not or did not attempt to find
any better term for the church building in the rich native Marathi language and culture of
the people.
The reaction of the students was normal for the word was new, different, strange,
brought fi-om outside as it was without change, and proved to be very intmsive in village
rehgious life and culture. Its presence was provocative and even created schism among
the student group that walked the road daily.
Religious Fundamentalism-Attacks on the Churches
Today, more than fifty years after uidependence, an educated generation of aduhs
m India is responding m a similar manner. Many across the nation have studied in Christian
educational institutions and have received advanced training in mission sendmg countries.
Nevertheless this generation has been responsible for more attacks on Christians during
1998 than in the last two decades put together (Subrahmaniam 1999:2).
Attacks on Christians mainly include attacks on their persons�even threatening
and taking their lives�violence to their mstitutions, and especially damage to and
destmction of their church buildings. During 1985 more than 200 Christians were kiUed,
3two church buildings were destroyed, and a cemetery desecrated where all the crosses
were broken m Kottar diocese in South India (Kulanday 1988: 172).
It is impossible to study and deal with all afifected areas. We will mention the
damage to church buildmgs reported during 1998 along the border between Maharashtra
and Gujarat states. The village church buildings attacked, bumt, and destroyed are found
mainly in the mral tribal areas of these states. The All India Federation ofOrganizations
for Democratic Rights (hereafter called AlFOFDR) report about the main events published
in April 1999 (Desai 1999), Then Thev Came for Christians, is relevant in this context.
Except for the two cases mentioned from Mumbai (Bombay), the following incidences are
taken from AlFOFDR.
The chmch building at Kayre-Sadapada in Nasik district ofMaharashtra state was
built in 1997 with the help of contributions in terms of labor and money made by the
sixteen Christian tribal families. The church building was destroyed by a non-Christian
motivated mob of 150 locals on October 16, 1998 (Desai 1999:35-36).
A church m Gadavi village was buih twenty years ago and has sixteen Pentecostal
Christian houses (families) out of 300 houses m the village. On Christmas Day, 1998, a
mob of200 people bumed down the church building (Desai 1999:24).
A church hall in Jarsol village m the state ofGujarat was bumt to ashes on
December 30, 1998. A concrete brick church building at Nactyanvath village on the
border ofGujarat and Maharashtra states was built some time in 1990 and had thirty five
Christian houses (famihes) in the village. On December 30, 1998 a motivated non-
Christian mob broke each and every roof tile and partially demohshed the church's brick
stmcture. A local mob attacked and bumt down two prayer halls in Songarh taluka m
Surat district ofthe state ofGujrath (Desai 1999:23,98).
Jamalpada village has ten Christian families and one of the oldest chmch buildings
belonging to the Church ofNorth India. On Christmas Day, 1998, a mob of400 people
bumt down the church, broke the ahar, and chairs and bumt every scrap of religious
4literature. Two unsuccessful attacks were made on January 10 and 1 1, 1999 to bum down
churches in villages ofDhuda and Lahanchari (Desai 1999:25, 27).
According to the AlFOFDR team's report the destmction ofthe church buildings
in the Dang area during the period 1998 and early 1999 was mainly because ofthe hate
campaign conducted against the Christians by majoritarian,^ and motivated groups
(1999:29).
A community hall in a high-rise apartment building used by four language-
distmctive Methodist congregations in Borivali, a suburb of north Mumbai (Bombay), has
experienced a similar situation in the urban context. The hall had to be purchased in the
name of a church pastor for the purpose of conununity services instead of in the church
organization's name. The non-Christian real estate agents would not sell the apartments
for church purposes. Even today the church meetings and activities are restricted by the
building society committee members. Even though the objections raised by the non-
Christians are related to civic problems, some church members are not sure what is the
deeper issue.
Aray Colony Methodist Church m Goregaon, another suburb of north Mumbai,
has faced severe problems from highly motivated majoritarian leaders during 1998. There
is a small humble shade constmction, where a small congregation meets and holds social
activities like classes (balwadi) for poor slum children. According to Rev. Hector Lionel,
the senior pastor of the Borivah Tamil Methodist Church, the pastor of the Aray Colony
Methodist Church, Goregaon was falsely accused, beaten up by a non-Christian motivated
mob, and put into pohce custody (Lionel 1999).
The four Borivali Methodist congregations mentioned earlier have decided to buy
a lot to build a new church building but permission was not granted. They can, however,
build a social service center (Lionel 1999 and Tamil Methodist Church 1999).
Whether through instigation or otherwise. Christians are considered outsiders or
foreigners in the mral tribal areas. "They have accepted a foreign religion so let them go to
5that country. . . . There is tension due to the entry of a foreign rehgion into the village and
their preachers beheve that their God is superior," commented a non-Christian interviewee
to a team member ofAlFOFDR (Desai 1999:37).
Babri Mosque Case
Church buildmgs symbolize the foreign presence invading native tradhions and
cultures in India. "This mstitutionalistic and exclusivistic view inherited from the past
made the church a 'communalistic' group, a community separated from the world,
separated from other commumties, religious and cultural" (Pathil 1988:143).
According to the AlFOFDR report mentioned above, a majoritarian motivated
leader seems to have said, "They [Christians] must realize that the tension today is not
between them and the govemment, but between their offensive activities and the natural
reaction of the tolerant Hmdu community" (Desai 1999:77). The leader went on to say of
the Christians, "Their aim is to set up nine lakh [900 thousand] churches in India by 2001"
(Desai 1999:79) said another majoritarian motivated leader who sounded disturbed by the
Christian "targetmg" mentahty. Targetmg mentality refers to the habit ofWestem oriented
Christians to use military metaphors for their plans to reach people groups and plant
churches (Times of India 1999:16).
Compared to the influence of the incident at Ramjanam Bhumi Mosque at
Ayodhya m north India that occurred in December, 1992, the Christian "targeting
mentahty" appears to be a rather minor cause ofHindu fiustration with Christian churches.
Since British occupation some influential Hindus have alleged that a general ofthe
Mughal Emperor Babar buih the mosque in 1528, replacing an even more ancient temple
dedicated to the god Rama. After the partition of India and Pakistan in 1947, the Indian
govemment placed guards outside the disputed mosque. The situation became intense
when an idol ofLord Rama had appeared in the mosque and the Indian govemment had to
close the mosque in 1949.
6From 1984 to 1986, influential Hindus strongly demanded the govemment to open
the lock and further appealed to masses that a new temple be buih in the same spot (Van
Der Veer 1994:1-3). By 1989, sacred bricks for the gigantic temple reached Ayodhya
from all over India and from the United States, Canada, South Afiica, and the Caribbean
(Khilani 1997:150-151). Dissatisfied by governmental delaysjthe Hindus invited all the
incensed majoritarian people to a mass demonstration which subsequently resuhed in the
destmction of the mosque on 6 December 1992.
Hindus in general have become very senshive about temple buildmgs and non-
Hmdu sacred places since govemment nationalization of the Ramjanam Bhumi Babri
Mosque at Ayodhya. The event is symbolic of the awakening nationalism based on the old
tradition m India that marks the nation in ethnic and religio-cultural terms, and appeals to
"primordial loyalties" (Hiebert 2000:47). I
The importance of the Ayodhya temple she can not be overemphasized because it
stands for religion, community, and nation "all rolled into one" (Pandey 1995:386).
Richard H. Davis, who wrote articles and books on Indian temple rituals and icons and
teaches Rehgious Studies at Yale University, states the case precisely. This kind of
mtervention is symbolized m physical terms by the Muslim practice of temple destmction
and site appropriation, leaving behind Mosques that serve as "provocative ocular
reminders of that violent and barbaric invasion" (Davis 1996:36). Peter Van Der Veer,
Professor ofComparative Religion at the University ofAmsterdam, has been studying
religious nationahsm in India since 1984 and did field work in Ayodhya. He said, "Sacred
centers are the foci of religious identity" (1994: 11).
Church Buildings as Westem Intmsion
Ifmany mosques represent "provocative ocular reminders" of the Muslim conquest
of India, is it any wonder that Christian churches provoke Hindu miHtants by reminding
them visually of a sunilar conquest by the British. It is clear to me as an Indian devotee of
7Christ that the powerful remarks made in the late nineteenth century by Keshub Chandra
Sen (1838-1884), a revolutionary Hindu thinker, reformer, and head ofBrahmo Samaj
(Klostermaier 1994:434-435), find their echoes in the majoritarian activities ofhis
"grandchildren." During 1879 he made a penetrating remark in a lecture:
It seems that the Christ that has come to us is an Englishman, with English
manners and customs about him and with the temper and spirit of an
EngUshman in him. Hence is it that the Hindu people shrink back and say.
Who is this revolutionary reformer who is trying to sap the very
foundations of native society and bring about an outlandish faith and
civilization qmte incompatible with Oriental instinct and ideas? (quoted by
Mozoomdar 1883:23; cited in Pitt 1955:55)
Today the Christians and then church buildings are depicted as the aggressors who use
force or strew foreign money in their attempt to overpower the Hindu community. Other
rehgious buildings are viewed as visible symbols of the silent attack of outsiders on the
Indian society and sacred motherland. Majoritarian representatives view church buildings
or halls as confirmations of the conviction that Christianity grows in India with outside
help and forces. According to them, church buildings or halls represent activities related to
neo-colonialism, Westem money, and secret agendas. For the majoritarian leaders, church
buildings and assembly halls represent secular activity more than sacred. The native
religious and social leaders find it hard to accept these Christian buildings as vaUd Indian
sacred places. It is easier for the majoritarian leaders to use these visible symbols to
reawaken and intensify a sense ofvulnerability among some sections of the majority.
Church buildings also represent the growing number of conversions to Christianity
which for many traditional Indians amount to a "change ofnationality" and weakening of
the native people. "Conversions challenge our national unity," commented a leader.
"Finally, conversion to Christianity as such, even if fi-ee of force, fraud, and inducement,
was termed an attack on Hindu/Indian society, and calls were made to ban it" (Desai
1999:7). At the same time many in India consider genuine and internal conversion a
possibihty. Such an Indian church leader as Bishop A. J. Appasamy observed more than
8fifty years ago, "The Indian Church is only a copy of the Christian Church in the West. . ."
(Appasamy 1942T91). This is congruent with the more recent comment ofPathil,
"Westem Christianity, in fact, by hs pohtical and economic power invaded many ofthe so
called mission countries and to a great extent denigrated the indigenous people, their
language, culture and religion" (1988T43).
What does a chmch building represent in Indian chies or villages? Is it like any other
sacred place in India or is it something different? Does an average religious person in India
consider it sacred or a place that is different, other, alien�a place to be shunned?
According to representatives of the majority, ifChristianity represents something
totally alien, different, foreign, aggressive, and unacceptable, then their church buildings
are the confirming visible symbols of a different, unacceptable, and foreign culture. The
majority fights back when a challenge or threat to then core identity is perceived on the
basis of issues or conceptions that ought to be in the matters of life and nation. Martin
Marty, a recognized expert on global fimdamentalism, puts it this way, "They fight with a
particular chosen repository of resources; they fight against the agents of assauh; and
finally they fight under God or the sign of some transcendent reference" (1991 :ix-x). As a
result, a church buildmg and a temple building stand as representatives of two different
cultures. They stand as enemies of each other. Rather than sharing a common function in
the eyes of the people and symbolizing friendly relations between rehgious traditions, they
stand for growmg ahenation between Hindus and Christians.
The natural response is competition between majoriatarian institutions and any
other institutions that compete with them for resources. Political and nationalistic issues
have become inseparable fi"om present-day religious activities, festivals, celebrations, and
sacred places. Obviously there is a radical and mihtant reaction to the elements of religious
change and perceived threats from an alien, hostile, modernist, secularist world which are
seen to be mherently contradictory to "the Tmth" (Frykenberg 1993:254).
9This rejection of the visible prominent church structures as other, outsider, foreign,
and aggressive is precisely the problem. The problem is not whether or not we should have
church buildings. They are here to stay. The issue is how culturally relevant church
buildings can and should be. How close can and should church buildings be to Indian
expectations for sacred places. Are the current church buildings hostile and contradictory
cuhurally?
Both Christians and non-Christians in India have the same cultural origin but in the
above cases where the churches are desecrated, the non-Christian communities interpret
Christians' othemess easily with the help of their church buildings. It may be that the
othemess ofthe church buildmgs gives new Christians a new or foreign or confiised
identity even though they are fully Indian When the majority Indians understand
Christianity as foreign or Western, their perception is as much cultural as religious. The
church buildmgs represent Westem culture rather than a sacred place for worship. If
majoritarian resistance and the countercultural church buildmgs are closely connected,
then the situation demands Christian mtrospection. In fact, the strangeness of the location,
orientation, and constmction of the church building itselfmay be a part of the problem
that needs serious study.
For whatever reason, as far as I know, no Christian literature written for the Indian
context treats the area of Christian sacred place theologically. In practice not a church
building, old or new, is named "temple" or mandir^ in Mumbai (Bombay). The church
buildings lack cultural and Indian theological understanding. Mission agencies past and
present have insisted that the mission agency titles somehow be inserted in church halls or
building names. Generally, the Protestant church m India has been clmging to the Westem
style of church architecture that does not dialogue with the Indian context. Some efforts
have been made both by the Protestant and Roman Catholic Church people in ashram
settings to build indigenous church buildings. Ashrams as retreat centers or hermitages,
although based on ancient Vedic practice (Weckman 1987; E. Jones n.d ), are not in the
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both to theh- function as places of sacred worship and to then identity as Christian places
ofworship. To support this thesis we have answered the following research questions.
Questions for research
1 . What do Hindus expect ofworship space?
This chapter began with the recent incidents of church desecration in the central
part of India and showed how the present majoritarian leaders view non-Hindu sacred
places. The role played by the Babri Mosque case in 1992 is vital in dififerentiating the
identities between the native and other sacred places with associated communities.
A temple, the sacred place ofHindus, is considered a dwelling place of a deity that
needs to be buih with utmost care to prescribed specifications. Temple in Hinduism is the
house ofgod different from the meetmg place for the people of god. The construction
rules and regulations are found m the ancient books called Vaastu Shastras. The Vaastu
Purusha Mandala is the most basic magical diagram mentioned m the ancient books for all
buildmgs, mcludmg temples. In Chapter 2 we deal with the above mentioned topics and
specifically talk about orientation, location, construction, and rituals ofHindu temple
buildings. Chapter 3 gives a full description of a classical temple plan and building project,
one long ritual mvolving cosmic bodies, human engagement, nature and all that is in it.
The life inflision ritual for an idol is a very important process and is described m this
chapter. The chapter shows that the temple is a congregational place by an appeal to some
temple activities. This becomes important for our proposals m the last chapters. Chapter 4
deals with the story and a hierophany element associated with archaic temple complexes
and narrates myths about three of the most famous Hindu sacred places m India. The
emergence ofmodem temporary festival shrines, and portable shrines are discussed in this
section. In Chapter 5 I mention contemporary Vaastu Shastra informed buildings and
emerging pattems for sacred centers in urban settmgs. Urban case studies are included in
this chapter.
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2. What does Christian scripture and tradition say about the location and
construction of places for worship?
Whh the help ofHarold W. Tumer's analysis, we summarize in Chapter 6 the
teaching of scripture and the tendencies in the Christian tradition regarding the theoretical
and practical issues in the location and constmction ofworship space. An analysis of early
Mar Thoma church'* architecture in South India and hs relationship with Hindu mandirs
(temples) finishes out this chapter.
3. Have Christians recognized the need for contextualization ofworship space in
the Indian settmg?
Although there is no Christian literature on the contextualization ofworship
buildings. Chapter 7 reports specific case studies in India where contextualization has been
attempted in the area of church buildings and temples. In this chapter critical
contextuahzation is recommended because of the danger of over-contextualization or
syncretism. Smce these attempts have had mixed results at best, we needed to ask our
fourth research question.
4. How can Christians locate and constmct places ofworship for meaningfiil
witness to Hindu neighbors?
Proposals are made m Chapters 8, 9 and 10 toward constmcting a model for
church orientation and location and for building sacred Christian places in India. It is
fiirther suggested that Christian stories and experiences must play a vital role in the
location and constmction of church buildmgs and that secular aspects of then location and
buildmg need to be eliminated.
The main source for understanding the concept of sacred place in Hmduism comes
fi-om the Hindu Vaastu Shastras, which wdll be deah v^th in the next chapter. A look at
these ancient writings will help us understand what kind ofbuildings Indians in general,
and Hindus m particular, have supported for the worship ofGod. This study is limited to
13
understanding the sacred aspect ofHindu and Christian place in view of adapting the
acceptable elements in location, orientation, and construction of church buildings m India.
Endnotes
' A tropical mm tree was named sati since the Uee grew up on the spot where a widow had committed
self-emulation (sati) on the pyres of her dead husband. The mm tree is known for its bitter taste and used
in herbal medicine for various purposes in rural India.
^ The highly diverse array of religious traditions classified as Hindu represents more than 80% of the
population of India. Because "Hinduism" comprises both small cults practiced in only a few villages and
major religious movements such as Vaishnavism with millions of followers that could be called a
"'religion' in its own right" (Weightman 1995:211), it can be referred to as the majoritarian traditions in
India. In fact, there is a significant minority ofHindus who are working for the national establishment of
the Hindu religion. It is this group that we refer to as majoritarian.
^ Transliterated terms are transhterated fi-om Sanskrit in simplified forms unless otherwise noted.
The Mar Thoma Church subscribes to the view that St. Thomas is the founder of the church in India.
One of the traditions asserts that, St. Thomas one of the Aposties of Jesus Christ, in response to the Great
Commission, landed in Cranganore (Muzurus) a famous seaport on the westem coast ofMalabar in 52
A.D. in South India. He preached the Gospel to the Jews, Hindus, established seven churches, and
ordained priests for the ministry in the area. The earliest reference is made by Pantaenus, a teacher of the
Catechetical School who Alexandria visited in India in 189 A.D. and found a Christian group in Malabar
and a Gospel of St. Mathew in Hebrew. Other accounts of travelers such as Cosmos Indicopleustes 522,
John ofMonte 1292, Marco Polo 1293, Jordanus a Dominican Friar 1321 and 1323 mention the Malabar
church. Archdeacon Thomas ofMalabar Church was the first bishop elected in 1653 and came to be
knovm as die first Mar Thoma (Joy 1986:5-10,16). See also MafFett (1992:25-44).
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CHAPTER 2
Vaastu Shastra: Sacred Literature on Architecture
The Vedic tradhion includes a vast literature on the location, orientation, and
construction ofbuildings. The Sanskrit term shastra means "precept, command, rule"
(Wilhams 1872: 1003). A text on a certain topic giving rules and principles is a shastra.
Vaastu Shastras are treatises dealing with principles and rules for locating, orienting, and
constructmg buildings (Rocher 1987:80).
The term vaastu is a common word in many Indian languages (especially in the
Marathi and Hindi languages that have originated from the ancient Sanskrit language) that
mainly refers to a place, house, or building. According to D. Muralidhar Rao who studied
modem architecture and ancient Vaastu Shastras, "The name Vaastu^ derived from Vastu
(matter), a really existing thing, signifies residence as well as residue" (S.B.I.7.3. 18-19)
(1995:35). Vadrevu SuryanarayanaMurty, an expert in Vaastu Silpa Shastra and
astrology, says, "It appears, the word Vastu is derived from "Vas", meaning to dwell or to
live. It is generally interpreted as the dwelling or any constmction depending on various
materials (vastus)" (Murty 1977:7).
Vaastu is used broadly for that which consists of the earth or ground, temple,
conveyance, and couch, while the earth is considered the main vaastu as the underlying
stratum of existence (Kramrisch 1946:21). Vaastu is substantial, the micro and macro
space (Padam 1998: 1). The term vaastu conveys the idea that a house or a building
continues to live on or is rooted like a tree unless somethmg abnormal causes hs removal
or end. "The living place of devatas (gods) and human beings is known as 'vastu"' (Padam
1998:1).
Commonly, the word Shastra is used for an ancient book, sacred writings, treaties
or sacred hterature. The term is considered post Vedic (after 100 B.C.) in origin and also
means command, mle, code, instmctions (Wilhams 1872:1003). "Vastu Sastra is both a
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science and art" (Murty 1977:10). In modem architectural terms, "Vaastu Shastra
basically is the art of correct settings. By placing a house or any building (Vaastu) in a
right manner human bemgs can absorb the maximum benefits of the panchabhutas (five
basic elements like space-sky, air, fire, water, and earth) as well as the influence of
magnefic fields surrounding the earth" (D. Rao 1995:20). In the context of this
dissertation, Vaastu Shastra is interpreted as the main texts that define the selection,
location, constmction, and orientation of a house or temple in both metaphysical and
physical terms.
According to some there are thirty-two, while according to others sixty-four
standard Vaastu Shastra texts or treatises (Raz 1971:1). About twenty-five books on
Vaastu Shastra were written by the eleventh century. Some of the prominent works on
Vaastu Shastras include Mansara. Mayamtam. Silpa Ratam, Vishwakarma Vidaya
Prakasaka, Kasyapa Silpam. Sukra Nhi, Shilpa Ratnam, Sakaladhikara and Hiranyakesi
(Padam 1998:9).
Vaastu Shastras draw their principles fi^om the vast body of traditional literature or
oral lore and are considered prescriptive texts on architecture in India. These deal with all
aspects of architecture and are compendiums ofmles goveming different aspects of
buildings based on religious behefs, way of life, stmcture of society, aesthetics, and
proportion. These texts cover two styles of architecture, Dravida being southem and
Nagara bemg northem (Kythappala 1989: 1 1).
Like feng shui in the Chmese context (Overmyer 1992: 1070), Vaastu Shastra takes
a hohstic approach to human hfe that is concemed with the physical, emotional, and
spiritual welfare ofhumankind. D. Murlaidhar Rao quotes fi-om Vishwakarma -
Vaastushastra m Sanskrit (original quote in Sanskrit script in his book) translated as,
"Because ofVaastu Shastra the whole Universe gets good heahh, happiness and all-round
prosperity. Human beings attain divinity with this Shastra. Knowledge of Shilpa Shastra
and the existence of this worid are co-related. Followers ofVaastu Shastra^ get not only
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worldly pleasures but also experience heavenly bliss. . ." (D. Rao 1995:20). Good health
represents the physical; happiness refers to the emotional; and reaching divinity to the
spiritual aspects ofhuman personality. Vaastu Shastra was conceived as a science that can
bring about harmony between humans, with the natural world and their buildings. In other
words, Vaastu Shastra deals with life and matter.
In contemporary India a renewed mterest in the traditional concepts and ancient
teaching in general and Vaastu Shastras in particular is evident. Rao in his book very
eloquently says, "India must rise not with the power ofmuscle but with that of spirituality,
not with the flag of destruction, but with that of love and peace, not with disunity but with
unity." He is also right in saymg, "Many new towns and chies in India today are planned
entirely on westem patterns without any consideration for the genius of the land" (D. Rao
1995:192, 204). In other words more use ofVaastu Shastra principles are called for. In
fact, as we shall see, this is happening.
Let us now tum to a more detailed examination ofVaastu Shastra principles and
practices. Fust we look at the Vaastu Pumsha Mandala. the most basic diagram for the
sacred constmction ofhouses, temples, and towns.
The Vaastu Pumsha Mandala
Vaastu is a building; Pumsha hterally means man; and Mandala is a magical or
sacred diagram. Before planning a town, village, house, or temple building, an image of
the Pumsha, a human body, is drawn in a sacred square. The resuh is called Vaastu
Pumsha Mandala. See Figure 1 below.
The Vaastu -Vidhaana (Vin-26-32) ofNarada says, "the Vaastu Pumsha Mandala is
the magic diagram (yantra) and the form (roopa) of the Vaastupumsha. It is his body
(sharira) and a bodily device (sharira vantra) by which those who have requishe
knowledge attain the best resuhs in temple building" (cited by D. Rao 1995:35). A
constmction ofHindu buildings is grounded metaphysically in this square ritual.
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The Rig-Veda poem of the Purusa-sukta described the universal Man
(Purusha): Thousand-headed is Man, thousand-eyes, thousand footed;
having covered the earth on all sides, he extended beyond it by ten-fingers'
length. . . . Great is the greatness of all this, yet greater than this is Man; a
foiuth ofhun is all beings, three-fourths ofhim is unmortality in heaven.
(Miller 1978:10)
The mandala is symbohc of a fiindamental spiritual doctrine of the Purusha. his all-
pervading power. Purusha is the universal essence, the principle of all things, and their
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Figure 1. A Vaastu Purusha Mandala of 81 squares.
(Source: Shukla 1972:34)
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originator. The intended layout of any building or town must be congruent with this pre
existent cosmic person. This Purusha represents the Lord Shiva, the architect of all that is
(Murty 1977: 11). Purusha is formless and substanceless but gives the temple his impress.
Some refer to Vaastu Purusha as the king ofgods, Indra.
Mandala may be understood as configuration, enclosure, and network and is a
composite program chart of the necessary features ofwhatever is being constructed (Puri
1997:54, 78).
The Vaastu Purusha Mandala essentially takes hs symbolism and significance fi"om
the square mandala of the earth and path of the rotating sun as it travels across the earth,
therefore rt also symbohzes repetrtive cycles of time (D. Rao 1995:34-35). See Figures 1,
2, and 3 pages 17, 19, and 21. The mandala square may be comprised of 1, 4, 9, 16, 25,
36, 49, 64, 81 and 1024 squares. A sbrty-four square chart is called manduka mandala and
an eighty one square chart is called paramasayika mandala (Volwahsen 1969:54). In
addition a 1000 square mandala is for forts and chies and 3,400 square mandala is for a
country (Puri 1997:50).
The main concem m architectures ofboth temples (Dev Shilpa�places for gods)
and houses (Manav Shilpa�^places for humans) is their orientation accordmg to the
Vaastu Pumsha Mandala. The temple form and all that it signifies depends upon the
Vaastu Pumsha diagram (Kramrisch 1946:7). There are various views on the prescription
of the Vaastu Pumsha Mandala: rt is generally agreed however, that a diagram of sixty-
four squares is for the constmction of the shrines, and a diagram of eighty-one squares for
the constmction ofhouses (Kramrisch 1946:46). Nevertheless, D. Muralidhar Rao
observes that the sixty-four square mandala plan is best for designing human habitations
and the eighty-one square plan is good for town planning (D. Rao 1995:92).
According to a myth, something unknown and unnamed existed that
blocked the sky and earth. Gods, with the help ofBrahma, pressed it face down to
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the ground into the form of a square and Brahma called it Vaastu Purusha.
Wherever the unage of the Vaastu Purusha is marked out on the ground before
building a city, temple, or house, there he lies.
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Figure 2. Vaastu Purusha Mandala of 64 squares, showing 45 deities in and aroimd the
spaces devoted to them. Note the Creator, Brahma, in the center.
(Source: www.gosai.com/.. ./sacred architecture/ vastu-shastra-2.html.)
The image of the laws govermng the cosmos is represented in the Vaastu Purusha
Mandala and humans and the earth on which they build are subject to it. Both the seen and
the unseen worlds are merged into the diagram and "all existence is reflected m this magic
square" (Volwahsen 1969:43-44). Whatever is within the periphery reflects integral unity
but anything that hes outside represents anti-life and chaos (Puri 1997:70).
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The concept ofPurusha plays a significant role in the Bhagavad Gita, where
Purusha is said to be the cause of the soul's experience of pleasure and pain (13:20). The
Gita depicts the Purusha. or celestial man, as beyond form, description, and contingency.
Known by mtellectual intuition, it resides in humans as microcosm and in the universe as
macrocosm (D. Rao 1995:35). A proper house plan is drawn according to the image of
the Purusha m the very place where habitation must take place before the house is erected
to ensure the presence of the Purusha. "Man and earth correspond to one another in this
image" (Volwahsen 1969:44).
The unage ofVaastu Purusha is drawn in a square mandala with his head m the
northeast, the legs in the southwest, right hand in the northwest, and left hand in the
southeast. The other parts of his body should fill the square mandala. The Purusha body
should also touch each of the sixty-four or more squares within the mandala square. See
Figure 1, page 17. Forty-five deities constitute the body ofVaastupumsha and their
number necessarily remains the same in mandalas of sixty-four or more squares. The space
allotted to each of the deities may differ but not their fixed position in the plan (D. Rao
1995: 36). See Figure 2and 3, pages 19 and 21. This boundary in the form of the squares
separates the building site from the rest of the world and gives security to the house.
The Lord of the Central Square is always Brahma, the creator and lord of cosmos.
Kubera (weahh; shown as Bhudhara in Figure 2 and Prithvidhara m Figure 3) is the Lord
of the North, Yama (death) is the Lord of the South, Surva Naravana (sunlight; shown as
Aditi m Figure 2) is the Lord of the East, and Varuna (wind) is the Lord of the West (D.
Rao 1995:36). Inside and outside the square mandala there are in all fifty-three gods,
including semi gods, spirits, goblms, demons, and demonesses (Mallaya 1949:129).
The Vaastu Shastra hterature connects each part of the house with divinities represented
in the Vaastu Pumsha Mandala. thus making the whole house a sacred entity.
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In fact, during the Rig Vedic period, a house was considered a temple and by 1500
B.C. was treated like a womb (Puri 1997:91). Life and death, good or bad are parts ofthe
house plan and related to daily life. This unseen Purusha is treated and
VASTUPURUSHAMANDALA
PILIPINJA
Figure 3. Vaastu Purusha Mandala of 81 squares, showing 53 deities in and aroimd the
spaces devoted to particular deities. Note the Creator, Brahma, in the center.
(Source: vyvyw.gosai.com/.../sacred architecture/ vastu-shasUa-2.html.)
venerated hke a hving bemg who can see, can be upset by non-ritualistic actions, and
needs to be worshiped as the presiding deity of the whole she (Puri 1997:36).
The square is given unportance in all the Vaastu Shastra writings because the
square is good for Brahmins and gods. Hexagonal buildings are good for kings
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(Kshatriyas). octagonal shaped buildings are suhable for merchants or Vaisyas. and all
other shapes are good for the outcaste or Sudras (Padam 1998:78).^
Vaastu Components
According to the Vaastu Shastras, the Vaastu Purusha. the house, and the dwellers
m the house are three important components. All three are considered living and sacred
while the Purusha is the greatest of the three and must be invoked from the very
beginning. The well-being of the household, including livestock, fields, and harvest, is
under the power ofthe presidmg deity and ritual prayers are offered. This trinity also
maintains the positions of other gods such as Indra. Varuna. and Yama. the Lord of
Death.
During the construction of a house, Vaastu Puja or worship of the Purusha deity is
unportant for at least three times. First before starting the house construction, second
when fixing the mam door, and third at the first entry into the house or grahapravesha (D.
Rao 1995T70).
A following prayer from the Atharva Veda is chanted before laying a foundation
stone for Bhumipuja (earth/ground worship):
Facmg you, O house, who are facing, me, I approach you peacefiiUy:
Sacred fire, and water are within the main door to Cosmic Order. I bring
here these waters free from disease, destroyers of disease. In this house,
together with Fue immortal, I take up thy abode! (Padam 1998:64)
Maha mantra, is a great magical prayer to be recked in Sanskrit at the tune of
starting construction work on buildings other than temples. It runs as follows.
Om, I bow to the holy Vastupurusha ofgreat strength and valor whose
body rests under all dwellings, son ofBrahma; up-holder of entire universe;
whose head is placed to carry the burden of the earth; who makes all shes
his presence; the towns and cities, temples, houses, tanks, [and] wells; who
assures all kind of fiilfillment; ofgracious appearance; support ofthe
cosmos; supreme Purusha; granter ofboons to Indra, lord of dwellings,
obeisance. MahaMantra for Grahapravesha occasion (house entry) says, O
God! You are welcome m this house, you are honored among all gods O
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God! Please be present in this house always and shower your blessings to
us. (Puri 1997:99,101)
Especially during a house entrance ceremony (grahapravesha) a relationship is
mvoked between the etemal soul and the dweller (D. Rao 1995:36). Households depend
on the mvisible Vaastu Pumsha for their peace, happmess, healing, health, prosperity,
success, offspring, and every human need. Ultimately all the dehies resident m Pumsha are
invoked for everything that happens or is expected to happen in the life of the household.
All the time the presiding deity is invoked through different forms and rituals in order to
insure well-being.
In reality the house first becomes a place of gods and then a place for humans. The
sacred space has the ability to give a person an ontic orientation. It alone makes living in a
tme and fuller sense possible, and "to acquire an orientation in the 'chaos of
homogeneity', to 'found the world'" (Ehade 1959:23). "The power which is known, and
for which a house is buUt, resides within. ... A house is an enclosure ofpower" (Van der
Leeuw 1978:36). A house is considered a place fit for indwellmg if built in accordance
with the Vaastu Pumsha Mandala. D. Muralidhar Rao sums up the role of the gods and
humans m the phrase, pranamane sthapitadeva pujaarhascha bhavanfi te meaning: "When
the house is built m strict adherence to the proportionate measurements then that house
becomes worthy of [being a place for the] worshiping of gods and thereafter it becomes
the abode ofgods" (1995:39-40).
The holistic well-being of a household depends on the Vaastu Pumsha and the
dehies residing in the whole complex. A natural concem of the household is to please the
gods represented in the Vaastu Pumsha Mandala and the presiding deity, or Vaastu
Pumsha. through the prescribed rituals. InsufiBcient rituals could engender constant fear
for those living m a house. Building a house is a religious act (Puri 1997:45).
The hving place ofDevatas (gods) and human beings is known as vaastu. "which
consists ofbasic matters such as bhuumi (earth), prasada (stmctures), vaana (vehicles) and
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shayana (furniture)" (D. Rao 1995:28). If these matters cause difficulty for the dwellers,
that can be a sign of the displeased presiding deity and owners retry the appeasement or
leave the house to avoid a curse. Almost in every village such abandoned houses are found
and are sometimes called demon houses.
Non-Temple Structures
The Vaastu Shastras treat two basic types of structures: (1) Deva Shilpa (buildings
for gods)-dealing with all aspects of the temple and place of ritual activhies including
making idols, yagna (sacrifice), and yagna kunda (place of sacrifice), (2) Maanava Shilpa
(buildmgs for humans)-dealmg with houses, other residential buildings, schools, toiletry,
hotels, working places, etc. Most of the modem exponents ofVaastu Shastra agree on the
following five fundamental principles on which the great edifice ofVedic science of
architecture stands:
Diknimaya: The doctrine of orientation.
Vaastu-Pada-Vuiyaasa: Site planning; The Vaastu Pumsha Mandala.
Maana: Hastalakshna: The proportionate measurement ofbuildings.
Aayaadi: The six canons ofVedic Architecture.
Pataakaadi - Sadschandas: The character of the building, its aspects and prospect etc. (D.
Rao 1995:30 and Padam 1998:74).
These fundamental principles are concemed about the correct location of a house
m space and time. We wih summarize these principles as orientation, location, and
constmction.
Orientation
House orientation and Vaastu Pumsha Mandala are mterrelated. The direction of a
house is extremely sacred for the well-being of the family. The ground where the house is
to be buih needs to slope in a certam direction. If a Brahmin caste person plans to build a
house, the ground slope should be towards the north; for Kshatrivas the slope should be
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towards the east; for Vaisyas towards the east and for the lower caste towards the west
(Padam 1998:76).
The theory of the orientation ofbuildings, secular as well as ecclesiastical,
emphasizes designing the building in such a way that rt secures the maximum benefit fi-om
solar radiation automatically. Temples, livmg places, assembly halls, audience rooms, and
a number of other structures were therefore so adjusted in plan as to obtain an eastem
fi-ontage. Vaastu Pumsha Mandala, the metaphysical she plan, is the starting diagram for
all the buildings (D. Rao 1995:31,33).
Location
Normally houses should be located on the northeast side or head side ofVaastu-
Pumsha or southwest of the site that is the folded feet side ofVaastu Pumsha. This is
done through a technical procedure known as Shankustaapana (some people
misunderstand it as foundation stone laying). It should be done m the location where the
navel pomt (Naabhi) of the Vaastu Pumsha lies, i.e., the center of the plot. See Figure 1
page 17. Shanku is a gnoman (native wooden instmment) by which the cardinal points are
ascertained for the orientation of the building. The gnoman is made of the wood of certain
trees and rt may be twenty four, eighteen or twelve angulas (one angula equals 1 .05 in.) in
length and the width at the base should be six, five and four angulas respectively. It tapers
fi-om the bottom towards the top (D. Rao 1995:30).
For maanava shilpa. a square lot tapering to northeast is best. A rectangular lot is
good but a triangular lot or site whh an odd number of sides must be avoided. When
building a house, maximum space on the north and east sides and a minimum amount of
space on the south and west sides should be left. However, Puri observes that it is difficuh
to observe fiindamental mles related to she shape, slopes, and soil for a house m urban
areas (Puri 1997:46,50).
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Construction
A house is buih on the northeast or southwest side of the she. Northeast is the best
spot for a house because that is where the head of the Vaastu Purusha Hes in the Vastu
Purusha Mandala. Other rooms such as bedrooms, kitchen, granary, cow shade, and
restrooms have specific places. At the very beginning of a house construction, soil is
tested and purified by ploughing and sowing various seeds on the selected lot. The grain
sowing is an offering to the land and to the spirits that must leave the lot. A small
purification ritual is done by family women in a selected spot before actually starting the
house construction (Puri 1997:91-92, 94).
When starting house construction, every month and weekday are good for some
benifit such as health, weahh, and offspring. The owner can choose a month or a day for
the expected benefits in the fiiture and start construction work on the day as prescribed in
Vaastu Shastras. If a house is buih during the Hindu calendar month Chaitra (March-
April) the result will be financial loss but ifbuilt during Vaishaka (April-May) it brings
good results and Maagha (January-February) is good for the whole family. House
construction commencing on weekdays except Sunday, Saturday and part ofMonday is
good according to the benefits prescribed for the day (Puri 1997:96, 97).
Depending on the availabihty of resources, modem people constmct houses for
comfort purposes. Whereas ancient Indian architecture deals with protection fi"om the five
elements and provision of an atmosphere favorable to spuitual endeavor and contentment
in one's Ufe (D. Rao 1995:22).
Although I know of no statistical analysis of the trend, the Indian Hindu
community shows a clearly renewed mterest in discovering the Vaastu Shastra principles
and applying the ancient concepts to modem housing. During the last few years many
books, booklets, and brochures dealing with this subject have been published in EngUsh
and many more m the mam languages of India (See for example Kanitkar 1996). My
brother, Pratap Aghamkar, is a builder in the state ofMaharashtra. He reports a significant
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increase in fascination with Vaastu Shastra principles. Many householders have asked him
to change features of their existuig homes to conform to these ancient tradhions.
Information is available to help solve problems related to the rectification ofmodem urban
flats or apartments, color combination, garages, business offices, commercial buildings,
and even factory or industrial complexes. Modem architects such as B.B. Puri and D.
MuraUdhar Rao are creating awareness through their hterature of the value ofthe
tradhional principles in Vaastu Shastra. My brother mentioned above said, "Many Hindus
have changed theu house orientation, bedrooms, kitchen, doors, and windows according
to Vaastu Shastra principles" (Aghamkar 1996).
The religious community has been seriously concemed over temple buildings and
especially expressed views on temple architecture in India in a conference on Hindu
temple worship. The conference held at Ilayatangudi, South India, during September 13-
24, 1962, was called The Agama Silpa Bharata Vidwat Sadas (The Scholarly Conference
on Contemporary Indian Architecture). The conference was presided over by the well
known leader Sri Sankaracharya of the Kanchi, Kakakoti Peetam, and leading priests fi-om
famous temples ui India, Assam, Thailand, and Tibet were invited. Priests representing
various Hmdu schools such as Vaishnavism and Shaivism participated in discussions.
Serious concems were expressed over the dying art of the silpis (temple artisans) and a
suggestion was made that courses on Shilpa Shastra be introduced at the university level
in India. It was suggested that old temples should be renovated according to the Vaastu
Shastras and with the help of tradhional silpis who are well versed in Vaastu Shastras
(Immanuel 1964:29-31). Bombay School ofArts provides classes on Vaastu Shastra for
interested university students.
The temple holds the central place in Hindu rituals, religious experience, and
culture and we deal with this unportant topic in the next section. We will see the beginnmg
of the temple stmcture, terms used, classical stmcture, styles, symbols, and fimctions of
the temple.
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Temple Structures
"The chief temple of the Hindu is the universe" (Danielou 1985:376). Essentially
temples are not the meeting places of the faithfiil but are the homes of deities, places
where a particular aspect ofdivinity is honored and worshiped by priests who are its
servants (Danielou 1985:376). The temple building and especially the central sanctum are
the home of a deity that resides in a murti or icon. A temple is the concrete form of the
deity's essence that can be seen, felt, touched, and experienced by a devotee (Kramrisch
1946:165). An icon is the solidified form of that essence.
Earlv Temple Begdnmng
It is hard to document the early origm of temple buildings in India. During the
popular religious practices about 1000 B.C. sacred places evolved from a platform-like
place. This platform or altar-hke place in the open under the sky had an aniconic symbol of
a deity on a dais. This open altar-Uke place m Vedic times seems to be closer to what we
know as a shrine today. According to second century B.C. inscriptions, a full-fledged
platform dedicated to Vishnu seems to have evolved (Agrawala 1965:1).
The earhest platforms ware dedicated to the images of yakshas (semi-divine
beings) and Bodhisattvas (Buddhas-to-be) and by about the fust century A.D. some kind
of parasol was placed on top of a stone post sheltering especially the big statue of a
Bodhisattva. The earhest Buddhist shrines had vertical slabs as walls and a flat stone
servmg as a ceiling which was the very first type of sanctum (garbhagraha) or cella. By the
fourth century in the early Gupta period there is a clear development of square sanctum
flat top, small pavihon (mandapa). and moderately high platform. The vertical slab was
round or square with a lotus flower carved on it that gave an appearance of a shrine or
temple and was accepted by Hindus and Buddhists until the sixth century. The elaborate
development of the temple aspects with an image, foundation, sanctum and tower reached
the fiillest splendor by the twelth century A.D. (Agrawala 1965:1-5).
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Altars were required for the great soma-sacrifice during the Vedic age, which
seems to have been based on some scientific principles. The principles and pattems
became probably the chief features ofHindu architecture (Murty 1977:7). Hindu
scriptmes such as Vedas do not mention temples mainly because they were not required
for the quasi-domestic rites ofworship during their time. The temples became necessary
with the introduction of the Brahmanic ritual (Fergusson 1876:88).
Aryan or Vedic religion mainly consisted of nature worship by means of hymns and
sacrifices in the open air on sacrificial grounds. Image worship seems to have prevailed
among the contemporary non-Aryan people whose religious tradition differed from that of
the Aryans. Image worship was inherent in the faith of India all the time even though
references are only found from the fourth century B.C. onwards (Mallaya 1949:93-94,
102-104). Accorduig to E. B. Havell as quoted by Swami Pavitrananda, there were
temples in India dedicated to Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva even before the Mahayana School
ofBuddhism (Pavitrananda 1956:497).
Accordmg to Varma the temple plan is derived from the yagasala (hall for Vedic
sacrifice) smce both buildings have similar elements (Varma 1956:448). Agarwala also
seems to agree, that the Brahmanical temple retamed the ancient platform pattem which
served as high phnth (base) of the temple and the pillars of the railing were assimilated into
the high plmth while the shrine was placed on the top center (Agarwala 1965:2).
Because image worship became popular among Mahayana Buddhists during the
period, Hindus feh the need to build temples for worship (Pavitrananda 1956:497).
Temples and unage worship is the sign of the present age (yuga) called KaU. In the
very beginning during the Krita-yuga. gods moved among humans and it was not
necessary to build temples or idols on earth. In the Treta and Dvapra vugas. gods were
easily perceived and people worshiped images in household shrines and even installed
images of gods m forest retreats. In the present Kali vuga. due to moral deterioration m
temples, the worship of idols in them became necessary (Vikhanasacharyulu 1997:n.p.).'*
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Terms Used
Common terms used for temple are prasada. meaning the central seat or platform
of god, devagraham meaning house ofgod, and devalaya meaning residence ofgod, and
mandir meaning waiting or abiding place. Mandir is the most common term for temple in
India. "Temple is a receptacle for the gods, who may appear there in the forms imagined
by their worshipers" (Michell 1977:62).
The Hebrew word Elohim is translated as house ofGod and the word heikhal is
used in Hebrew for special house or palace. The Greek word naos from naio meaning
sheher for god or 'to dwell in' and kuriakos meaning 'of the Lord' are the origin words
for church (Davies 1987:382).
The original Latin word templum meant a rectangular place marked out or cut out
by a diviner for the purpose of his sacred activities. In the old sense, templum corresponds
to the Greek tepenos. which means a place set apart as sacred to a god where a house of
the god might be built (MacCulloch 1925:236). Temple is a space marked out by a sacred
person with a sacred object during sacred time.
Styles and Types ofTemple
Three mam temple styles have been recognized on the basis of architecture in
India. The temple in square shape built from the basement to the head (dome) is known as
Nagara and is especially found inNorth India. See Figure 4, page 3 1 . The hexagonal or
octagonal components of the temple just under the kalasha distmguishes the Suthem
temple style Dravida The kalasha is the pinnacle of the temple. See Figure 4. The
development of the Dravidian style temple was due to the greater powers accredited to the
deity of the temple (P. Brown 1959:95). The one with cucular shape either from the
basement or ceiling to the top is known as Vassar and is broadly found m the central part
of India (Mallaya 1949:69).
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Bharadwaj has suggested five categories of sacred places that are mainly based on
geography and demography (1) Pan-Hindu, (2) Supraregional, (3) Regional, (4)
Subregional, (5) Local (Bhardwaj 1973: 8,146, 226).'
Figure 4. Two types ofHindu temples: a. Sounth Indian (Dravida) and b. North Indian
(Nagara). showing componenets.
(Source: Hardy 1992:44).
Sacred places in India can be classified by way of religious activities as ancient
scriptural or storied temples, pilgrimage temples, miracle temples, sectarian temples, inter-
conununity temples, local temporary, portable, and family shrines. These could be
subdivided in categories as done by Bharati, who elaborates on indigenous classifications
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of thirthas (pilgrimage places) and pithas (sacred places of leaming) as all India type and
sectarian temples (Bharati 1970:90). One can also divide temples into vegetarian and non-
vegetarian temples (Preston 1980:17). For the present discussion we will look at varieties
of these temple types and styles. We will confine ourselves to the essential features of a
typical temple complex. Later in Chapter 4 we will look at archaic storied temples as well
as temporary and portable shrines.
Classic Temple Stmcture (Parts of a Temple)
The essential features of the Hindu temple complex include the deity or image, the
sanctuary or garbhagraha. literally meaning womb chamber, and attached or separate
buildings for assembly, called mukhashala. archanamandapa. and sabhamandapa�^usually
shortened to mandapa. These main parts may include several other subparts not mentioned
here.
Sanctum. The real temple consists of a sanctum and, accordmg to Sri-prasna.
sanctum is the divinity's body (S. Rao 1979:52). The sanctum or sanctuary (garbhagraha)
is a narrow cubic place enclosed m thick walls where the priests have access to the deity.
As noted above, garbhagraha literally means "womb house/chamber" that is generally
shrouded in darkness and made visible by the buming of dim lights inside. This is the
central part of the temple stmcture and the holy ofholies. This round or square room is
reserved for an image. It is a sunple place resembling a cave and only a certain group of
people is allowed to enter the section. The parcel of space symbolizes the cosmos,
darkness the mystery that covers it; gloom is a kind ofveil and the deity munanent and
transcendent in the universe (Mallaya 1949:22,23). The garbhagraha is like a cave that
reminds us that there is mystery and a secret unknown within. There is always a
circumambulatory passage around the garbhagraha and the final darshana (seeing) ofthe
deity is completed when circumambulation is done in the passage (Eck 1981 :47).
Sanctum constitutes the central position m the Vaastu Pumsha Mandala diagram that is
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the place ofBrahma the concentration of cosmic power (S. Rao 1979:136). This is where
an unage of a presidmg deity is consecrated.
Construction of the garbhagraha is done strictly by the silpis (sacred architects)
and in accordance with Vaastu Shastra rules. There are nine altemative measurements
prescribed for the square-shaped garbhagraha. The proportion laid down for garbhagraha
size is 2/3 of the breadth of the prasada (temple). Other possible proportions include 3/5,
4/7, 5/9, 6/11, 7/13, 8/15,1/2 and 5/8. These nine proportions refer to both breadth and
length of prasada however in practice the proportions may differ according to the area,
she, material available and hierophany discussed in Chapter 3. These measurements differ
in some Vaastu Shastra texts like Kashapa, while Manasara gives only five. But all texts
give some kind ofmeasurements indicating the utmost sacredness of the garbhagraha
(Mallaya 1949:200-201). According to the Shastras, the best sanctum is of stone, next
best is brick, but a wooden sanctum is inferior and a mud sanctum is the worst in grade (S.
Rao 1979: 55)
Image. The unage (ipurti) of a deity is the most vital and essential part of a temple
building. The unage or the icon in a temple is hs soul (jiva) (S. Rao 1979:52). Broadly,
Hindu unages can be classified in three types. The most common unages are found in
natural settmgs such as open roadsides, under trees, rocks, in caves, or on mountaintops.
These are also sometimes considered as svyambhu or hierophanic,^ a concept developed in
the Chapter 4 on stories. This type mcludes symbohc objects such as footprints or wooden
slippers, classified as aniconic images by Diana L. Eck (1981 :23), author and professor of
Hindu religion m the Department of Sanskrit and Indian Studies at Harvard University.
The second most common images are the combination ofhuman and animal bodies
represented in one image such as Granesha with human body and head of an elephant. Such
types ofunages are classified as theriomorphic' See Figure 5, page 34. The thud type is
anthropomorphic images or icons in human appearance especially found in classical
temples (Eck 1981:23).
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The sacred group of artists called silpis are authorized to makes these images.
Vaastu Shastra specify proper proportions of the parts of the body, various postures,
gestures, number of arms or heads, emblems and weapons to be placed in the hands, the
associated animal mount, orientation and location accorded to a deity. Anthropomorphic
unages should be beautifial and pleasing to the worshiper but are beautifiil ifmade only in
accordance to the Shastras (Eck 1981:23, 38-39).
Figure 5. Genesha or Ganapati showing a theriomorphic image.
(Source: www.healingems.com/AboutHealingGems.html)
The place where images should be made is prescribed in the Vaastu Shastras (S.
Rao 1997:131). Anthropomorphic and some theriomorphic images are subject to
prescribed measurements in Vaastu Shastras. But the aniconic images mentioned earlier
are free from Vaastu Shastra rules. Regardless of its type, an image is the dwelling place
of a divinity to the extent that image and divinity become synonymous.
The deity is always enshrined within the garbhagraha. Gods can not be contained
m the image or an object, while they are truly imminent in an image, they are transcendent
m then heavenly abodes (Tumer 1979; 10). Deity receives the homage of the devout and
the transaction of the divme and human take place (S. Rao 1979:95). Such a condhion is
confirmed by an inner secluded portion of the temple as the sacred habhation ofthe god.
In South Indian temples, the deity is brought out on certam sacred occasions in a sacred
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object. This divinity is thus made personal as a less abstract embodiment and emerges
from his metaphysical form and place in a temporal capacity, assummg a physical form
closer to that ofhumans. That is, some sacred object such as a deity's footprints is
brought out in the procession for all to view (darshana). During this time and state the
deity is led forth in procession to take part in certain festivals, ceremonials, and places for
specific purposes. "It will be seen that. . .the temple resolves hself into two main
formations, an mner, covered, and most sacred part, and an outer, open, more public, and
less sanctified part" (Brown 1959:95).
The image is the central focus m an open shrine or m a buih temple structure. In
fact temple is the outgrowth of an unage (S. Rao 1979:42). All rules that direct and
describe the makmg of a temple refer to the deity. All the ceremonies and rituals in the
temple are to glorify the image and are m keepmg with the presence ofthe unage. The
powerfiil unage mvites the repose and contemplation ofminute details or big objects like
leaves, grass, fiuits, flowers, hquids, food, colors, sounds, words, tastes, smells, animals,
sacrifices, clothes, trees, rivers, mountains, finest work ofart and architecture, and people.
Lherally everythmg pomts to, exists for, and is in subordmation to, the image.
"Architectural mterest is chiefly centered on it and it constitutes the chiefobject of
ornamentation. . . . The abode ofthe Godhead that is invoked must be accented and
emphasized and distinguished from subordinate structures" (Mallaya 1949:22).
Sabhamandapa or Mandapa. The mandapa is an attached but independent spacious
building facing a shrine for the devotees to assemble in. See Figure 6, page 37. Depending
on the economic background ofthe devotees, the space could be small�just enough for a
person to see the shrine. The mandapa is also called namaskaramandapa (shade to salute
god with folded hands). The word sabha in sabhamandapa means gathering and mandapa
means a shade, basically a piUared space. "It is intended to give room to devotees who
come to have a view ofthe God and to pay Him their homage" (Mallaya 1949:332). Such
a space is found from the eighth century A.D. onward m Indian temple complexes
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(Volwahsen 1969:51). Most shrines or temples in rural areas do not have assembly halls,
for the main deity is the most potent part in the temple. A temple to house a cuh object is
always buih first and then follows a mandapa as the commumty may feel the need. Most of
the time the assembly place is to sheher the worshiper whh a ceiling placed on pillars and
is open fi-om all three of the sides.
Modem temples have bigger and larger enclosed assembly halls (mukhashalas)
with more facihties for worshipers. Some temples have the sanctum as part of the
assembly hall but it is separated by a rail and the deity is placed on a higher level. Such a
trend is found in modem urban temples and in westem temple buildings. In some cases old
unused church buildmgs in America and Europe are used as Hindu temples with minor
changes in the original constmction of the buildings. The church altar area serves as the
garbhagraha or a place for images, and the church halls are used as sabhamandapas. The
title Edmburgh Hindu Mandir in Scotland calls attention not to a deity but to the
community to include all Hindus. The extemal church facade remains unchanged but the
community has removed the benches (Nye 1995:67-99). This development is significant
for contextualizing Christian worship places in the Indian context, because it indicates that
a place for congregational assembly can become inseparable fi-om the garbhagraha or altar
area. See Chapter 9.
Metaphors and Symbols of Temple
Mandu. The word mandir hterally means 'an abode,' 'a dwelling,' and clearly
conveys the idea of a place where a god resides. It is not related to any rituals, or even to
worship activities but strictly to a temple building as a residence of a deity (Choudhury
1994:77). The deity may represent any tradhion, sect, form or even type, but the
constmction�small, sunple or big�housmg the deity is a mandir. Mandir is like a well of
water, water is every where but one has to dig a well to get it. God too is every where but
a mandu (temple) helps to realize and experience god's presence is a place (Ayrookuzhiel
1983:100).
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Living Body. Traditionally a Hindu temple is understood as a human body, which
is conceived as a walking temple ofGod with jiva (Ufe) at its center. At the top ofthe
temple is the head (shikhara). the garbhagraha (sanctum) is the neck, front mantapa or
sabha-mandapa (assembly hall) is the stomach, prakaram (compound) walls are the legs,
gopura (building facmg the main temple) is the feet and a deity is the jjya (Ufe) in the body.
Every part of the temple is conceived of as the body of the deity and is sacred in its totality
(D. Rao 1995:29). There are different versions of the body analogy but it is considered the
most common and favored theme of the many Vaastu Shastra texts.
Breathmg Body. A temple is simuhaneously a human body and microcosm ofthe
universe. It is the metaphor of a breathing body and of a cosmos oscillating through vast
cycles of creation, dissolution (pralaya). and re-creation. Some temples, for example
display sets of the four ages (yugas) on then outer walls, figures, niches (Parker
1989:174). Even damage done to temples by natural disasters such as floods is attributed
to dissolution and recreation is anticipated.
Cow's Udder. Some explain the special nature of the Hindu temple by using the
famiUar metaphor of the earth as a cow's body. The entire cow is sacred but its milk is
received only through the udder. Similarly, humans can gain access to the divine powers
only at certam powerfiil places such as temples (Parker 1989:151).
Womb ofLife. The temple (prasada) is understood to be like a human body
(purusha) that grows from conception. A temple garbhadhana ceremony is Uke conceiving
and growing from the womb; Ufe for the temple is believed to receive grov^h from the
womb chamber. Mallaya observes, "Architecture is the transcription of the body's state
mto the form ofbuildmg" (Mallaya 1949: 136).
Mountain. According to Choudhury (1994:63), the symbolism of the mountams is
evident in the architecture ofHmdu temples. The crown of a temple is caUed shikhara
(tower) which means "mountam peak" or "crest."
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Tree. As S. K. Ramachandra Rao puts it (1979:79, 80), "The tree is an ancient
analogue ofUfe here and beyond." Indian temples are always associated whh trees and are
believed to represent life-tree. Commonly the sanctum resembles a tree with roots in the
ground and branches up above. But the spiral shikhara (tower) above the sanctum
symbohzes the inverted tree with branches below, and roots up above (in the sky). In the
temple the tree icon is the sap, the four walls are the spread out branches, and the roof
represents the birds that perch on the tree.
Focusing Lens. Entering into a temple is being in a marked-off space in which
nothing is accidental and potentially everything is of significance. Humans see themselves
in the measured space and make adjustments accordingly. "The temple serves as a
focusing lens, marking and revealing significance. ... A sacred place is a place of
clarification (a focusmg lens) where men and gods are held to be transparent to one
another" (Smith 1982:54).
Function ofthe Temple
Temples have a number of fimctions including supporting private devotion,
providing space for human release, and bemg objects ofworship and viewing.
Personal Prayer Place. Temples are not, strictiy speaking, places ofworship, at
least in the same sense as a church is to a Christian on a Sunday. A temple is the residence
of a deity. As I pointed out above, the term for temple is mandir which literally means "an
abode", "a dweUing" (Choudhury 1994:77). Sacred places with a hierophany or svyambhu
story are perceived as more powerfiil and attract masses (not congregations) because they
serve as meetmg places for heavenly and earthly realhies, aUowing individuals to
encounter god according to their faith (Tumer 1979:10, 22-26).
The ordinary (which remains, to the observer's eye, wholly ordinary)
becomes significant, becomes sacred, simply by being there. It becomes
sacred by havmg our attention directed to h in a special way. . . . There is
nothing that is sacred in itself, only things sacred in relation. (Smith
1982:55)
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Moksha Temples. Temple visits become a duty (producmg good karma) ofevery
person to outweigh bad deeds (producing bad karma) and to get one's soul released
(moksha). Such sacred places as Varanasi have the efficacy to grant moksha if a devotee
happens to die during a pilgrimage visk (Das 1975:62). Hindu thought is preoccupied with
human release (moksha) from the illusory (maya) world mto which he takes birth
recurringly. This deep human quest is represented in the Hindu temple architecture by
attemptmg to vanish the boundaries between the human and the superhuman. "For this
purpose certain notions are associated with the very form and materials of the building.
Paramount is the identification of the divinity with the fabric of the temple, or from
another pomt ofview, the identification of the form of the universe with that of the
temple" (Michell 1977:61).
Temple Worship. Michell (1977:62) contends that the temple is not only a place of
worship but also an object ofworship, since the devotion of a devotee extends to
encompass the temple as a whole. However this is not the case for the temple buildings
without resident deities. A temple building alone without a deity will not be worshiped nor
is rt considered a temple. Open roadside shrines are places ofworship for many. However,
the temple buildmg is a very unportant part of the sacred complex or precincts. The myth
of the deity is mterwoven mto the very fabric of the temple and the whole architectural
and sculptural components of the temple are considered to be an evocation ofthe presence
of the divine.
Place for Darshana or Viewmg. Sacred viewing/seeing a temple deity in faith by a
devotee is called darshana. for the sacred object is the embodiment of the divme presence
that amounts to an unmanent-transcendent meeting place (Tumer 1979:10, 31-33). Seeing
(darshana). the divine object, mvolves a penitent's total being and deepest prayer m body,
soul, and spirit. It is an ability to see vAth spiritual and physical eyes. Diana Eck calls a
darshana "the visual perception ofthe sacred" (Eck 1981:2). See Figure 9, page 90.
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Seeing (darshana). and experiencing and meeting god in a temple or shrine are
equivalent. A temple is a physical place where one can see (darshana) god for it is the
place for marriage of heaven and earth; and at the same time is terrestrial and extra
territorial (Kramrisch 1946:7).
It is hard to say when the practice of darshana started. During the Vedic period the
Vedic ahar was buih for the purpose of offering sacrifices and not for the purpose of
seeing (darshana). but now the temple is for seeing (darshana). Sacred viewing is the
simplest form of ritual done with folded hands. Darshana also can involve the most
complex sacred articles and rituals. Looking at the temple, the seat, abode, and body of
divmity (sanctum sanctorium) and its worship (puja) are the purpose ofvishing the temple.
The whole shape of the temple, its form, the carving on its walls, and every facet of it is to
fiilfiU the purpose of seemg (darshana) (Murty 1977: 10). Devotees go for darshana
because of their devotion, vow, miracle experience, mysterious story, or a past narrative
associated with the temple.
The underlying concept in a Hindu temple is primarily not architectural but
spiritual. The whole plan of the temple building is to engender rehgious emotion in the
mind of the devotee. The majestic entrance towers confront a devotee at first, which fills
him or her with worshipfiil awe. Then he or she is led on by a process of progressive
abasement fi"om one hall to another, each smaller and dimmer than the last, as if she or he
comes to the final destmation before the mystery of the darkened shrine, into the holy,
powerfiil presence of the very deity (Brown 1959:96). Temple is a power place and can
not be buih by humans unless some adjustments are made by the humans. Building such a
microcosmic and macrocosm place has etemal implications for devotees. The actual plan
of the temple constmction described in the next chapter is a human endeaver but has to
follow all the rigid Vaastu Shastra mles which makes it one long ritual and spuitual
exercise.
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Endnotes (continued)
' See glossary page nn.
^ Sometimes Vaastu Shastra refers to the literature and sometimes to the science of location, orientation,
and construction of divine and hmnan dwellings.
^ The projection of the caste system in the building construction is not an acceptable idea in present Indian
society and therefore not possible in urban town planning. During the 1950s thousands converted from
low caste to Buddhism and many feel these days castism is not practiced openly (Representatives 1998).
According to the Hindu conception of time, the world passes through four periods of time (vugas) in its
sojoum from creation to destmction. The vugas take their names from successive throws of dice. The first
(krita vuga) lasts 1,728,000 years, the second (treta vuga) 1, 296,000 years, die third (dvapara vuga)
864,000 years, and the fourth and the last (kali vuga) 432,000 years. The decline in years is due to a
decline in virtue that increases as the world ages. Each four yuga cycle is called a great yuga (mahayuga)
and comprises 4,320,000 years. One thousand great vugas. called a kalpa, is equal to one day in the life of
the creator God Brahma, and 4.3 billion human years. After each great age there is minor dissolution of
the world, and at the end of a kalpa there is a major dissolution which lasts for a period equal to a kalpa.
or night in the life ofBrahma. Brahma is said to live for one hundred Brahma years ofBrahma days and
Brahma nights, i.e., 311,040,000,000,000 human years. Then even Brahma is dissolved into a primeval
substance for a hundred Brahma years, after which the cycle begins again (Dimmit 1991).
^ While these categories, clearly applicable to the Indian context today, merit some reflection on their
relevance for Christian worship space, I have not imdertaken to do so in this dissertation.
* A hierophany means a revelation or appearance of the sacred (Eliade 1959: 1 1). See below Chapter 4.
Svavambhu is a Sanskrit term meaning self-existing. See the glossary page im and Chapter 4.
'
Theriomorphic means "in the form of an animal."
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CHAPTERS
The Temple Project: One Long Ritual
Construction of a temple is a long ritual and the construction process consists of a
series ofmany rituals at every stage. Because the temple is the place of gods, the process
involves ritually selected people, time, and material. Selected persons from the community,
rehgion, and caste are expected to abide with the Vaastu Shastra rules. Vaastu Shastra
texts give all the detail about every part of the temple requirements. Vaastu Purusha
Mandala, the sacred square plan, is especially the basic guide for temple constructions.
A temple building project may start with a devotee or a group of devotees
committed to a deity such as Shiva or Vishnu. Experiences of divine healmg, dreams,
nuracles or blessings related to a deity may generate a desire in the devotee's heart to
build a temple for the deity. After visions or dreams are reported by the devotee(s), he or
she naturally responds to do good by building a shrine or temple with the help of a
cormnunity. A devotee who initiates a temple project is considered the temple's main
sponsor or patron (yajamana) and should be a devotee of the same deity to which the
temple is consecrated.
The Selection Process
Selection of Sponsor
Sponsoring a temple buildmg is a great act producing good karma. Mere desfre to
build a temple for Vishnu or a god can make all the sins ofa person accumulated during all
the previous births disappear. If a person places a brick in a temple being built and
happens to die soon after that, the act is equal to performing a sacrifice. Sponsors need to
have social, cultural and religious qualities. Especially the main sponsor is considered
qualified if committed to observe religious rules, is devoted, generous, compassionate,
zealous, pure, frill of faith, and wealthy in money and grains (S. Rao and
Vikhanasacharyulu 1997:4, 47). According to such sacred texts as the Yamasamhita and
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the Saivagamanibandhana, construction of a temple and installation of images in it are
meritorious and even a religious duty (Mallaya 1949: 84). Additional sponsors or donors
may join with sponsors in the temple project for such a sacred act can bring blessings for a
total of seven generations (according to some, twenty one generations) comprising the
present generation, three before it and three after it (Bhattar and Sreekrishna 1997:25).
Selection of Senior Priest
The sponsor must select a senior priest or master of ceremonies (acharya) to
instruct in all the rituals and practical details of the temple construction. A person from the
Brahmin caste with the following qualifications is to be selected as the senior priest for the
sacred project. He must be well versed in the temple rituals and properly consecrated in
accordance with the scriptures. He should be knowledgeable in Vedic literature and should
study daily the portions of the Vedas related to his hneage. He must be a family man,
compassionate, and well respected m the conununity. He needs to be competent in soil
examination, since it partly determines where temples can be buih. He should know
techniques of acquiring spiritual knowledge, be fiill of devotion, well disciplined, engaged
in constant contemplation and in daily icon worship, and be a firm devotee of the deity to
whom the temple is dedicated. Such a person is to be requested by the sponsor with due
respect to undertake the task of temple construction (S. Rao and Vikhanasacharyulu
1997:3-4).
The followmg physical characteristics disqualify acharyas from undertaking the
task of a temple construction: physical deformities, disproportionate limbs, dwarfish, blind,
deaf, and diseased with tuberculosis, epilepsy, and skin diseases. No one with specific
mental, spiritual, and emotional defects such as being cruel, short tempered, outiandish in
behavior, insane, crimmal, fickle minded, un-trustworthy, unclean or hermaphrodite may
be temple acharyas (S. Rao and Vikhanasacharyulu 1997:8).
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Selection of the Temple Site
A temple may be built in any place that is pleasant and lovely by virtue ofnatural
advantages or an appropriate artificially created environment (Mallaya 1949T42).
Naturally pleasant places are especially preferred by gods. According to the
'Brihat Samhita', LV. 4-8; 'Bhavisiya Purana', I CXXX, 1 1-15, "The gods
always play where groves are near, rivers, mountains, and springs, and ui
towns with pleasure gardens." It is such places the gods love and in which
they always dwell. ('Brihat Samhita,' 8, Comm., quoting Kashyapa).
(Kramrisch 1946:4)^
The Vaastu Shastras give utmost importance to the places of gods (dev vaastu)
and lay down detailed guidelines for temple buildings. The following material is drawn
principally fi^om the book Devalaya-Vastu by S. K. Ramachandra Rao and D.
Vikhanasacharyulu (1997) who have simplified for the common reader a very complex
subject.
The sponsor and the main acharya together examine the land and soil for the
proposed temple. The soil and land examination ritual can begin on any suitable
constellation deduced fi^om the sponsor's name within the first ten days of the chosen
month, erther m the bright halfor in the dark half Some Vaastu Shastra texts give more
fi-eedom and consider any auspicious month and propitious moment suitable for soil and
land examination (S. Rao and Vikhanasacharyulu 1997T0).
Auspicious Time. Any month except Magha (January-February), Bhadrapada
(August-September), and Ashadha (June-July) are considered good for soil and land
examination. According to the Yajnadhikara text, Chaitra (March-April) is to be avoided
and other months are considered all right, provided they smt the people of the village and
the sponsor (1997: 1 1,16). The last five days must be avoided fi-om both the bright and
dark halves of the month.
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Astrologically, Nakshatras (auspicious constellations) for the purpose of site
examination include Revati. Rohini. Pushyami. Svati. Dhanistha. Sravana. Sata-bhisha.
Chitra. Punarvasu. Asvini. and Marga-sira or sisha.
Weekdays�^Except for Tuesdays and Saturdays, any weekday is suhable for the
soil and land examination.
Lunar days�Rikta Tithis (non-special days), asthami (eighth day) and shashti
(sixth day) with conjunction ofvishti are to be avoided.
Muhurtas�A twenty four hour period is divided into thirty units called muhurtas.
day and night having fifteen units each. One muhurta is about 48 minutes beginning from
sunrise (S. Rao and Vikhanasacharyulu 1979: 11-12). Three evil moments (muhurtas) are
Rudra, Sarpa. and Indra.
Karana�Karana is the effect of day, date and constellation (stars) in a particular
position and there are eleven karanas (D. Rao 1995: 16). Karanas namely Bava Balaka
Kalava Taitula Garoji, and Vanaji are suitable.
Yoga (right tiining)-It really means the synchronicity that is commonly interpreted
as providence. This yoga meaning present time is different from yoga meaning age. Soil
examination should be done in an auspicious yoga such as Siddha-yoga (success-giving
time) and Aimita-yoga (sweet tune) (S. Rao and Vikhanasacharyulu 1997:13). D.
Muralidhar Rao observes, yoga is coinciding time or result of the sun, moon and
constellation m a particular position and there are twenty-seven yogas (1995: 16).
When a day is fixed for the soil/ground examination ritual, the sky should be
preferably clear (devoid of dark clouds) and a forenoon time should be chosen.
Solar System�Budha (Mercury), Guru (Jupiter) and Sukra (Venus) are
auspicious. "Planets or grahas used in Hindu Astrology is in the sense of a celestial body
or point which has the property of attraction. . ." (D. Rao 1995: 1 1).
Lunar System�Moon light days on twelfth (Vyava). eleventh (Aya), first (udaya),
and fourth (Yuga name of a day) and fiill moon day need to be avoided, but according to
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some, moon in the eleventh place (Aya) is beneficial in efifect. Waning moon is indicated as
auspicious (S. Rao and Vikhanasacharyulu 1997:14,15).
Sovying of seeds. The rite of sowing seeds and their germination is the most
important rite in the beginning and during various phases of temple construction and
consecration of the temple (Kramrisch 1946: 15). Normally paddy (a kind of rice) seed is
used (Padam 1998:123). The seeds include ehher hard grains or seeds kept over night in a
wet cloth to sprout.
The sprout or seed sowing ceremony on the proposed ground for a temple building
is done only during the nighttune since the presiding deity of all the sprouts is the moon.
Sprouts must be planted in the soil on the third, fifth, seventh or ninth day of the month.
Some say one sprout sowmg ceremony needs to take place prior to the soil examination
day. The soil on the temple sight is good if the seed sprouts in three days, and if it sprouts
m five days the soil is of a middle kind. Ifh takes a longer time, then the soil is of inferior
quaUty and the site must be abandoned (S. Rao and Vikhanasacharyulu 1997:74). The
persons to accompany the priest for the sprout sowing ceremony on the proposed ground
mclude devotees ofVishnu, a sculptor-mason, and the sponsor ofthe temple building.
When on the proposed temple site the sponsor must bow before the god saying a prayer
may the Lord be pleased, circumambulate the entire area, and watch for omens (S. Rao
and Vikhanasacharyulu 1997:17-18). Pandk Bhagavati Charan Sharma, the head priest of
the Hindu Temple at Cmcumati, Ohio commented to me m an interview, that the
seed/sprout ceremony can be done in a big plate. Soil from the ground is collected in a
plate and seeds are put in the soil, and sprouting is observed during the days in the ske
(Sharma 2000).
Omens. When selection of the temple ske and sprout sowing ceremonies are in
process the following omens must be watched for. Good omens if sighted include a bull,
horse, elephant, cow, banner, umbrella, fly-whisk, elephant-goad; sweetened rice-pudding,
icons of gods and goddesses, yellow turmeric, cow-dung, grains, rice, sesamum, wheat,
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vessels filled with curds, milk, ghee (clarified butter) or water; cart, omaments, lamp,
musical instmment such as a veena. flute, or dmm, and Vedic recitation; and a pot carried
on one's shoulders, conch, crown, and big dmm. Animals and birds that bring good luck
when moving fi-om left to right or right to left are chameleons, crows, ravens, pheasants,
largbees, mddy geese, sparrows, falcons, cranes, kledis (some bird), krishna rajus (a South
Indian bird), partridges, immature parrots, white dove, red-beaked parrot, cuckoo, house
hzard, female crocodile, wild hens, kundis, cheetals. chatak birds (S. Rao and
Vikhanasacharyulu 1997:24-25).
The foUov^ng are considered bad omens if sighted: a vessel filled with liquor,
meat, a harlot, blood, lead or any other metal, sighting an eagle, and a falcon, monkey, or
snake. Elephants or horses if sighted from the left side are bad omens. Other bad omens
mclude bloodshed, falling of a tree, a thunderboh, portents, a rainbow, stars appearing in
daytune, and second sun.^ An evil spirit is present if a bone is seen at the temple sight.
Horse bones mfer the proximity of demon power. The place has snakes if dog, donkey, or
camel bones are found. During the soil examination, an elephant should not mt (annual
male sexual exchement), or ifh is about to deliver, it hinders great prosperity. If an
elephant urinates or defecates, it mdicates loss ofweahh. The fallmg down or buming of a
flag or banners represents a bad omen.
Personal mner feelmgs such as happiness (good) or sadness (bad), as well as such
physical states as tremor of the left (bad) or right (good) eyelid or shoulder are also
mcluded in the mdicafions ofgood or bad signs (S. Rao and Vikhanasacharyulu 1997:24-
26). The hsts above ofbad and good omens are apphcable to residential buildings also.
Examination of the site
In preparation for building a temple, great care must be taken about the she. In
addition to the importance ofthe correct time as we have just seen, the physical site where
the temple is to be buih requires great care. The shape of the lot, the type ofthe ground,
the sounds heard from the site, the color of the she, odors indicated on the site, the
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temperature prevailing there, water, and plants formed there are all sigmficant. It even
matters what type of people live there.
Shape. A square or rectangular shaped lot is the most acceptable for temple
buildings. Lots to be avoided are, triangular, cart-shaped, rod-shaped, fan-shaped,
tortoise-shaped, bow-shaped, pot-shaped, and lots with five to nine angles. However if h
is necessary to build a temple on such a prohibrted shaped plots, the area should be
demarcated for the purpose into a square or rectangular shape (S. Rao and
Vikhanasacharyulu 1997:30-31).
Because rainwater must flow out on the eastem or the northem sides, land with
depression on the eastem side or northem side, or a site which is of equal elevation on all
sides is to be preferred for temple shes. She depression has different names related to the
eight directions and if the depression occurs on the east it is called go-vithi and regarded
as auspicious. According to some Vaastu Shastra texts, slight elevation on the westem or
southem side is permissible and elevation in the other direction has no consequence
(1997:37-38, 43).
Ground. Three varieties ofgrounds mentioned on the basis ofphysical
characteristics are forest type, good land, and normal land. Some texts name sixteen
varieties of lands. The authors ofDevalava-Vastu (S. Rao and Vikhanasacharyulu 1997)
mentions fi-om other Vaastu texts about nine types ofground while five of them are
considered suhable for temple shes. The same text makes general provision for the people
to decide if the she is large enough and evokes a pleasant feeling (1997: 13 1, 55, 58).
Sounds. Barking of a jackal, owl cries, a lizard, or a raven heard from the left side
is auspicious. Good for the site are the sounds of lute, flute, dmm, elephant, horse or
Vedic rechation. If the sounds ofjackal, camel, dog, or donkey are heard from a she, it
must be abandoned (1997:24-25, 44,46).
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Colors. Soil colors white, red, yellow, and black are preferred in order of
decreasmg desirability but land whh smokey gray, faded color, mixed colors and where the
color is coarse is not good for a temple she (1997:48).
Tastes. Soils tasting of sweet, acid, bitter, pungent, astringent, or saline are good.
But some texts consider bitter, acid and saline tastes as harmfiil (1997:49,50).
Smell. Fragrant smells of honey, flowers, clarified butter are to be considered as
auspicious for a site (1997:44,49, 50). Odors of fat of flesh, blood, bone marrow, fish,
droppings ofbirds, oil, corpses and human excretions are not good for a temple she. Some
include the smell ofUquor, bumt, oil, birds, dead bodies, curds, and clarified butter as
undesirable for a temple she (1997:5 1).
Temperature. A suitable place for a temple site is sukha samsparsa that is generally
temperate, nehher too warm nor too cold. Rude, coarse places that are always warm or
cold, producing undesirable sensations must be avoided (1997:46, 47).
Water courses on the site. The watercourse at the site if tuming first to the right
and then to the left is desirable and good for the temple. The water should be plentifiil,
flowing on level ground with lots of sand and good soil. There should be enough water m
all the seasons with pleasant sounds.
Vegetation and trees on the lot. Three types of trees are classified male, female,
and hermaphrodhe. A male tree is described as straight from top to bottom, well rounded
with many branches. A female tree is large at the bottom, but grows thin as it ascends.
And the hermaphrodite tree is thin even at its lower level and may be bloated m the middle
(1997:60). The land with hermaphrodite trees is unsuitable for the sacred buildings.
S. K. Ramachandra S. Rao and Vikhanasacharyulu (1997:63) mention
Khiladhikara (an author rarely ched) who observes that land with basil plants and poa
cynosuroides grass is suitable for a temple ofVishnu. Peepal, banyan, and mango trees are
very auspicious both for temples and in residential areas.
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The she is unsuhable ifh has anthiUs, flying insects, wells, pieces ofwood, bricks,
ash, bumt woods, grain husks, and strands of hair (1997:57, 63-64).
Caste. The authors, S.K. Ramachandra S. Rao and Vikhanasacharyulu (1997:65)
clearly mentioned that, "The land inhabhed by a large number of lowborn folk is to be
avoided."
The Acceptance Process
When the she is examined, it is required that certain experiments be performed at
the she before it can be accepted. These practical experiments include a ph refilling
ceremony, soil winnowing, and a water pot and oil lamp experiment.
Ceremony and Experiments
Ph refilUng. Digging a ph that is one hasta (a forearm's length fi-om the elbow to
the tip of the middle finger, cubh, viz. 45 cms) wide and one hasta deep and refilling it is
one more method used to test fiirther the suhabihty of a lot. The same ph needs to be
refilled by the mud taken out of h. The site is good and leads to prosperity if some mud
remains in excess after the pit is filled. If the mud is not sufficient to fill the ph, then it will
not augur well. The chances are even if the mud is just enough to refill the pit. The
suggested size of the pit differs according to some Vaastu Shastra texts but the pit refill
test remains the same (1997:66,67).
Soil winnowing. Fme powder of the soil from the land is thrown up in the air. If
the soil dust rises to the sky, then it will bring wellbeing; if it stays in mid-air then the
benefits are moderate; but ifh falls down to the ground the site is unsuitable for the temple
building (1997:71).
Water pot experiment. A Water pot is taken to the temple site ground. A red lotus
is put on the water surface, and if the water moves in a cucle vdthout occasioning any
bubbles on the surface, it will bring wellbeing, but if the lotus head drops downward, and
occasions many bubbles the site is unacceptable for temple building (1997:71).
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Oil lamp experiment. This ceremony involves the digging of a foot and a half deep
ph and besmearing it with a cow-dmig solution. The chiefpriest facing east will place in
the ph an earthen unbaked clay pot filled with paddy. A small earthen pan holding clarified
butter and fom cotton wicks are placed on top of the pot already put in the pit. The four
wicks represent the four vamas (castes) and four cardinal points. The wicks are Ht and let
bum for about forty eight minutes and if all the wicks continue to bum the site is good for
all caste people. If a wick representing a caste continues to bum the she is good for that
particular caste but when all wicks go out before the 48 minutes elapse the she is bad for
all (Mallaya 1949: 1 19). A four wicked clay lamp fijeled with clarified butter must bum
uniformly in the she to enable a poshive decision (S. Rao and Vikhanasacharyulu
1997:71).
Acceptance of the She
Acceptance is one of the most important and hardest stages in the temple buildmg
process. Mallaya, who did detailed studies in the original Sanskrit texts on temple
architecture, observes that it is hard to come across an ideal site which satisfies all the
above mentioned requuements (Mallaya 1949:1 19). The site acceptance is a sacred
moment for all those involved: sponsors, devotees, priests and the town or regional
commumty. Once the site is fixed, some of the important rituals include receiving the site,
purifymg the site, fixing cardinal points, digging a foundation pit, and burying the womb
box.
Receivmg the site. After the examining of the site is finished and it is found
suhable, the ofiBciating priest stands on the ground facing east or north. He drops some
quantity ofwater, reciting a mantra (magical words), bows down, touching the earth with
both hands, and receives the site while saying a mantra or the earth verse in Sanskrit fi-om
a preferred Vaastu Shastra text (S. Rao and Vikhanasacharyulu 1997:58-59). Some say,
the verse could be said after touching the earth, while others mention that the verse needs
to be reched when accepting the she.
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Purifying the site. When the proper she is accepted the chiefpriest should perform
certain rites to purify the she. Mantras are reched to address all the evil spirits, snakes, and
other poisonous creatures that haunt or reside in the place. The acharya announces that
the site from now on belongs to the god for whom the temple will be erected. The lurking
evil spirits in the she are urged to remove themselves immediately to far off regions. Then
an instrument such as a sickle or axe is worshipped. The associates ofthe acharya cut the
unwanted bushes and creepers on the site with the consecrated instruments to mark the
cleansing of the she (Mallaya 1949T23).
Fixing cardmal points. The direction of the temple buildings are extremely
unportant and the process to know the East and the West is by fixing points. The true
position of the cardinal points are fixed by means of a gnomon, a native wooden peg.
After the ascertaining the quarters the required area for the temple building is
marked by purified pegs. The boundary lines are fixed with nine pegs made ofpunna
(calophylam) or other prescribed trees. Pegs should be one cubh long (appx. 45 cm.) and
one-fourth a cubit m circumference. The main priest plants one peg m the center and eight
on the boundary Une of the lot starting from the east. A cotton or silk string of three
threads and thrice twisted should be fastened around the peg posts twice.
Before laying the foundation stone the marked ground is prepared by ploughing it
three or five tunes with a prescribed plough and oxen. Ploughing is done ceremonially
with the help of the priest and seeds of a cereal grain are sown. Later cattle should graze
the matured crops on the ground and the priest should fiirther purify the ground (Mallaya
1949:124-127).
Foundation pit. It is insisted that the foundafion ph portion of the temple be
constructed first. This is not really the architectural foundation but the spiritual or energy
foundation ofthe temple. This part is done with a ritual called garbhadhana (impregnating)
and is discussed in detail m the next section.
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On the prescribed ground a spot is selected for a foundation prt and dug as deep as
the height of a man with up-lifted hands, or till water or rock comes mto view. Three
fourths of the foundation ph should be filled with sand, and stone, and properly paved.
The surface is purified to build an altar to conduct worship (Vaastupuja) ofthe site deity
the Vaastu Purusha. The worship ceremony is done during night-time on the North-East
side ofthe altar (Mallaya 1949T28).
A square foundation stone is laid into the center of the foundation pit. The size of
the foundation stone should be half of the sriphha (pedestal of the temple idol) and its
thickness half of hs breadth. The ph also is filled with grains, and according to the rites the
nidhikalasha (sacred pot containing precious articles, stones, gold, and other valuable
things), is placed over the grains. The mouth of the sacred pot is believed to have the
power of the goddess Shakti who is addressed m a mantra recitation. A lotus blossom
made of stone is placed over the sacred pot, and to the right in the seat of grains a tortoise
of stone must be placed to represent Kuruma the tortoise incamation (avatar) ofVishnu
who is mvoked at this tune. A yoganala (a sacred thread) made of copper is placed over
the Kurma image, and should reach down to janman or base of the constmction. The pit is
finally filled v^th sand and stone and firmly paved (Mallaya 1949T30,131).
Garbhapatra (Wombbox or Wombpot). Garbhapatra hterally means womb pot or
womb box. These wombpots are square and made of copper. The ritual ofputting the
garbhapatra into the earth is called garbhadhana or garbhavinyasa (impregnating). At the
time of the ritual the garbhapatra contains nine precious stones, several types ofmetals,
herbs, minerals, and soils symbolizing creation and prosperity (S. Rao and
Vikhanasacharyulu 1997:55).
The garbhapatra is beheved to be the womb that holds the life force of the temple
m a microform deep beneath the ground. It is placed in a very special brick stmcture
especially built in a purified place on the right hand side of the temple doorframe, beneath
the door-post. The dimensions, size, and material are prescribed for the bricks to be used
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for the brick structure that contains the box. The method ofplacing bricks and direction is
also prescribed. The garbhapatra should be made in a specific size, and be placed in the
center of the brick structure. However the place of the wombbox may differ both
according to the god for whom the temple is buih and the caste ofthe temple sponsor
(Mallaya 1949T32-134).
The garbhapatra needs to be placed in the sacrificial ph ritually in order to endow
the box with Ufe. The bricks are placed in such a way that a sacrificial ph is formed for the
womb box. Sacred articles such as gems, metals, roots, seeds, grain and earth are
deposhed m the sacrificial prt and the ritual cleansing of the prt is done. Sacrifice is
performed and Shakti goddess mvoked.
The priest does the ritual of placing the womb box in the sacred prt during
nighttime only. The priest stands facing the east holding the garbhapatra in both hands,
and has to recite a hundred tunes sacred syUables referring to the deity. With the consent
of the twice bom,^ at an auspicious moment as the sacred sounds are played, the priest
intensely meditates on the garbhapatra, and conceives in rt creative cosmic energy, the
source of all creation. Wrth chanting of prayers, the energy holding garbhapatra is
deposrted in the pit�representing womb ofmother earth by the priest. Starting the
construction work of the temple foUows this ceremony (Mallaya 1949:135-136).
According to Acharya Pandh Sharma ofCincirmati, both the ceremony and the
wombpot may differ in some cases. He did not specify how deep the foundation prt for the
wombpot should be, but said rt must be rectangular or square to hold five bricks. The prt is
sprinkled with sesame oil and oil seeds (til) in aU four directions, and up, and down to
drive away all the evil spirits. A copper snake and coins are placed on the bed ofthe prt
and the five bricks are placed in a row over them. Five sacred pots containing five
elements with coconuts on their mouths are placed on the five bricks in the prt. And
shanku (a wooden peg) is nailed in the center of the ph near the central brick. Pandit
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Sharma thinks the five copper pots may represent the garbhapatra and this ft)undation ph
may or may not serve as a fiaundation for the garbhagraha (January 29, 2000).
The She Plan Process
The sacred square plan or Vaastu Purusha Mandala is the basic guide for manav
vaastu and dev vaastu. Temple is a dev vaastu or an abode of god, and the builders strictly
follow the prescribed magic plan. The sanctum of the deity, icons, the temple door, and a
flag are the main components in the temple building and are based on the sacred plan.
Temple Vaastu Purusha Mandala
I have mentioned in Chapter 2 that the Vaastu Purusha Mandala or the ritual
square is the basic plan for any temple construction. The three most suhable square plans
for temple construction are the one containing sixty-four smaller squares of equal size, the
one with eighty-one of these cells, or the one with two hundred and sixty five cells. The
Mayamata text, one of the ancient Sanskrit treatises on Vaastu Shastra, however, gives
thirty-two varieties of she plans, startmg fi-om one cell and ending with 1024 (S. Rao and
Vikhanasacharyulu 1997:78-79, 85-86). The sixty-four square plan is considered the best
for temple construction. See Figure 2, page nn.
The square plan is regarded as the body of the Vaastu Purusha divided into thirty
two cells consisting of the same number ofmain deities listed below. A mandala of one
hundred cells has the sixteen cells in the center dedicated to Brahma, eight cells to its east
are for Aryaman. eight cells to its west are forMitra, eight cells to its north are for
Prathvidhara. and eight cells to its south are for Vivasvan (1997: 104). In the sixty-four
(see Figure 2, page 19) and eighty-one cell (see Figure 3, page 21) plans, the mentioned
four deities remain the same while the number ofparts assigned to each deity is less.
Thirty two spirits are assigned to all parts of the outermost border of the square. Eight
spirits are assigned inside of the four comers, and four spirits to the four directions of
Brahma. In all these are forty-five spirits including Brahma. Besides these, there are eight
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more spirits assigned outside of the square making a total of fifty-three. See Figure 3, page
21^ Ofthe fifty-three, four are female spirits and the rest male. Since the dehies are
residing in each part ofthe square, the lines assigning the area to the dehies are very
sacred and important. The co-authors S. K. Ramachandra S. Rao and D.
Vikhanasacharyulu give a detailed list of names of each line drawn East to West, and
North to South m the eighty-one and sixty-four cell square plans (1997T05-108, 111).
Sanctum of the Deity
Generally the sanctum of the deity is buih above the womb box buried in the
foundation pit. The center portion of the she plan or the square Brahma cell ofthe Vaastu
Purusha Mandala is divided into four parts. The main deity is installed in the northwestern
comer on the westem side or on the eastem side of the main cell.
However there are various versions about where the main location of the mam
deity should be. Some even suggest the northem or southem side of the central line ofthe
Brahma cell for the location of the mam deity. The main shrine dedicated to Vishnu faces
the east and must have one door to the sanctum with no door on any intermediate
direction. The sanctum door if it opens to the west, is ofmiddUng merit, and if h opens to
the south or the north, the resuh is mferior (1997: 1 12, 1 13, 1 16).
Icons ofother deities in various postures such as standing, seated, recumbent or
mobile are to be installed in the shrine. An icon ofVishnu must be installed in the center of
the township especially where more than one hundred Brahmin people reside. The Vishnu
icon can be installed outside a township in any direction and posture, but must be facing
the township. The image ofVishnu may be installed alone or with two consorts, and may
be represented m one or more forms. However, when a township has more than one
thousand Brahmins the shrine should be in the center of the township whh a two or three
storied temple building. The shrine should have five Vishnu icons but, if this is not
possible, one icon in a two storied building facmg the East is acceptable (1997: 116, 135,
142).
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A second version claims that, ifmore than one thousand Brahmins are residing in a
town, a Vishnu recumbent icon should be in the standing poshion with his two consorts on
either side. If the township has less than a thousand Brahmms, the Vishnu icon needs to be
m the middle with consorts seated on both sides (1997:135-136).
A third version says if a township has less than fifty Brahmin people, Vishnu is to
be installed facmg the East in five forms, or in many fijrms facing the West. In other towns
(probably the author meant towns without a Brahmin community) Vishnu must be
mstalled in his solitary form in the Westem direction facing east (1997:137).
Icons
Icons may not be made in any place other than in the midst of a Brahmin
settlement. Generally icons of a yoga type (icons used for worship strictly by temple
priests) are mstalled outside the tovm. Icons of a bhoga type (used by common devotees
and priests) can be installed inside or outside. And abhicharika icons (used by anybody for
malevolent purposes) may be installed in forests, on mountams, on fortresses, or in
deserted areas (1997:130-132). The Bhagwat Mahapuran, an ancient text, speaks about
eight types ofmaterial to be used for making idols and silpis (stone sculptors) alone are
assigned to make the idols accorduig to the Shilpa Shastra.
A priest from a Tennessee temple showing me rejected metal idols said the idols
did not have proper proportions of five metals and a new set of idols was coming form
India. The idols should have five metals m the right proportions (Shastri 1999). Face, size,
and height of an idol should be according to the measurement principles called nav tai
mann (nine measurement mles). An idol's face should be the length of a hand, that is from
the tip ofthe middle finger to the wrist, and the total height of the idol should be nine
tunes the face size of the idol (Sharma 1997: 17,18).
Door
The mam door ofthe sanctum merits an important place in the temple architecture
for it is the real door and presents a fiill view of the deity when opened. There can be three
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more doors to the sanctum but these are called false doors. The real door must be made of
wood but sometimes it is made of stone and should be fixed in before the wall is buih
(Mallaya 1949:230, 23 1). The height and breadth of the doorway depends on the type of
deifies whether bimba (anthropomorphic) or linga (symbolic). Measurement for the door
of the shrine for all gods is prescribed on the basis of the height of the pillars, and the
door's breadth is always half that of its height (Mallaya 1949:232, 235).
The mam entrance door for the temple needs to be to the east in order to receive
the best resuhs such as happiness. The door to the west is the next best, that to the south
is ofmiddlmg effect. An entrance door to the north is considered undesirable. Entrance
doors on intermediary directions are not at all permitted. But S. Rao and
Vikhanasacharyulu record diflferent and almost contradictory opinions from some sources
regarding the direction and placing of the temple doors. They say, all directions can be
good. The entrance door to the east is productive for happiness, the westem door
enhances nourishment, the north side door brings wealth and prosperity, and the south
side door makes possible liberation (1997: 133-134). A door is a symbol of a boundary and
a means to enter the sacred.
Flag
Saffron pennant flags are very common in the temples or shrines in India and are
placed generally on top of the temple building, on a shrine tree, or in front of the temple
deity on a staff. The most practical purpose of a flag is to show a sacred place and poshion
of a shrine. It is a call that God is exalted, high and above.
This practice of having a flag appears to be a late one and was not part ofthe
original temple architecture. South Indian temples have a permanent flagstaff (dhvaja-
stambha) m the court in front of the deity. Shastras approve wooden poles or bamboo
poles with an uneven number ofjoints for flags. The saffron color flag dispenses some
benefit. There are various reasons to have a flag. A flag will dehght the gods and humans,
otherwise demons or gobUns would sneak into the temple and make their abode. The
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South hidian temple staff has three horizontal perches pointing to the sanctum
symbolizing Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva. See Figme 8. The bottom ofthe flag post is
assigned to Shiva, the middle portion to Brahma, and the top part to Vishnu. In some
temple practices the flag cloth is as long as the post and is wrapped around the pole.
Figure 8. Hindu Temple. Dayton, Ohio. The prominent windowed building is the mandapa.
The flagpole with three perches points toward the deity in the garbagraha.
(Source: Photograph in the author's collection)
The most common projection of the temple architectme is representative of a
human body, and the terms used in the texts are the names ofparts of the physical body.
As the temple is plarmed out, it is like a human body lying down. For example, as the
pyramidal tower over the sanctmn is called the sikhara meaning head, and the flagstaff,
located outside the mandapa connotes the genital organ (S. Rao 1979:97,102-107).
Temporary shrine flags can be of any size, and placed near or a top the shrine, or
shrine tree, near the main door, or in an open space mainly to express devotion and
conunitment to the deity. A Hindu flag is basically a pennant and sometunes has two
arrow shapes on the end. Pilgrims carry small saffron flags when travelling in a bus or
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indicative of their devotion and sacred joumey. The saffron color ofthe flags represents
the Hindu religion, sacrifice, and fire (Sharma 2000).
The Life Infiision or Deification Process
After the icons or idols are made ready, they are installed in the respective
places in the garbhagraha or sanctuary with a special ritual called prana pratishtapana
(life installation) or murti pratishtapana (idol installation). It is not necessary that a
temple building needs to be buih for an image installation. This is the most important and
sacred ceremony that infiises prana (life), energy, and strength into the body of the idol,
and makes the idol more than a piece of art. The ceremony involves, an appropriate time,
sacred priests, sacred liturgical objects and articles, fiiiits, and fire places. Young and old
present at the time of the ceremony. The ceremony takes five days, and after the ceremony
the idols or icons become deified, and capable ofblessing the devotees. The following
details are based on the information delineated by Pandh Sharma who served as a temple
priest in Europe and America ( 1 997T 7-20, 77-78).
Sacred Time
A good time for the ceremony is when the sun is in the North Pole. But deities
such as Bhairav. Narsingh. Trivikram. Mahishasur Mardin Durga can be installed when the
sun is m the South Pole. Good months for the ceremony are Chakra (March-April),
Vaishaak (April-May), Javastha (May-June), Maagha (January-Febmary), and Phaalgun
(Febmary-March). But a Vishnu image can not be installed during the month ofMaagha
(January-Febmary) month. Except Tuesday all the weekdays are acceptable for the idol
installation ceremony.
Nakshatras. In this context Nakshatras are the days of the moon's orbk around the
Earth in about twenty-seven days. The good days are Ashwani (first day), Mrigshira
(fifth), Punarvasu (seventh), Pushva (eighth), Chitra (fourteenth), Swaati (fifteenth),
Anurahda (seventeenth), Purvashada (twentieth), Uttarashada (twenty-first), Shravana
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(twenty-second), Purva Phalgun (twenty-fifth), Uttar Phalgun (twenty-sixth), and Abhijh
(twenty-eighth).
Tithi. Auspicious tithis or moon days are two, three, five, seven, ten, eleven,
thirteen, fourteen and pumima (the fiill Moon day). Tithi is the visible distance between
the moon and the sun divided into thirty portions. New moon day means, the moon and
the sun are in the same line, and a fiill moon day means they are in opposhe line. A month
has thirty thhis (D. Rao 1995T5).
Planets. The poshion ofGuru (Jupher) and Shukra (Venus) should not be in ats
(setting) at the time of the prana pratishtapana ceremony. When all the signs are
correspondmg at one time it is called lagan or the perfect sacred time for the ritual. It is an
auspicious time according to astrological calculations and the horoscope to begin the life
mstallation ritual. Right time prepares the people, priests, and objects for the next very
unportant step.
Life Infiision Ceremony
In the very beginning Ganapati deity is invoked, and then sixteen divine mothers
are worshiped. The vasudhara ceremony is performed to remove all obstacles and to
ensure a successfiil murti (idol) pratishtapana ritual. A punyah vachan (sacred promise)
ceremony is performed for the sponsor couple of the temple. It has been mentioned earlier
who and how one can become a temple sponsor. The prayer for the sponsor involves an
mvocation to the varundev or the god ofwaters, holy water is sprinkled all around and on
the sponsor couple.
The mam acharya and other acharyas (priests) receive the responsibility for
performing the deity mstallation ritual after a thread dipped in turmeric and red (kumkum)
powder is tied around their right hand wrists, and vows are taken. Other participants in the
ceremony can tie threads similarly in order to prohibh any defilement during the ceremony.
The seed sprouting ceremony is also performed during the ritual. It begins on the
very first day in the evening with planting of seeds in soil collected in a big plate and
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watered to the chanting ofVedic mantras. The growth of the seedHngs during the
ceremony days is to be indicative of the fiiture prosperity of the temple.
Before the ceremony starts, a hundred and eight kalashas (sacred pots) are set out,
and twelve big vessels or cisterns are placed in their prescribed places. A sacrificial area is
marked off and prepared for five or mne sacrifices, along with a separate place for the
main sacrifices. The priests and sponsors begin the ceremony by doing a ritual at the main
entrance door and then again at the entrance of the sacrificial area.
At this stage, Vaastu Puja (Worship of the site) is performed, and the Vaastu
Purusha is invoked in havan (bumt sacrifice), and aahutis (bumt offerings). The Vaastu
Pumsha is literally extracted fi-om the homa kund (sacrificial fire place), taken around the
hall, and finally thrown outside the temple to bid it good bye. This way the place becomes
divine and fi-ee of all the evil spuits. After the Vaastu Puja the murtis (idols) are sanctified
by sprinkling them with five elements received from the cow, namely, milk, yogurt, butter,
urine and dung. This is followed by the rituals of Sarvto Bhadra (sacred words chanting
before unages are installed in a place), Lingato Bhadra (sacred words chanting to install
Shiva image) mandala gods, nine planets, the sixty-four yoginis (sorceresses), khshetra pal
(guardians of the region), dash digpal (ten guardians of directions and boundaries), other
gods, demi gods, sacred fire, sacred pots, and the murtis (idols) to be installed.
A special sacrifice is perfonned to compensate for any disproportion caused in the
Irnibs of the idols. Five other sacrifices offered to gods Ganapati, Navagraha (nine
planets), Pumsha Rudra and Naravana in order to get their blessings. At this time the
murtis (unagea) are taken out in procession led by the priests, swamis (rehgious teachers),
sponsors, and married women with sacred pots on their heads. Then a ritual called adhivas
(ritual related to images) is done. The murtis are put in water, rice, wheat, or grains,
flowers, clothed, and put to bed for a sound sleep. Before the murtis are placed on their
pedestals a dridhapratishtha (fixing) ritual is done. The images is worshiped again before it
is permanently fixed in a spot. The pedestal is anointed with sacred water and oil before
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the image(s) is installed in a prescribed location in the garbhagraha. Rituals related to five
metals, herbs, grains, yantras (magical diagrams), and precious stones are completed at
this time in the place where the image(s) is installed.
The murti' s netron meelan (opening of the eyes) ritual is done with a gold or silver
stick, enabling the god to see the devotees and to bless them. However, during the ritual
kanyas (pre-teen girls) are assembled in front of the idols' so that the very first glance of
the deities will fall on them.
In order to install divine spirits in all parts of the idols, a gold or silver string
connects the marked out sacrificial place and the deities. This time Vedic mantras are
chanted m order to open all the veins of the idols. The jewelry and other material to be
offered to the gods are placed on a yantra.
Five more sacrifices are offered, namely the Pradhana Homa (mam sacrifice),
Pryaschita Homa (atoning sacrifice), HomaMurti Homa (sacrifice for idol sacrifice),
Jivadi Tatwa Homa (sacrifice for life principle) and the last one is called Puma Ahuti
(completmg sacrifice) because it completes the sacrifices. Everyone joins in offering the
sacred food and sacred articles in the last sacrifice while priests chant Vedic hymns, and
shanti (peace/blessmg) mantras.
Agnyutama Vidhi is a ritual to ask forgiveness of the gods for any harm the artists
may have caused when hammering the idols while making them, or when they put the
metal idols m the fire as part of the casting process. Next the idols are dipped m ghee
(clarified butter) and seated in a copper pot, and bathed with milk while priests chant
Vedic scriptures.
The final stage of the Prana Pratishtha ritual infijses vital energy into the body of
the idols. This ritual includes chanting ofyjg akshras and gayatri mantras (magical verse)
m order to infiase life mto the idols permanently. The Prana Pratishtha ceremony is done
behind a screen with specified bhijaksharas (seed syllables or sounds). The sound and
ritual behind the curtain or screen indicates the mystery and transcendence of the infiision
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ritual, the deity, and the sanctum or garbhagraha. After the ritual the idols have life or soul
and are in the right place. The ritual is also for the idols to express themselves in a proper
or pleasant posture.
Hereafter the icon is animated, and taken over by the deity that becomes hs
temporary body. The occupied image is deified, and the divinity gains individuality in a
specific name visible in the concrete form for the humans to invoke. According to S.K.
Ramachandra Rao, the idol demonstrates the constellation of the human and the divine
currents; matter moves up and the spirit flows down (1979:94). The whole congregafion
has an opportunity to take the very first darshana (sacred viewing), also called drishti
darshana. immediately after the life installation ceremony. The very first darshana is
auspicious, efficacious, and the screen or the curtain is removed for the very first darshana
of the deity or deities. It is very common to have muhiple dehies that underline the point
that the deity is one but manifests in many forms (Lipner 1994:280-281).
Lastly maha kumbhabhishekam (the great pot anointing) is done with milk, yogurt,
ghee, sugar, and honey. The devotees sing the maha mangal aarti (great closing doxology)
led by priests and a conch is blown. Musical instruments along with the temple bells are
played to mark the gaiety of the occasion. Priests sprinkle holy water called shantijal for
the peace and happiness of the devotees.
In closing, the sacred wrist threads tied on the first day of the murti pratishtapana
day are untied by the priests themselves to mark the successfiil completion ofthe ritual.
All other gods, goddesses, and planets invoked during the ritual are begged to retum to
their divine abodes with a prayer to come back when required. The devotees give priests
gifts and offerings and the temple sponsors touch their feet to express gratitude. The
priests in tum give devotees fiurts, flowers, and bless them with chanting mantras.
The Ufe infijsmg ceremony is more than dedicating a building or an image, and may
differ accorduig to place, community, and deity. Until such a ceremony is administered
images are not considered divme or efficacious. Such a temple with a deified image
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becomes a meeting place of humans and divines and visited by people for prayers, rituals,
and festival gathermgs.
Congregational Elements and Temples
Temple structures are not meant for congregational gatherings like those famiUar
to Christian, Jewish, and Muslim worshipers in their sacred meeting places whether
churches, synagogues or mosques. Many like Brockington have observed that, "a
worshipper would go to the temple alone or with his family to make his own act of
homage, just as pilgrimage is essentially an individual activity, even if at times large
numbers congregate" (1996:202). M. Diaz Garriz, S. J., who has been working as a
Roman Cathohc priest in the rural parts of northwestern India, and has even built an
Indian style shrine for St. Mar>' called 'The Shrine ofUnteshwari Mata' (Our Lady of the
Camels), observes that Hindu devotional activities are individuahstic and not
congregational (Garriz 1988a: 386). Observers ofJudeo-Christian background commonly
also observe the non-congregational element in Hindu temples.
I feel most of the tune the above observations are based on the temple building
arrangements, and on the nature of the temple rituals. As seen earlier, the sanctuary or the
garbhagraha is a small dark room, and does not provide space for a congregational
gathering. The mandapa or the gathering hall is considered a meeting place, and not a
worship place. The place in front of the idol is barely adequate for an individual to stand
for a personal ritual. The collective aspect in the temple worship needs carefiil attention.
Some form of congregational worship has always been part ofHindu temple rituals.
Although congregational gathering in temples may not be and can not be the same as
understood in the context ofChristian, Jewish or Muslim gatherings, the collective
element can be clearly observed in temple worship. Temple community gatherings may
take place on certain sacred days as prescribed by the priests, and in sacred books. They
may not meet on a weekly basis and the order may not appear orderly to an outsider. The
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gathering may be arranged according to the stories or myths associated with the deity,
temple or shrine. Furthermore as Malory Nye (1998:225) observes this communal trend is
increasmg among Hmdu communities in India and abroad. Basic forms of congregational
gatherings are very common m the Indian traditions in general and among Hindus in
particular.
Aartis
Aarti is ritual singing in front of a deity with ritual objects, especially a lamp in a
plate practiced in every Indian tradition, whether small or big. Families, small groups, and
even large community gatherings have aartis. Aartis are performed in temples and in
temporary and mobile shrines. Any number ofpeople can perform aarti on sacred days.
Smgle persons, especially a married woman can perform aarti in her home for the family
deity to please the deity or to counteract the evil eye. Today aarti usually refers to a
community ritual performed during annual festivals in market places where hundreds of
people participate.
In the village I mentioned m Chapter 1 a small group of devotees would gather in
the early moming before dawn on a high phnth of a shrine and sing devotional songs
(bhajans) called kakad aarti. They would walk in the village singing, circumambulate the
shrine, dance, and play the dmms and cymbals. It was a collective moming prayer the
whole village heard during sacred months. This is the faithfiil cell group of the village
community equivalent to a strong church cell group. Majority families and temples have
regular aartis in the moming, evening, and at festivals. All the devotees are free to join the
gathering. Temples in Westem countries have scheduled timetables for the aartis to suit
the Ufe style in their contexts.
Pothi
The second congregational element in the temples is pothi (a narration of sacred
myths). Pothi especially very clearly implies a religious gathering. This includes the
reading and narration of sacred stories from the scriptures by a temple priest or invited
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religious scholar. Such a well-versed person reads stories from scriptures such as the
Ramayana, the Mahabharata or the Bhagavad Gita daily, especially during sacred weeks.
The place for such pothi meetings is preferably in a mandapa (temple hall). The narrator
sits on a sacred mat or a platform dressed in saffron, garlanded whh flowers, and is
offered fiuhs. The time for such sacred reading is selected from sacred months, or from
some related festival. A pothi has more preaching through a story than through an aarti.
and no singing except for invocation and doxology. Depending on the religious teacher/
leader involved, pothi draws congregational religious gatherings and represents a vhal part
of temple activity. Pothi. an indigenous form of preaching that helps to educate the people
in rehgion, has been fiirther revived in modem Hinduism. My father, a minister, called the
Sunday church services at his church pothi when serving in the village mentioned above.
The terminology was very well accepted by the native people who understood that form of
gathering. He sat on the floor, dressed in the simple village garb, and narrated stories from
the Bible. He was very particular about putting the Bible itselfon a high level to indicate
the sacredness of the time, the place, the scriptures, and the pothi.
Healing Meeting
A third type of congregational worship is a kind of ritual possession or healing
meeting. I visited another village in the central part of India that had a cmde open-air
shrine to the snake god. Every Thursday evening a small group of devotees of the deity
assembled in an open spot for singing, and other worship rituals. One ofthe devotees in
the group was expected to get possessed by the snake deity during the singing. As soon as
the group recognized the mysterious movements of a possessed person they mvoked the
deity m singing and by offering sacred objects. The person spoke strange words, some
times used a new language, and made strange movements. The gathered devotees from the
village expected all these mysterious aspects. During this time the sick and weak were
brought for heahng and divination before the possessed person.
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The assembly of the faithful took place every week at a certain time and place near
the shrine. This kind of congregational element in the temples or open shrines has been
present in popular Hinduism. Such a form has been mostly addressed as divination or
pagan activity, but the religious gathering element is undeniable. While the form is totally
different from that of a typical Indian church service, the element of congregational
gathering has existed smce the formation of shrines. The collective worship element is
even stronger in Hindu temples found m Westem countries. The Hindu Temple of greater
Cincinnati, Ohio has congregational worship meetings, and aarti m the temple every
Sunday at 1:00 p.m. (Aradhana 2000:2).
Ravi Varma argues from a different viewpoint, and insists there cannot be
congregational worship in Hinduism. He says, "In fact, Hinduism can not have
congregational or pubhc worship, as one of its important tenets is the individual's
competency (adhikari-bheda) which is based on many factors; all are not competent for all
forms ofworship" (1956:447). His argument may be superficial since he does not define
the factors that cause the non-congregational element in Hinduism. Varma may be
thinking here about the caste system that makes one inherently diflferent, and capable or
incapable ofperforming worship. Certainly the caste system has hindered the development
of congregational worship.
The lower caste groups had to establish their places ofworship, but temples have
always been the social center for the worshiping community (Lipner 1994:279). Some
traditions within Hmduism may have diflferent congregational elements but none is
distinguished from the other m this area. In spite ofVarma' s waming, community worship
does take place around a deity because of common experience or devotion. Common
devotees ofmixed castes do gather together around a deity, although gatherings of
homogenous groups are more common. James J. Preston observes that temples are the
most significant social institutions ofHinduism (Preston 1980:97). The religious
socialization at the temple takes place mainly because of the power associated and
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represented in the idol. A temple is the central point of reference for all major community
aflfairs (Tumer 1979:37).
One of the reason for this long and rather detail chapter on the process of locating,
orienting, and constmcting temples is to make clear the elaborate attention given to sacred
places and their temples in the Indian context. Relevant phenomena from this vast array of
symbols and rituals will be revisited in Chapters 8, 9 and 10, where I make proposals for
the location, orientation, and constmction ofChristian places ofworship for the Indian
context.
The character and nature of collective gatherings are based on the sacred time and
events mentioned in a narrative. Temple gatherings are not organized weekly, at a set
time, with a speaker Uke church meetings. I have, however observed some of these
congregational elements at work in the above section. Gods in a temple communicate with
devotees through powerfiil narratives and stories. Each temple has some kind of story,
myth, narrative, or hierophany that makes the place sacred. We tum now to the temples
and their stories m the next chapter.
Endnotes
' I have simplified the transliteration in the original.
^ This refers to the illusion of two suns that sometimes occurs at sxmset.
^ The twice bom are the initiated males of the four vamas: Brahmin, Kshatriya, and Vaishya.
The eight spirits outside the mandala are not shown in Figure 2.
^ I am using "idol" formurti to designate the image after the deity has taken residence in it.
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CHAPTER 4
Temples and Their Stories
Every temple, or open shrine�small or big�has a story. Sacred space everywhere
across cultures has a "narrated myth"^ (Tumer 1979:17-18). A story may be told about
mysterious experiences in a place that makes rt different fi-om a profane place. According
to Mircea Eliade (1959: 1 1, 20), wherever something of a wholly diflferent order makes
itself known or reveals rtself rt is termed a hierophany. We have sacred spaces and profane
spaces, and hierophany helps separate the sacred from the profane. All space is not
homogeneous but homogeneity of space breaks where sacred reahty manifests itself
Manifestation may or may not happen in any place. EUade is not very clear however about
why hierophany would occur in one place and not another for a particular deity. Does the
pecuhar nature of the space itselfhelp a deity to become manifest? Do certain places have
hierophany potential for certain deities? A place is made sacred by hierophany but not all
places are associated with all deities. According to my observation in the Hindu tradhion,
a characteristic of a place also helps detemiine a deity to be mstalled in a place. The
following incident that occurred in the village I grew up m illustrates how a hierophany
determines a sacred place.
A certain man m my village was very critical of a village gum who some thought
an imposter because he was not of a high caste. The man had made particularly strong
statements about the gum's Umitations. It happened that the critical man was bitten by a
snake m the safe area that surrounds the village. Although the gum had never defended
himself from the man's charges, he had wamed the man that he was m grave danger.
When the man died unexpectedly from the snakebite, rt became clear to all that it was
divine retribution for what he had said about the gum. The townspeople from that time on
considered the place where the man was bitten sacred. They buih a shrine there because
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the place had shown hself to be sacred by the appearance ofthe holy in the form of a
snake. Ever since, the story has attached hself to the shrine. Although I do not recall for
sure the deity to whom the people dedicated the shrine, and the snake god Shesha is
popularly worshiped in this area, 1 am reasonably certain that it was Shankara, a form of
Shiva, who is also associated with snakes.
Big and Little Stories
Very important to the argument of this study is the story element associated whh
sacred places. The incidence just narrated introduces two kinds of stories related to
temples and other places ofworship: one I am calling "the big story" and the other "the
httle story ." The little story in the incident is the story of the guru and the man who died of
snakebrte. Because the town's people saw the man's death as a resuh of divine
intervention in retribution for his harsh words to the guru, they estabhshed the shrine.
Little stories narrate the special and local reasons why the space is sacred. The big story in
the incidence is the myth that the shrine is rooted in. Since there are numerous snake
myths it is hard to connect the shrine with any one, but most likely it is associated with the
great God Shiva through the snake god Shesha. It is quite certain that the shrine does have
a big story and is connected with the broad range ofHindu mythology.
Deities are associated with certain rivers, trees, mountains, and rocks on the basis
ofmyths. Myth-informed communities know the hierophany potential places, rocks, trees,
rivers, buds, and mountams. Places such as rugged mountains, rivers, or rocks, or places
having snakes or tigers have a part m Shiva's myth. A mysterious local event m such
places is always associated with Shiva because these places have the natural characteristics
of the Shiva-related hierophany. Characteristics of certain places are associated with
selected dehies.
Indian villages have open cremation grounds outside the village limit, always near
rivers, ponds, or streams. People are fearflil of such places for they are the domams ofthe
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god of death. Sham. A mysterious experience or a Httle story in the cremation ground of a
village is always associated with Sham, and not with any other deity. Shani is associated
with death in the big story. A temple for Shani may resuh from a mysterious event in the
cremation area. According to a story told in one ofthe villages I vished, old people died
mysteriously in the village every day after the first death. The thirteenth day (tervi) is
important for a bereaved family and relatives assemble, and have a meal in memory ofthe
dead. Family members perform a thirteenth day ritual (teryi) for a dead person to insure
peacefiil departure of the soul. Instead a person died from the village every thirteenth day
and the whole village got scared believing that the deaths were caused because ofthe
wrath of Shani the god of death, and buih a shrine for him. The deaths in the viUage
became little stories and the connection with the big story resuhed m building a temple for
Shani in the village graveyard.
Every village in the central part of India has a shrine dedicated to Mari Mata,
goddess of small-pox. Formerly epidemics and plagues killed thousands in the villages, and
no one had the power to stop these deaths except by divine intervention. During such
deaths in the villages a shrine for the goddess was built. In the village I grew up in,
mentioned m the first chapter, when several children died of cholera during the monsoon
season, the villagers arranged to sacrifice a live goat and a pig before the Mari Mata
shrine. I heard one of the village leaders saying "the goddess is angry whh us for not doing
the rituals on a regular basis." The deaths that caused pain in the villagers became a little
story of the people, and they related it to the big myth of the goddess of epidemics. The
viUagers came in procession, beating drums and singing. They brought a goat and a piglet,
and buried them alive in front of the shrine. The villagers would have built a shrine on the
same spot if their village had not already had one. The villagers associate the reason and
the season of deaths with a deity, and interpreted it as a hierophany.
The hierophany experienced in the real life of the villagers led the people to create
a sacred place, a concept not very clear in Eliade' s votings. However he mentions the so-
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called "privileged places"�a birthplace, scene of a first love�defined as "crypto-religious
behavior" (EUade 1959:24). But the concepts ofprivileged place and sacred place are
totally different. The relationship between life situations and sacred places is further
discussed in the next section on temporary sacred places.
According to prominent Indian writers on sacred places, such as L. P. Vidyarthi
and Surinder Mohan Bhardwaj, divine activity, a hierophany, or more properly a
theophany, is found in some of the ancient Hindu writings such as the Puranas and the
Mahabharata. Two books by Vidyarthi, The Sacred Complex ofGava (1961) and The
Sacred Complex ofKashi (1979) give the main myths or the big stories about the creation
of these most sacred and popular places in India. Both agree with the idea that every
Hmdu temple has a divine history or narrative/story of a hierophany that makes the place
sacred. This otherworldly nature of the event creates the unnaturalness of the place and
humans merely have to recognize rt. A place going through such a process is revered and
recognized as sacred, particularly in the Indian tradition, for these characteristics of a
sacred place matter greatly to all Hindus. The whole cosmos can become a hierophany
(EUade 1959:12).
In India such sacred places or shrines are knowm as svayambhu. meaning self-
existing. When a power chooses to become expUcit by sprouting an anthropomorphic icon
such as the elephant-headed Ganapati (same as Ganesha), the self-emergent phenomena
are caUed svayambhu. The term combines two words in one, that is svayam which means
"by one's self," spontaneously or "of one's own accord;" and bhu which means "to
become, come mto being" (WiUiams 1872: 760, 1278).
Samuel Parker (1989) did field research in India and found the concept of
svayambhu powerfiil and very much alive. He visited sacred places associated with
svayambhu deities and observed the potential in those places.
The idea of svyambhu temples and images represents the
fiindamental ground of the cosmos as an inherently creative, aU-pervading
background of sacred power and consciousness that may become manifest
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with particular force and clarity at particular shes m the landscape. . . .
Likewise, individuated manifestations of the omnipresent divme power
inherent in the ground�emerge at particular sites in the form of
svayambhu icons and temples, each with hs own distinctive name and
characteristics. (1989:167-168)
Svavambhu or hierophany is divinity's method of showing various attributes of
itselfmcluding a place sacred for itself Such a mysterious place is considered worth
vishmg for one reason or another and a deity is identified with a name or even given a new
name. The story gets muhiplied in the conununity and becomes part ofthe neighborhood
culture and rehgion. A story-informed, dedicated core group spontaneously forms in order
to fiiuction as the sponsors of the temple building. "It is the prior recognition of the
sanctity of the place (sthana-mahatmya: sthana/place. mahatmya/ glory) that promotes the
building of the temple and not the other way round. . ." (Choudhary 1994:69). Such
temples, small or big, are monuments ofmanifestation (Kramrisch 1946:165). The story
pattem or myth is very ancient and is mamtained even in modem Indian temple buildings.
In essence all temples represent a self-manifestation of their stories in concretized form,
visible in an icon or shrine.
Bharadwaj, an authority on the places ofpilgrimage in India (tirtha sthana).
classifies Indian pilgrimage centers on the basis ofPuranas as god-created, demon-made,
saint-made, or human-made (that is made by holy kmgs) (1973:97-98). Essentially his
classification of these ancient sacred pilgrimage places is based on their story pattems.
Since temples and pilgrimage centers have sacred stories it is hard to separate them and
"ritually, the she of the temple is a Tirtha wherever it is situated" (Kramrisch 1946:5).
Archaic Storied Temples
Whhout a story or legend a place is no different from any other place because
humans can not create sacred places. The she's power depends on hs praesentia (what it
presents to the mmd or senses) (Smith 1998:18). Story gives temples, including all other
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types of sacred places�such as temporary, portable, and permanent�status. The
following ancient temple stories are well known in India.
Dwaraka
Dwaraka is one of the four sacred pilgrim places in India for Hindus and a
legendary city where Krishna hved as king. Krishna himself chose the sight for the city and
Vishwakarma, God's architect, planned the city. Shiva, the Lord ofKailasa (the worid
high above), and Kuvera, the Lord ofPatala (the under worid), sent their spirit servants to
carry out the orders ofVishwakarma in building the city. After completion, the city of
Dwarka looked beautifiil like a fragment of paradise. Maya is the next important architect
after Vishwakarma for he is the builder of demon buildings (Padam 1998: 1 1).
Pandavas and Kauravas both sought Krishna's support before the Kumkshetra war
broke out between them. Kauravas sent Duryodhana and Arjuna was sent by the Pandavas
to seek Krishna's help. Krishna was asleep in his palace in Dwaraka when they visited him.
First came Duryodhana and sat near Krishna on a luxurious chair expecting to attract
attention as soon as Krishna opened his eyes. Arjuna arrived soon after that and sat at
Krishna's feet out of his natural humihty.
Krishna eventually opened his eyes and saw Arjuna first and granted to him a claim
to receive Krishna's help, but Duryodhana had first claim since he had come first. Krishna
decided to help both of them. He gave each of them the choice erther to receive the
services ofhis great armies or receive his personal guidance. Arjuna, bemg younger thus
granted the privilege of choosing first, chose Krishna's personal help rather than his
armies.
Arjuna with Krishna's personal guidance in the war together with the Pandavas,
defeated the Kauravas. Gandhari, the mother of the defeated Kauravas, walked through
the deserted batfiefield with a lamp in her hand and saw the bodies ofher 100 sons.
Totally overwhelmed with sorrow and agony she uttered a deadly curse on Krishna's
people, that the dynasty ofYadavas would be destroyed within a few years.
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Accordingly, a great sage cursed them when the unruly youth ofthe Yadavas
teased hun. Later the Yadavas went on an excursion to the seashore where they got drunk
and fought among themselves till all were killed except Krishna. Soon after that when
Krishna was resting under a tree in the forest, a hunter mistook his feet for ears of a deer
and shot an arrow kiUing Krishna. This way the curse of a mother and a sage was ftilfilled.
The paradise city Dwarka, was deserted and became a wasteland after Krishna's
death. The sea inundated it for seven days, obliterating any ofKrishna's associated
memory by the tune rt receded.
Dwarka is a sacred place because Krishna ruled there as the king and a temple
dedicated to Krishna stands on the peacefiil bank of the river Gomti. The temple, it is said,
was buih by Vajranath, one ofKrishna's descendants. The original temple building has
been replaced many times over.
LegendaryMira from the state ofRajasthan is the best known devotee ofKrishna
and is especially associated with the temple ofDwarka. She was a queen living in her
palace but was tormented by family members because of her intense devotion to Krishna.
Mua left the palace and came to Dwarka to live peacefijUy in the sacred place. Her family
members later came to take her back to the palace but she refiised. Due to fiirther
pressure from her relatives to retum home, Mira entered the shrine ofKrishna and
disappeared. When they entered the sanctum of the temple her sari was seen on the idol
ofKrishna. It is beheved Mira had merged with Krishna himself (Das 1975:46-50). Mira's
story fiirther revivified the first theophany, and confirmed that Krishna's presence both
transcends rt and yet is immanent within rt (Tumer 1979:33). Dwarka is one of the four
dhamas or dwelling places ofgods at the four compass points of India (Eck 1981 :48).
Temple ofKah at Calcutta
Atma Ram, a devout Brahmin, lived on the banks of the sacred river Ganga where
every evemng he did meditations. After his regular meditation one evening he went down
to wash his face in the river water and saw a ray of light emanating from a place under the
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water. Early next moming he went back to the same spot to have a closer look. He saw a
bright piece of stone lying on the riverbed and when he picked rt up he saw it was shaped
Uke a graceful human toe.
When Atma Ram touched the human stone toe he feh joyful in his heart. He took it
and placed rt m the nearby forest and kept looking at the mysterious piece. After dark he
retreated back to his humble house.
That night he saw Sati, the consort of Shiva, in a dream. Surprisingly he saw Sati
dying of shock when her father Daksha abused her own husband. He also saw Shiva
joumeying aimlessly carrying Sati's body on his shoulders and finally Vishnu cutting the
dead body into pieces with his Sudarshan Chakra (disc). Amazingly, he also saw in the
dream a toe of Sati fallmg into the river Ganga (Ganges). Immediately he realized that the
toe he had picked up from the riverbed was the same toe now petrified.
It is told that he then erected a small shrine on the spot and continued to worship
the goddess. As ages went by and more devotees joined, a temple was erected in the same
spot. It is hard to teU the exact year of instaUation of the idol ofKali and constmction of
the present temple.
A story is told about a famous landlord named Santosh Roy Chowdhury who lived
some time in the latter half of the eighteenth century. He heard a conch sheU blowmg
inside the forest when traveUmg by a boat on the river Ganga. Santosh Roy Chowdhury
got off the boat and walked mto the forest and there saw a sage worshiping an image
representing KaU. Because ofmystical insights, Roy Chowdhury instantly sensed the
presence of the Divine Mother m the image and decided to build a temple to the deity.
He began the constmction of the temple that was completed by his son and
nephew m the early part of the nineteenth century. The story about the deity spread all
over and more people came not only to worship but also to settle down in the area. The
temple precinct called Kalighat (hill ofgoddess Kali) on the bank of the river became the
most important seat of the Mother Goddess, popularly knovm as KaU Mata, in India (Das
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1975:57-59). For initiated devotees called shaktas. Kali is more than a goddess of terror to
whom goats are sacrificed, but is the manifestation of cosmic life m constant and violent
regeneration (Eliade 1970:7).
Kashi or Varanasi or Banaras
Kashi, called Varanasi or Banaras also, situated on the banks ofthe sacred river
Ganga in the state ofUttar Pradesh in north India is considered one ofthe holiest places
for all Hindus. The city has fifteen hundred temples including Buddhist shrines. The chief
residing deity is Shiva in the Viswanath temple.
A story is told that Visweswara or Shiva got disgusted whh a king Dobodas and
retreated to Mount Mandar. Shiva was in the mountain and wanted to retum to his place
but could not smce King Dibodas mled Kashi. Shiva sent his spirit servants to remove the
kmg, but they could not encounter King Dibodas and stayed near Manikamika. Shiva sent
many more servant spirits mcluding the sun god, but they all stayed on in the city instead.
The reason for these divine servant's staymg on was that the city was a pleasant
place. Even after Shiva's departure the city ofKashi was prosperous and people were
happy, the resuh ofKing Dibodas' good deeds, right thoughts, and favorable fortune.
It is told that Granesha vished King Dibodas in the guise of an astrologer and told
the past events ofhis life. Ganesha also prophesied fiiture events and the king was
unpressed with his powers. Smce the kmg longed to attain salvation, Ganesha told him
that a Brahnun would visit from the north to give him proper advice.
Around the same time Shiva sent Vishnu who came as a Brahmin from the north to
vish Kmg Dibodas. Smce the description of the awaited person matched Ganesha' s
promise. King Dibodas asked him the way of salvation and Vishnu told the king to pray
for Shiva's grace. Kmg Dibodas invoked Shiva's grace by building a new temple. Shiva
was greatly pleased and decided to retum to his old city. The temple has been his abode
ever since.
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The Visweswra temple building may not be large but rt is one ofthe most sacred
pilgrimage places in all of India. Obviously, rts story has contributed significantly to rts
sacred character. A king ofPunjab gave the gold on the temple crown and Ahalybai, the
Queen of Indor, helped build the present temple building (Das 1975:60-62). Even though
Shiva is the presiding deity ofKashi, the city is also a habhation of the entire pantheon of
Hindu gods, totaling 330 million. Pilgrimage to Kashi is considered a must for a Hindu.
Death in Kashi is the highest blessmg and adequate for ones' mukti (liberation). Kashi is a
celestial city, the crossing place between this world and the far shore of the etemal
Brahman. Kashi, the symbolic city, has converted the energy of an entire civilization into a
culfiire (Eck 1982:4,6,146).
Kashi, situated on the confluence of the rivers Ganges and Gomati, is the most
known sacred place to Hmdus around the world and is described as a "microcosm of
Indian civilization." It is ofutmost sanctity because the divine acts of three gods Brahma,
Vishnu, and Shiva have created it (Vidyarthi et al. 1979:8). Once Lord Brahma took a
balancmg pan, put all gods on one side, and Kashi on one side to weigh on scales. Kashi
weighed heavier and came down on the earth, but the gods' part rose up to fill the sky.
"The weight ofKashi is the cumulative weight of the city of all India." Thus it is really not
an earthly city, is at the center of the universe, and every thing else begins at Kashi. Kashi
is hght, wisdom, and is spoken of as Shiva's body, shakti. Unga. and the place where
Brahman is reahzed (Eck 1991:147-153). It is a place for everybody and even sages and
great teachers such as Buddha, Mahavira, and Shankara vished Kashi.
Gaya
Gaya is one of the most scared places for Hindus around the world because of its
myth narrated in the scriptures.
The name Gaya is associated whh a demon called Gaya Asur and the myth is
recorded in the Vayu Purana (Chapters 105-106). He was a powerfiil demon and a holy
one but had to be killed by a united divine force ofVishnu and all the other gods and
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goddesses. Because of his holiness, all the gods and goddesses promised to reside on his
body. His head alone covered two miles and his body extended over six miles. According
to the mythology found in Vayu Purana (Chapter 105: 1 12 and Chapter 106: 65) the area
of two miles in Graya is considered most sacred (Vidyarthi et al. 1961 : 10).
The stories mentioned above have created the most ancient sacred places in India
and are part of Indian life, culture, and identity. Such stories or myths are foundational for
a temple buildings' orientation, shape and structure and for temple precincts as well.
Humans do not create sacred places; they only obey when something other shows hself
Humans are merely the mstruments that follow the directions of the divine in the location,
orientation, and construction of temples. These sacred places are divinely ordained,
permanent and unmortal�httle havens on earth where people can meet divinity. Such a
microcosmic nature of a sacred place is revealed through myths or stories (Tumer
1979: 1 1,26). The mystical story of a divinity dictates all the aspects of the temple
orientation, location, and constmction. This concept will be further elaborated later in the
temple project section. Not all temples and shrines, however, are storied in the same way
as these major places ofworship. So we tum now to temporary sacred places.
Temporary Festival Shrines
During Ganesha and Durga annual festivals, shrines for the deities are installed at
street comers, pubUc parks, or in homes for one, three, nine, ten, or twenty-one days. A
temporary place is selected for such shrines according to public convenience. The
arrangement committee or a group of volunteers commonly approves a place that is
ritually purified before the shrine is placed in a spot. During a prescribed time the place
and the shrine are treated just as sacred as any other temple with intense ritual activities
and involvement of devotees. The neighborhood celebrates by installing the temporary
shrine, not necessarily because of any immediate experience in a place but because ofthe
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past narrated myth. These shrines are non-storied sacred places because they do not have
a mythical or mysterious story that makes their particular place sacred.
I call these temporary shrines because they are dispensed wrth after a certain
period of time by their idols being dissolved by immersion in the waters of a sea, river, or
lake (Bombav Times 1999:3). An idol is beheved to be infiised by a deity during a
particular period of sacred time, usually 3, 7, 9 or 21 days. The deity then leaves the idol
after the period ends. The idol is ritually removed from hs temporary place and inunersed
as mentioned, its elements retuming back to nature. They do not make the place where
they are temporarily located sacred in the same way as an ancient story would. The place
is made sacred for the prescribed time only. The place resumes rts ordinary status after
removal of the deity. On the contrary, permanent temple sites cannot be desacrelized and
transcend time, space, and people.
The big story ofGanesha deity tells that the Goddess Parvati created a guard on
the fourth day of the bright fortnight of the month ofBhadrapada (August-September) in a
particular year. This day has been chosen all over for the aimual festival and installation of
the temporary shrines of Ganesha (Ayyar 1982: 125). Ifa family or an individual
experiences any kind ofmysterious event or miracle in a business that creates a faith
response, and if the person becomes convinced of a deity's intervention, he may choose to
install a temporary shrine for the deity during the said time in his home near a previous
puja room. Festival shrines are not completely free from the story element smce a family
may have a httle story ofheahng, good harvest or a vow to fiilfill.
Bad experiences such as smallpox or plagues in the villages mentioned eariier in
this chapter could lead a community to install a festival deity. Failure in business,
unexpected calamity, accidents, good or bad experiences are intimately related to the
temporary sacred places and can become mini hierophanies.
During the sacred time devotees are vulnerable and open to new stories under the
umbrella of the ancient story. Years ago a temporary Ganesha shrine was installed for the
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prescribed days in an industrial complex in Mumbai. During the celebration somebody
spotted a snake in the temporary shrine area that was taken as a mysterious sign, smce the
snake is associated with Ganesha and his father, Shiva, m the ancient story. The devotees
feh the festival must therefore continue longer than the prescribed days and the temporary
shrine remained for a whole year in the same spot. The snake story during the festival
served as a part of the ancient story.
Installation of dehies by famihes during the prescribed temporary period has
become common in Hindu homes in India. Temporary family shrines always have a reason,
recorded m a stoiy, behmd their installation that may be called providential. The family
story usually relates to unexpected supply, healing, or success m harvest or business. The
shrine's orientation, shape, and foundation resemble a temple and the small shrine looks
Uke a miniatme temple with rts dome, piUars/walls, flag, and sanctum. Temporary shrines
in parks and streets are often big with Ufe-size or even bigger idols. The materials used in
construction of a miniature shrine are mud, wood, metal, even paper and plastic.
Prescribed color combinations, food offerings, music, and rituals are used. In a Ganesha
shrine black is to be avoided and family members do not wear black clothes during the
celebration nor accept from anyone anythmg v^rapped in black. Each icon in the street or
home shrines is rituaUy instaUed in order to make the deity capable of receiving worship.
In many instances household deities of famiUes could be different form the festival
deity, but a muacle story may engender a response to instaU the temporary shrine for a
new deity like Ganesha or Durga. Tension between household and muacle deities is not at
all an issue because of the Hindu behef that ultimately all gods are the same. The domestic
place and festival time are marked by intense concem for purity in the rituals of
preparation and reception (Smith 1998:25). The family carefiilly observes rituals related to
prayer, smging, food, cloths, and other habhs due to the belief that the deity essentially
resides in domestic space, and the family operates as mere guests. Annual instaUation of a
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temporary deity can be for any number of years as the family or the community might
desire or vow.
Temporary festival shrines have mushroomed during the last fifty years all over,
and practicaUy m all tradhions of, India. Initially festival shrines began with Ganesha and
Durga deities to bring about unity in the Hindu community. The practice of installing
temporary shrines during annual festivals became very popular among the middle class and
grew rapidly m urban and nual areas as a national phenomenon. Every year new
celebrations for favorite dehies are introduced and the time for celebration is normally
taken from the big ancient myth or story. Celebrations are done according to the
requirements ofparticular areas, communities, dehies, and in the chies even languages. All
caste groups are free to have such shrine celebrations as place, finances, and time may
aUow. These temporary shrines give flexibility in ritual, place, and programs. It is easy to
get ready-made images of the deities or have them made locally m a multitude of sizes.
The festival shrines in neighborhoods or in homes are treated as reverently as any temple
and especially used for sacred viewing or darshana by thousands.
In essence, non-storied temporary shrines are models of the storied temples in
every respect and are the re-creation of the big story and the little story. Levi-Strauss
observed the value ofminiaturization as the "reduction of scale seems to resuh from a sort
of reversal m the process ofunderstanding. . .The intrinsic value of a smaU scale model is
that it compensates for the renunciation of sensible dimensions by the acquisition of
inteUigible dimensions" (1966:23-24).
The purpose may be to insure weU-being, success, and blessings depending on the
Uttle story. Participation in these small shrines gives a sense of satisfaction, fiilfillment, and
hope to the devotees. Recently the community installations of deities and celebration in the
cities have taken a very elaborate and grand gusto. These preparations involve hundreds of
volunteers, open grounds, skilled management, tent arrangements, pubUcity, and huge
budgets. These temporary shrine celebrations unite the community, revive commitments.
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and renew identity. If the permanent temples relate the mythos of creation or destruction,
the temporary small-scale shrines, through their sharp focus, serve to make this mythos
mimetically present in ritual activity. These seek to stimulate the prototypical experience
that Ues behmd the permanent temples, "thereby creatmg a Utopia, a theater ofthe mind
and imagmation," m which the distance of space and time is erased in the ritual process
(Smith 1998:22, 24). These annual celebrations are fiinctionally sunilar to revival or tent
meetmgs in certam Christian tradhions.
Portable Shrines
An authentic sacred place can not be estabhshed without a story, but a problem
could be faced when a group finds no place with a story or has no sacred event to narrate.
When this is the case such events as dreams, visions, sudden death of a saint or the
viewing of sacred animals, and such places as mountaintops and riverbanks help designate
a place as sacred. Since human life is fiill of these common experiences, h is seldom that a
story has to be created in order to locate a sacred place. However, there can be instances
when humans do need to create a story for locating a sacred place by seeking a sign.
When a sign is desperately needed, it is provoked or divined hke a sort of
evocation v^th the help of an animal who can show what place is fit for the sanctuary
(EUade 1959:27). In general, religious people wish to participate in the sacred reality and
power fi-om the inception of a sacred place. Receiving directions fi-om the divine for
sacred places is almost mandatory and the most sacred experience one can have. To some
extent a place is given or shown "and to some extent we create if (Ring 1998:43).
Here it looks as though a sacred place can be estabhshed by some human efforts as
though true humanity had put in an appearance (anthrophony?) and without a story. The
human role is crucial m all the sacred places but the determination of the sacredness ofthe
places is the most crucial factor.
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Desperate human need provokes a sign with the help of selected animals, birds,
holy men, and rituals. A sign helps to see more and beyond a place. Sign provocation is a
ritual enablmg the human community to see in an ordinary physical she the sacred place
that has afready been desired by a deity. Deity can not be forced to accept a fixed place
but devotees look for initiatives by the divinity through the sacred objects or animals that
are part ofthe big story. Every selected object, word, animal or person is used or
controlled by some big myth or story. These objects, signs, animals or people in the
provocation ritual are maintained similar to the old myth that confirms the validity ofthe
sacredness of the place.
For example, a nomadic group may settle temporarily near a river since it
represents a natural location for their mobile Shiva shrine, a river being part of Shiva's big
story. Because certam mountains, rivers, or trees are made holy by a myth, they can not be
altered (Tumer 1979:82) and therefore remain hierophany-potential elements. Creating a
sign or a story is neither an independent activity nor can it be left to the imagination. It is
not creating a new story for a new deity. Rather it is the continuation of the past story in a
new place. Ehade is adamant in saying that it is wrong to think that human attempts
consecrate the space. Rather, the ritual reproduces the paradigmatic work of the gods in
the big story. In effect, consecration is a cosmicization of profane places (EUade 1959:32).
Thus provocation of a sign is not seen as manipulation by humans but as an act of total
submission to a big story, and disceming what the deity has already chosen. It is human
cooperation with the deity known from the big story in receiving the sacred place.
This universal human tendency can be illustrated by the fact that Mushm saints,
even after their death have been known to direct their pallbearers to a location for burial
thus estabhshing a fiiture eventual shrine. Lay people or disciples do not select a burial
spot for a deceased saint, but depend on directions of the dead body of a saint while bemg
carried in a coffin to an unknown spot. The body leans in certain direction, and the bearers
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ofthe coffin sense where the saint is taking them for the burial and future shrine (Zahniser
2000).
Shrines created through invoked signs are commonly found among the nomadic
tribal groups in India. These places may or may not become permanent sacred places
because ofthe mobile nature of the community. The nomadic tribes move fi-om one place
to another and estabhsh a sacred shrine for the duration ofthe period of their stay in a
temporary place. Only when a sacred place for a deity has been located can the place
become capable of human dweUing.
The Israehte camp was a mobile entity that moved from place to place wrth the
tabemacle at rts center. While traveling, a place became sacred only when the tabemacle
was set up at a location and "by vutue of that fact. But the place rtself, as a particular
geographically defined tract ofland, has no intrinsic sanctity" (Japhet 1998:63). Seth D.
Kunin, who lecturers in social anthropology and Jewish thought at the University of
Nottingham, calls a tabernacle-associated sacred place stopped at during Israel's joumey,
a "dynamic sacred place" smce such places are temporary and disassociated fi-om a
specific physical space. Such sacred places come into being through the presence of the
people, the camp, and the camp comes into being by the presence of the Ark (Kunin
1998:21). It would seem appropriate to designate Hindu temporary sacred sites, by means
of their definitions, dynamic sacred places. In a sense, nomads carry their sacred place
with them in the form of their portable shrines.
Some of the nomadic tribes in India carry their own shrines wherever they move.
The shrine may be represented by a sacred rod, an object, a cotton red or black doll, or an
idol. The sacred objects are carried by a special elderly person or by the head of the tribe
in a sacred basket or wooden box or ark. In reahty rt is the mobile or portable shrine that
carries the nomads. These objects carried fi-om place to place serve as the portable shrine;
wherever the tribe stops a temporary place is invoked with the help of the portable shrine.
The orientation, location and placement of the sacred object are determined by the big
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story. Just as the tabemacle, was surrounded by a court and had an entrance on its eastem
wall in accordance with Torah (Exodus 27:9-19), so the right spot for the mobile shrine is
generally located according to the big story of the tribe's deity. When the conjunction of
the banyan tree in the big story and a banyan tree at a camping spot occurs, the tribe
naturally halts closer to the tree to create a temporary sacred place. The mobile shrine
moves not only from place to place but is passed on from generation to generation
because of a big story. Thus the temporary sacred place for the tribe is created with the
help of a small mobile shrine in a box or basket that has a big story. The size, mobility, and
temporality of the shrine and its sacred place do not matter, in fact small does not equal
msignificant says folklorist and Hterary critic Susan Stewart.
A reduction in the physical dimension of an object depicted can, in fact,
mcrease the dimension of significance. . The miniature always tends
towards exaggeration�it is a selection of detail that magnifies in the same
movement by which rt reduces detail. (Stewart 1980:100-101; cited by
Smith 1998:29)
Very broadly, these sign-provoked or created storied sacred places may be
classified as temporary or "contextually sacred" places, an altemative term used by Seth
D. Kunin (1998:22). Both the portable shrines that create temporary sacred place, and the
festival temporary shrines seen earHer are govemed by big ancient stories.
Human participation m the creation ofbig-storied, small-storied, and non-storied
temples is evident from the beginning but is subject to the deity. Story is the fimdamental
factor m temple orientation, location and constmction. Story has the power to decide what
is sacred and profane in relation to a temple. Every type of sacred place portable,
temporary, or permanent is the expressive symbol of the story. The story, small or big,
gives the temples, small or big, permanent, temporary, or mobile appeal, vitality, and
vahdity.
The big story and especially the hierophany makes a place intrinsically sacred and
permanent. The temples that have the greatest appeal among the masses are those that
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have retained the living story intact between the people and their deity. All types of
temples are outgrowths of an idol (S. Rao 1979:42), but all idols are outgrowths of a
story. Ultimately a Hindu temple is the result of a story, a "buih myth" (Barrie 1997: 10).
For a detail ofthe sculpture ofKapleeswar Temple in Madras showmg the story ofthe
Ramayana, see Figure 9.
Storv: The Decisive Element
A universal characteristic of temples and sacred places is the stories of their divine
origin (Tumer 1979:10, 17-18). As we have seen in this chapter Hindu temples represent a
classic example of this characteristic. Four fimctions are also associated universally with
sacred space, namely (1) they provide the world with a center for orienting all of life, (2)
they serve as the meetuig places for heavenly and earthly realhies, (3) they represent
microcosms or models of the stmctures of the world, and (4) as houses for sacred idols
they provide a place for the immanent and the transcendent to come together (1979: 10).
Chapter 6 will treat these fianctions in more detail. Here it is important to emphasize that
stories oforigin are foundational for all four fianctions. Mircea Eliade (1970:3) has given
us the essential features of the stmcture of sacred places such as imago mundi (center of
the world), axis mundi (universal pillar), and cosmic mountain. He identifies a number of
such temples and centers, mcluding the Temple onMt. Zion in Jemsalem. He even
mentions that the land of Iran is the center of the world for Zoroastrians. He also refers to
the navel of the earth in the Mesopotamian tradition. Each of these places�^whether
temple mount, land of Iran, or navel of the earth�are connected to a story. Roscher
quotes a rabbi as saying that Jemsalem is the foundation of the earth "because there the
entire earth unfiirled" (Roscher 1915:16; ched in Eliade 1986: 111). Thus, the temple is
connected with the story of creation. Iran is the center of the world because there the first
man was created and there Zarathustra was bom. In Mesopotamia humankind had been
fashioned fi-om the navel of the earth (EUade 1986: 1 1 1). All of these places are supported
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for Zoroastrians. He also refers to the navel of the earth in the Mesopotamian tradhion.
Each of these places�whether temple mount, land of Iran, or navel ofthe earth�are
connected to a story. Roscher quotes a rabbi as saying that Jerusalem is the foundation of
the earth "because there the entire earth unfurled" (Roscher 1915:16; cited in Eliade
1986:1 1 1). Thus, the temple is connected with the storv of creation. Iran is the center of
the world because there the first man was created and there Zarathustra was bom. In
Mesopotamia humankind had been fashioned from the navel ofthe earth (Eliade
1986:1 1 1). All of these places are supported by a story. Eliade who is more interested in
stmctme gives little attention to the connection between hierophany and story. In fact,
Harold Tumer in his major work dealing with worship space gives little more than six
lines to the connection ofmyth and sacred place (Tumer 1979:10).
Figure 9. Sculpture ofKapleeswar Temple (Dravidian). Madras, South India
(Source: Postcard no. 418. R. Trading Company, Mumbai, India.)
In the Indian context, temples not only consistently exhibh the fom characteristics
identified by Tumer, they also are associated with both a big myth and a local story. Om
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the process of church planting in the Indian context. In the next chapter we reflect upon a
contemporary manifestation of the Vaastu Shastra tradition in rehgious architecture.
Endnotes
' Myth is understcxxi in this study as a story that guides hiunan conduct and activities. Myth narrates
primordial history that describes the creation of the universe, and dramatic breakthroughs of the
supematural into the world. Myths always deal with realities and reveal exemplary models for all human
behaviors. "Myth thus is a vital ingredient of human civilization; it is not an idle tale, but a hard-worked
active force..." (Eliade 1963:1-8, 20). Myth and story are used interchangeably in this study.
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CHAPTER 5
Temple Founding and Church Planting: Case Studies m Contrasting Models
All the Indian tradhions are facing the problems of limited space, a growing
population, crowded transportation, shortage ofutilities, and scarce financial resources.
This has afifected the location and building ofplaces ofworship. This chapter begins with a
case study of a Hindu couple who estabhshed an urban temple m response to their
experience ofblessings fi-om an enlightened gum. Because Christian church planters in
urban India face a similar situation, we ofifer a case study of Christian selection and
establishment of a place for worship. We will then reflect on the relevance of the two
cases for the Christian location, orientation, and constmction of places ofworship.
Founding a Temple: An Urban Case Study in Hindu Sacred Space
On December 2, 1998 my brother and I visited Mr. Madhukar Hari Karandikar and
Mrs. Kusum Karandikar. We arrived in the early evening and stayed with them m their
family apartment for three and half-hours. We asked to see them because I had heard that
they had founded a prayer worship center called Upasana Kendra that did not house an
idol.
Mr. Karandikar is a retued foreman fi-om the Central Railways, Mumbai India. He
and his wife speak the state language, Marathi, and are very adept at Indian hospitality.
Mrs. Karandikar is both a housewife and a doctor in herbal medicine. I vished their
apartment in a suburb ofMumbai whh my brother living in the same area who helped me
to get mformation about the center.
On a ramy day in the evemng about 6:30 p.m. we visited the worship center
located at the ground floor apartment in a multi-story building. It is a small apartment
room about 20'xl2' in size and has no idol. A big picture of their new deceased gum
Gajanan Maharaj in a heavy wooden fi-ame about 4'x3' in bright colors is hanging on the
wall opposite the entrance of the room. The photo was adomed with flowers and a few
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burnt sticks of incense had been left by devotees there. Other metal articles for ritual
performance were kept in front of the picfrire on a table. Millions venerate the Guru m the
state ofMaharashtra especially among the Marathi speaking community.
A small board outside the room served as a sign saying Upasana Kendra
(PrayerAVorship Center). On both sides of the open entrance door there were pictures of
the Guru fixed in the tiles and red powder symbolic marks were visible on the top door
wall. Some flower garlands were neatly hanging on the top ofthe entrance door and we
could smell the incense sticks buming inside. There was no wmdow to the room, but I saw
from the entrance door two elderly men shing in the room on the floor in a medkative
posture.
We took ofif our shoes and sat with them on the floor, while a few more people
came m the room to do puja (ritual worship). One married lady came in and sat nearer to,
and facing, the picture of the gum but separate from the men's section. Almost all folded
then hands, bowed down before the picture after entering inside the room and sat in the
group in a meditative posture. My brother and I feh uneasy since we neither folded our
hands nor bowed down, and did not sit exactly facing the picture. The devotees came in
the evening as they had time-alone or with fiiends.
While sitting quietly with the group inside the room, we began to talk to a man
sittmg on the floor near a small writing stand and told him we needed some information
about the center for study purposes. He directed us to Mr. Karandikar who was standing
outside the room. We went out of the room to meet him, introduced ourselves, and told
him we wanted information for study purposes. He was ready to give the information.
Unexpectedly Mr. Karandikar asked us to come to his house, since there it was more
convenient to talk. We walked with him toward his first floor apartment for about ten
minutes. When we reached his house door he said "Come in," asked us to take a chair to
sit, and introduced us to his wife and other members of his family as they appeared.
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Mrs. Karandikar gave us water to drink in metal glasses (stainless steel) and little
later even served tea, which is a mark ofgood hospitality in the state among the Marathi
speaking people. The apartment was small with four wooden chairs for visUors. Their
granddaughter was sleeping in a baby cradle in the same room. I also noticed a big picture
of the same guru in their apartment on the wall. The picture in the home did not have
flowers around the fi-ame, which I thought unusual.
I began by saymg to Mr. and Mrs. Karandikar that I had heard about the Center
and the sign Upasana Kendra attracted me to leam more about the sacred place. I told
them the purpose of the vish related to my graduate study. They both were eager to
narrate the story of the PrayerAVorship Center dedicated to Gajanan Maharaja, their gum.
I found out later that both husband and wife are committed disciples of the gum and were
very actively involved in the center's activity form hs inception, Mr. Karandikar being on
the managmg committee of the center.
Both husband and wife joined in the conversation and asked me where I was fi-om.
I told them fi-om Dadar which is a very famiUar place in Bombay. They wanted to know
where I was domg graduate studies. I told them rt was out of the country and mentioned
to them that our Indian temples are unique in architecture. I also said I thought their
Prayer Center was a unique place. I thanked them again and again for the time and
hospitality received. I also said we met the right people to receive the information and
requested them to tell the history of the center, since they were involved fi-om its very
beginning.
Mr. Karandikar said his wife Mrs. Karandikar was the main person for making him
a beUever m the Gum for he had been an atheist. At the age of29 he had had a kidney
stone problem that grew severe. During the severe pain, he vished a neighbor Mr.
Kulkami, a beUever in the Gum Gajanana. He asked Mr. Kulkami for a photo of the gum,
and was given a black and white photo that he fi-amed and kept in their house. He also
began to visit the mam shrine ofthe gum at Shegaon about 500 miles east ofMumbai. As
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a result, his kidney stone problem vanished. Mr. Karandikar said we need to have faith in
some place, meamng the person of the place.
In the course of the conversation Mrs. Karandikar shared another story about their
train trip to the main shrine at Shegaon and how the guru saved them miraculously. Some
time m the years 1972-1973 they had planned to vish by train to offer prayers (darshana)
at the main shrine at Shegaon. When everything was ready, they found they did not have
enough money for the trip even though they wanted to vish the place desperately. Due to
the money problem they had to cancel their trip that day. Later they heard that the very
train they had planned to take from Mumbai to Shegaon had had an accident. "This entire
miracle" of our escape, he said "was because of the guru."
Mrs. Karandikar continued, sharing a similar experience. She said, "Our family was
poor m those days, dependent on one salary, and experiencing hard days. Once there was
no food m house for the family and somebody came at the door and told us food is
available. We had enough to eat that day. This is all because ofour guru's grace upon us.
The Guru-Maharaj provided us v^th every thing. We lack nothing. The guru helped us in
the financial area, and with physical problems, giving us strength and health. After these
experiences Mr. and Mrs. Karandikar began to engage in the center activities. They read
the sacred prayers of the guru called pothi at night before going to bed and to sleep. Mr.
Karandikar said, "I placed the Guru's photo in every room of the office where I worked."
At this point the ft)llowing dialogue ensued.
PA. Why has your center, unlike other temples, no bells?
KS. Both of them said that devotees should have a silent qmte place for prayer.
Someone had brought a bell for the center, but we did not allow putting the bell in.
PA. What is the purpose of the Center?
KS. A place was needed for prayer so we started the center. Homes are difficuh
places to find peacefiil time. A quiet heart is needed to do the japa (chanting ofprayers or
names ofthe gods) and need to do pothi (readmg of the sacred prayers from a booklet). In
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the Center no one is stopped from vishing, and no caste barriers prohibh anyone from
visiting. The center is open for all. They both added that every year the japa is arranged at
the time ofRamnavami, when the sisters (women's group) sing bhaians (devotional songs)
in the center.
Mr. and Mrs. Karandikar were very excited to tell miracle stories and I let them
tell whatever they wanted to tell. Mrs. Karandikar told about praying ardently (sakade) for
her son to have some ofiFspring, a boy or a girl, and the guru granted their request. We are
confident, they said, "that no harm will occur ifyou have fahh."
Both of them mentioned during the conversation that some of their fiiends even
said. How is h, that you worship the Guru, neglecting the household, family gods? The
unplied meanmg m the question was that those who asked did not understand the reason
why both worshiped the Guru, and faced a certain amount of resistance. Mr. Karandikar
said, our very first sacred experience (saakshatkar) came from our immediate neighbor
Mr. Jogalekar a disciple of the Guru. He used to visit the main shrine at Shegaon
frequently missmg work time, but nuraculously was recorded as present in the office
books when he was in fact absent.
PA. Why did you give the shrine the name Upasana Kendra or Prayer Center?
KS. There was a need for a place to do united prayer. The word upasana has a
good meaning. The word up means near and asana means to sh, meaning to sk near god.
This place is to be able to sk together in neamess to god. The very first thing we did in the
center was to consecrate the paduka (sacred wooden shoes of the gum) by wild dry
grapes (rudraksha). After that we put the big-framed picture of the gum on the wall so
that the gum would be in front ofus always.
PA. How did you get the place for the Upasana Kendra?
KS. The room was used as a storeroom but the owner did not do well in his
business. Nobody was ready to buy the place and so k remained vacant for a long tune. 1
met the owner Mr. Nemrkar and he wanted half of the total price first. I said k will take
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time to collect the money and told the devotees to give willingly. We paid off the first half
in one and halfmonths; again this is because of the grace of the Guru. The owner gave us
the key for the room, we started the work and in four months all the money was paid. The
owner donated Rs. 10,000 at the feet ofMaharaja-Guru's photo and even now does daily
services such as keeping drinking water available in the place and cleaning it In fact the
lot where the present building stands has a very old sacred history. About 700 hundred
years ago a matha (monastery to teach religion) and a tree stood in the same place and
now the tradition is continuing in the center.
PA. What are the present activities?
KS. Activities include reading the sacred prayer books. Chanting prayers or japa
Every Thursday aarti (singing, offering food, flowers, water, milk, buming incense in a
plate and waving in circle standing before the photo of the gum), venerating sacred shoes,
and abhishekha (anointuig the deity with consecrated water or milk). Now we have a small
office there and have appointed a priest to oversee all the daily puja worship. We also help
poor students monetarily. We have been registered as a tmst with the govermnent since
1986 and the center has been operating since 1993. All the activities depend on fi-eewill
donations. I gave Rs. 500 when I was the president of the tmst. I feh within that I must
give the big picture of the Gum to be placed in the center and did so. I also feh very happy
when my kitchen table was taken for the center services.
Mr. Karandikar was wilUng and ready to lend us a copy of a brief report and
history ofthe center that my brother helped me to get copied. They were very enthusiastic
to give more information to many more vishors, and both said I should come again ifmore
information is needed. Mrs. Karandikar said, "We covet people," meaning we love people.
I folded my hands and again thanked both of them for all the information and their
wonderfiil hosphality.
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Planting Churches: Urban Case Studies in Christian Worship Space
Modem religious movements in all the tradhions have been affected by the acute
urban land problem in India. Religious movements from among Indian traditions coming
to Mumbai from different parts of India have the same problems as Christian mission
agencies. Followers of such new tradhions migrate with then new faiths to the cities and
naturally spread by establishing sacred places for their adherents. For whhout a sacred
place or a temple no tradhion can operate and their rituals and scriptural discourses
become meaningless, or merely the mental processes of inward mystical exercises
(Lundquist 1993:5).
Problems such as urbanization, modemization, mdustrialization are common to all
rehgious traditions. Open lots for new religious buildings cannot be obtained and followers
are compelled to have and accept whatever is possible. Sect followers either renovate
existuig temples, churches, or mosques, or locate thefr sacred halls or shrines in high-rise
buildings. These places ofworship have at least two different trends. Those who renovate
portions of old temple buildings on the existing she eUher constmct bigger attached
assembly halls or keep the old shrine and build high rise temple buildings over it. Such
sacred constmctions maintam a tradhional look, design, and location but are equipped
with modem amenities. Another solution is to secure apartments and to put them through
major adjustments in orientation and design.
I have observed that the reconstmction of old temples or constmction ofnew
temple buildings occurs m locations where the masses already vish for miracle
experiences. Such miracle deities or shrines are believed to be mtrinsically jagmt
(active/live/potent), and masses especially visit such currently potent shrines. It is not very
clear how a deity becomes jagmt or potent. Normally after a devotee experiences a
miracle, the news spreads and more people begin to visit the deity. When pilgrims and
devotees experience miracles, rt helps them to believe the deity is jagmt or active.
Sometimes older idols are recognized as jagmt deities. Wherever temples attract the
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masses the need for expansion or renovation arises. Urban temples are modernized with
excellent structures, expensive materials, TV sets for darshana (viewing the idol), libraries,
reading rooms for students, communication systems, printed program schedules, seminar
rooms, offices for the management, and social activities for the poor. Old idols are kept in
their original locations, direction, and design, and the new structures are buih around and
above idols. Especially svavambhu (self-revealing/ emerging) images and hierophany
storied shrines are kept intact in their original locations and construction any time becomes
an extension of the self-revealed deity. It has been observed that new sects or modem
rehgious movements attract masses and eventually need sacred places for their cuh objects
or persons. When desperate need arises such as the need mentioned in connection with the
mobile tribe m Chapter 4, adjustments are made to have a sacred place but under the
authority of the big story.
Like the Upasana Kendra discussed earher in this chapter many apartments in high
rise buildmgs have been adopted as sacred places by various sects. Some of these
apartments with Hmdu rehgious sect activhies are called matha. Originally, mathas have
been in forest settmgs with a residential gum and disciples hving nearby, very simple,
settings. The matha campuses have been known for meditation, leaming, and ritual
activities. Urban mathas in urban apartments have the same purpose but with less space.
Such religious centers as mathas. and upasana kendras are examples of adaptations to the
urban problems ofland, tune, and money. The purpose of these is to operate like fijU-
fledged temples for the sects that establish them. Mainly modem movements have been
open to making adjustments while keeping their own story element intact or under the
guidance of the living gum or a rehgious person who has a living experience under a big
story.
These apartments are made sacred by instaUing images or photos, or even wooden
shoes of invoked dehies symbolizing the presence of the deity. Devotees use rituals to
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install these cult objects that are more or less similar to those rituals used to infiise power
or life into images and objects that were discussed in Chapter 3.
The activities ofChristian church planters resemble to some extent those of the
above-mentioned modem tradhions and religious movements. The situation of these
rehgious movements is similar enough to that ofChristian mission agencies and church
planters to enable them to leam fi-om these movements. To do so seems preferable to
following non-indigenous models. As pointed out eariier, these movements too face
practical problems. During the last thirty years evangelical mission organizations such as
Baptists, Nazarenes, Free Methodists, The Christian and Missionary Alliance, Assemblies
ofGod, Churches ofChrist, and charismatic groups began church planting drives in key
cities such as Mumbai. The above agencies motivated by church muhiplication have very
common strategies. Generally their work begins among migrated denominational church
members or contacts, starts with a prayer meeting in a home or a local school hall, and
eventually gets a property in a high-rise building. It is faster, cheaper, and easier to locate
halls, and requues less paper work than buying property and constmcting a church
building. Mumbai, the fastest growing city in India, was the main geographical area for the
above mentioned mission agencies. The author personally has observed the church
plantmg methods, talked to the pastors, lay leaders, visited, and even ministered in most of
these prayer halls. Procedures adopted by all the above Christian agencies for obtaining
worship spaces are similar in Mumbai and are represented in the following case study. The
following church case has been selected because it is one of the oldest in Mumbai, and has
reported great growth in every area of church hfe (Kumardhas 1996).
I vished the Borivali United Methodist Church hall mentioned in Chapter 1 for
interview purposes and I had an opportunity to minister in the same hall to the Marathi
congregation during the Sunday moming service on July 1 1, 1999. 1 had also participated
m the Tamil language Sunday service on July 4, 1999, and I talked to three pastors on
different occasions. I vished one of the oldest founding church members of the Marathi
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congregation at his home and received information about the early history of the church
hall for its congregation (Marathi Methodist 1999). After attending a Tamil Sunday
service, I especially talked to the Tamil church pastor and to the church members he
recommended, who have been part of the church since its inception in 1959.
Presently four Methodist language congregations use the high-rise apartment hall
facility in Borivali for weekly services, special prayer meetings, baptisms, Holy
Communion, and weddings. Two church parsonages and a church office are provided on
the same floor. Briefly the history of the prayer hall (church) can be sununarized as
follows.
Most of the United Methodists living in the Borivali area attended a mother church
in downtown Mumbai, traveling in crowded trains for 2 to 3 hours to get there. It was
particularly difficuh to attend church services there on a regular basis and during the rainy
season. As a resuh, their children and youth did not get any Bible teaching. Practically, the
distance, crowded trains, buses, and the cost of transportation made going to church in
downtown Mumbai a problem. Over time the city became still more crowded, making
fiirther travel to the mother church impossible for most of them. Consequently, they
received ministry only when a pastor vished them for special occasions and specific needs.
The Christian famihes m the area began to meet in Christian homes for prayer and
fellowship according to language groups. These were the earhest house groups ft)rmed
among Tamil, Gujarati, and Marathi speaking people. Pastors vished the house groups for
special prayer meetings but could not minister to the people regularly because of the
problems mentioned above. The groups therefore feh the need to have their own place of
worship and prayerfully began to search for a location. The high cost ofland made it
impossible for them to buy a special lot for a separate church building. So, the mission
organization, pastors, and people decided to buy a hall in a muhipurpose cement brick
buildmg owned by a non-Christian builder.
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The building is in a very convenient location, and can be reached by city buses and
trains. All the building's other tenants come from Hindu backgrounds. The area is very
crowded with businesses and an open street market. The rectangular hall is on the thud
floor, occupying an area of about 1000 square feet. It features a door in the front and a
door in the back end of the hall and four windows on the East side. The hall has a few
ceiling fans, a wall clock, about twenty pews, about 25 plastic chairs; two minister's chairs
are placed at the southem end of the hall. The wooden pulpit is placed at the south end of
the hall because the hall's entrance door is located on the North side near the stairs
provided by the building. A simple table placed between the pulph and the pews and used
for Holy Communion has a small movable baptismal font. During Holy Communion the
table is covered with white a cloth and another white cloth covers special trays containing
holy elements. The communion table otherwise is used for various purposes as the service
progresses. The pulph area is not elevated but the pulph appears to be the most sacred
object m the hall since the church articles are so few.
The haU pews seat about 100 people. A few metal cupboards in the hall provide
storage. Easter and Christmas attendance is larger than normal, requiring more space for
some of the aduhs. Thus most of the children sh on the floor. A small room attached to
the hall is used for youth Bible study and as a pastor's office.
The mside of the church hall is painted hght yellow, and the entrance door has no
cross sign, symbol, or color to mdicate its Christian or sacred purpose. The absence of
Christian signs could be due to opposition from the building's management. One of the
church members when asked if a cross could be painted at the entrance, repUed yes (Tamil
Methodist 1999). It would seem possible to communicate the meaning of the hall by using
special signs, colors and symbols on the entrance door, since the church has been meeting
there for more than twenty years. If Indian style signs and colors were used on the
entrance door and mside the hall, the building's people could recognize the sacred purpose
of the hall. It is hard to guess what non-Christian neighbors may have been thinking about
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the place and how they would have responded if h had displayed indigenous religious
symbolism. But, as currently appointed, it certainly does not invoke religious feelings.
A hall in the Indian community could very well use red color for a certain area of
the hall. Especially the back wall opposhe to the pulpit could be painted red, or with
doves, angels, a tree of life or other figures. The entrance door could also be painted red
for it stands for the sacred, with pictures such as that of Jesus praying or in meditation and
Jesus in a saffron robe healmg the people. Depending on available space and the openness
of Indian Christians for Indian style and symbolism, similar ideas could be endless.
Christian worship places can be made indigenously sacred to both Christians and others.
Most of the church halls purchased by different agencies mentioned earlier which
the author vished m Mumbai have a sunilar origin, orientation, location, and facade. Such
an approach was a resuh of the pragmatism, utilitarianism, and marketing strategies
expressed earher.
Surely the church groups are gratefiil for those places but the methodology
remains uisensitive to the existing cultural symbols indicating sacred places. Their strategy
includes recruiting young pastors and implementing non-indigenous plans. These church
halls are named after agencies, calluig attention to a group instead of to God, a faith
experience ofGod, or a story of divine providence on behalf of the local congregation.
Church names do not connect to Jesus, his teachings, nor to the miracle stories. Thus
Christian worship places cannot lead one to a spiritual experience; on the contrary they are
offensive in the Indian context and hinder Christians in communicating the Jesus story of a
Christian sacred place.
The name Upasana Kendra mentioned earlier in this section is a good example of
the mdigenous trend in naming a sacred place. It calls for prayer, a religious activity, or�
hterally upasana means�sitting near god. The whole story becomes part of the group and
the origin of the prayer center. Such a story element is assertive and vhal in temple or
apartment shrines. Indianization ofChristian sacred places starts with changing the names
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ofthe churches but even more importantly it continues by bringing the story element into
church planning efforts by Christian leaders.
The Methodist congregations at Borivali have plans to move to a new location and
buy a lot for a separate church building. The reasons for moving fi-om the present hall
mentioned by the interviewees are related mainly to the limited space for church activities
and the problems encountered from the majoritarian building people mentioned in Chapter
1. The reasons mentioned for relocation from the hall facilhy to a new area are typical
Christian motivations for church orientation, location, and construction.
A Tamil congregation experienced wonderful growth and has planted churches
wherever their Tamil church members migrated. This has resuhed in twelve new churches.
The vision of the pastors and commitment on the part of the migrated made the growth
possible. Other reasons mentioned for the growth of new churches are social work,
preaching, teaching, counseling, acts ofmercy, vishation by the pastors healing mimstry,
and power encounters (Kumardhas 1996:2,1 1-13). Most of the Christian agencies in
Mumbai represent very similar agendas and methods in church planting efforts.
Healing ministry and power encounters, as noted in the above mentioned report,
are very relevant to our study of the story element. These stories of physical healing and
dehverance from demonic powers relate to the growth of the church even though not
directly to its place ofworship. Narratives of the roles played in church planting by
healings and power encounters resemble small stories mentioned in Chapter 4.
Sunilarly the Upasana Kendra founders too experienced healing, food provision,
and safety at work. An atheist family member first came to beheve in the guru. Then many
more similar events led all to unite to plant the prayer/meditation center. The Kendra also
has an approxknately 700 year-old story related to the plot where rts located and how rts
devotees were led to the spot.
Christian church planters can wrtness to divine stories, just as modem Indian
traditions also have elements ofpragmatism in their motivations for obtaining sacred
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space. The pomt is that the second group tends to rely more on stories than the first
group. Local stories under the power of the big story of Jesus can be foundational for
creating sacred places. In tradhional Hindu religious movements a sacred place always
ft)llows a story or hierophany. As we have mentioned earlier, there is no Hindu temple
without a story. The temple as the center and meeting point with a cuh object representing
a microcosm receives meaning fi-om a story. Church buildings in India can reestablish the
relationship ofChristian sacred place to the Jesus big story, and small local stories. The
connection between a Christian sacred place and hs story is discussed fiirther m the last
chapter.
The purpose of this section has been to note the commonalties in the condhions
faced by the mdigenous rehgious tradhions and Christian church planters in the process of
location, orientation, and construction of sacred places. Like Christians planting churches,
these native religious tradhions usually come fi-om outside into a city, they encounter
common urban problems and grow in an indigenous way. Nevertheless the church planters
heavily mfluenced by pragmatism and secularity have not looked at these local paradigms
positively. The common ground suggests that Christians could leam fi-om these
movements not only how to overcome urban problems, but how to contextuahze their
places ofworship.
When applying native paradigms, it is necessary to evaluate them in the light of the
Scriptures. The next chapter deals with Scriptures and sacred place.
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CHAPTER 6
Temple and Church in Scripture and Christian Tradhion
During 1994 a new magnificent muhi-storied temple building was built for the
deity Ganesha in the central part ofMumbai. The two hundred-year-old shrine is retained
mtact m the old location. The old small temple building was pulled down without changing
the original place of the deity called garbhagraha (holy of holies). The new temple building
erected over the place is modem and much bigger but the basic revealed place, orientation,
and shape are kept with extreme conservatism (Patil 1998:5). Vaastu Shastra hterature
gives all the divinely sanctioned details of the temple orientation, selection and
constmction. They also include mles for repairs and rebuilding temples.
This leads our discussion to a church-repairing event in India. An old church
buildmg needed mterior changes and repairs and the church management committee hired
Hmdu masons and laborers for the work. The people came in the church compound with
all the necessary equipment and material but could not proceed with the work because of
theu sense of the sacred. They could not themselves desacralize this house ofGod. They
approached the pastor and said. How can we start the work? They meant, what ritual
would you perform to desacralize the place before we start the work in this sacred place?
Hindus have an appreciation for the sacraUty of a place. Normally Hindu people would
have holy fear in touching or hittmg on a place with a hammer that is associated with a
god. The Hmdu workers applied this same attitude to the Christian sacred place.
The pastor and the church committee could have sensed such a need even before
the Hmdu workers asked for it and, with a few church elders, started the work wrth at
least a prayer. The ritual could be contextualized in many ways, but the church leadership
acted in a secular way and lost the great opportunity to witness at a deep level. This
illustrates the approach taken by Christians who assume that nothing is sacred. This
contrasts with a Christian farmer who, by praying before the Hindus he hired to plant his
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field, made a significant witness. The workers reported his piety to the villagers with deep
appreciation. See Chapter 7, page nn.
Such a secular attitude by Christians could be based upon the argument that the
Christian concept of sacred places for worship differs drastically from that of other
tradhions such as Hinduism. Furthermore, accordmg to this view. Christians are expected
to exhibk this conviction of theirs in the world they live in. This would appear to be
congruent with Tumer's treatment of the second type ofworship space. Let us examine
the biblical witness and the testimony of the Christian tradition with the help ofHarold W.
Tumer to see if this is the case.
Temple and Meeting Place
The phenomenological analysis of sacred space developed by Harold W. Tumer in
From Temple to Meetmg House (1979) helps us understand the basic concept of sacred
places. He discems two main types of places ofworship. The first he calls domus dei. a
house ofGod or a temple type mostly found among the non-Semitic fakhs, including
archaic societies. The second type he names domus ecclesiae. a house of the ecclesia or
people of God. This "meeting house" type for the people ofGod, this synagogue, church
or mosque, is found mainly in Semitic faiths (1979T 1-12). These working concepts are
relevant m our study of the Hmdu sacred places or temples and the church buildings in
India.
Tumer thus divides the sacred places across cultures into temple type and meeting
house type. Faith and space are so intimately related that one could not exist without the
other. Rehgious ideas, concepts, and intemal behefs are known and expressed in visible
objects, places, and forms. The temples and meetmg houses are "the most obvious and
concrete expressions of the spatial element in religions" (1979T3). Sacred places are
special because of certain characteristics and ftinctions that are different from ordinary
places.
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Temple as Domus Dei
Tumer identifies five characteristics of the domus dei type sacred place. It
normally fimctions as a center, a meeting point, a microcosm, and a place of transcendent-
unmanent presence. A myth is associated with the origin of a sacred place (1979:9-10).
Tumer mentions the fimdamental fijnction of a myth in sacred places but discusses it last
and least (1979: 10-1 1). I will start with the subject ofmyth because it seems to me
fimdamental to all the other characteristics. Secondly I discuss the immanent-transcendent
features of sacred space or the presence of a deity represented in an object m a location.
The invisible myth is made tangible and visible ui a place.
Myths. Myths are the stories that serve as oral scriptures for religious people.
Cosmogonic myths narrate the origin of the universe and sacred places are sometimes the
beginning pomts or navel of every thmg. The myths or stories tell how the place has
become the center, meeting point, microcosm, and place of transcendent-immanent
presence. Because the myths are real to the people, the places, objects, or anything
mentioned in the myths become real for the people also. The city ofBanaras or Kashi is
the most sacred place to the Hindus around the world because of the myth that portrays its
builder as Shiva who made the Shiva temple as his abode (Das 1975:60-62). Myth is the
decidmg factor, for without a myth all the following four aspects of a temple will be
ambiguous and even confiising.
Immanent-Transcendent Presence. I wish to place this fimction of a sacred place in
the second order because the presence of the divine is the most basic and important
feature of a sacred place. A cuh object, unage or idol symbolizes and embodies the divme
presence in a sacred place. It may be anything mentioned in the myth, an unshaped stone, a
stick, a tree hole, a wooden pole, or some bones. Gods are met m such a place where
these objects are located but they are beyond these objects in their special realms at the
same time (1979: 10). Images installed m new temples are consecrated vdth special hfe-
infiising rituals. After the rituals, the images are beheved to have actual divine life (prana)
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in them. Such a life infused idol, representing the power of a god, becomes a source of
dreams, miracles, wonder acts, and small hierophanies (1979:33). A temple building small
or big is basically to house a deity represented in a cuh object.
Center. A place with such a mythic history and cuh object is regarded as the center
of human and all life. All space is organized and oriented around such a point. It is the
center of reference from which all else is oriented, understood, or valued and pattemed.
Such a place with divine presence is the navel of the earth that brings unity and harmony
out of chaotic experience. Certain Jewish traditions consider Jemsalem through the temple
as the center from which all creation unfolded (1979:21). From the temple as center the
people receive vitality and power. For this reason, people generally do not change their
allegiance from one center to another.
Meeting Point. Based on a myth, the sacred place becomes more than a center
where God is present, it is a place where gods and humans meet. As such Tumer regards
it "as a point of communication between heaven and earth" (1979:22). Because rt is a
meeting point between heaven and earth, entrance to these places are protected and the
crossing of its threshold is carefiilly guarded with rituals and sacred mles, again derived
from myth. Removing shoes before entering a Hindu temple is a well knovm expression of
this feature of temples.
Microcosm of the heavenly realm. Sacred places model in miniature heavenly
reahty. A place selected by a god becomes the most appropriate spot for divme vishs,
dwelling, and activities on the earth. It is a place worthy of the gods where humans can
meet or see (darshana) them. That is to say, such a place is a muror of the heavenly abode,
a little heaven on earth. A temple or sacred place represents a model or image on earth of
the more perfect and uhimate world that Ues beyond the terrestrial domain. The
orientation, selection and constmctions of these sacred places represent links "to rts
prototype in the heavens." For example, the four comers of the Kaabah in Mecca
represent the four cardinal points of the sky. These sacred places are not stmctured
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according to a human aesthetic or design, or just to meet fimctional needs, but accordmg
to a plan revealed in myths, dreams, or oracles.
In the Old Testament the tabemacle (Exodus 25:8-9; 40) and the temple of
Solomon (I Chronicles 28:10-13; 19) are modeled after revealed designs. When these
sacred places were rebuih or repaired, devotees ft)llowed rigidly the original divine design
(Tumer 1979:27-28).
Meeting House as Domus Ecclesiae
Tumer (1979:1 1-12) associates the "meeting house" type place ofworship with
the Semitic reUgions Judaism, Christianity, and Islam because the synagogue, church, and
mosque are not houses for a god, they are places ofmeeting for the people ofGod. For
this reason he caUs this type ofworship building, foUowing the Christian tradhion, domus
ecclesiae, "a meeting-for-worship house" (1979:11).
Tumer finds that the worship places of the reUgions of the world do fall into one or
the other of these two forms. His thesis is that "the meeting house type presents the
authentic norm for the Christian tradhion" (1979: 12). This judgement agrees whh
Keenan's (1994:231) conviction that New Testament believers know no sacred temple as
such except the community ofbehevers, the Body ofChrist.
Among the procedures Turner uses to demonstrate his thesis, is a study of the two
types in Scriptures. We wiU use his analysis to guide our discussion of places ofworship in
Christian Scripture and tradition.
Temple and Meeting House in Scripture
Tumer, who lays out for us the five dimensions of a typical temple or domus dei.
provides us whh a good discussion ofboth domus dei and domus ecclesiae in Scripture
and Christian tradition. Broadly speaking both Old and New Testaments do not speak of
intrinsic sacred places. In the creation account, God declares creation good (Genesis 1:10,
12, 18, 21, 25, 31). The word good is power and purpose-charged. Since the word is
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coming form the Most High, perfect, and the Holy God whose word has creative power, it
means more than good for humans. God blesses the earth, and all creation because He is
good. He has given fixed direction and perfect purpose for all the creation, and the
creation can not violate God's original plan ofbeing a blessing to humans, and thus is
sacred. A discussion of the creation stories in Christianity and Hinduism appear in the
Purusha section ofChapter 9. In the next two sections we will confine our discussion to
the role of sacred space in the Old and New Testaments.
Old Testament
Hierophanv. Since we are dealing with Scripture, 1 will use the word theophany. it
being the theistic form ofEUade' s hierophany. an appearance of the sacred, an essential
feature of identifying a sacred place.
In the Old Testament God reveals Godself to humans m specific places. When the
sacred shows rtself to humans through dreams, visions or revelation it is called a
hierophany (EUade 1959T 1). EssentiaUy a sacred place is always chosen by divine
mitiative and not by human plan or design (Tumer 1979TO). This view is expressed in the
Old Testament. In Genesis 28 Jacob dreams of the ladder and senses divme presence, he
then sets up a pillar, and names the place as holy. Genesis 35:7 records, "He buih an ahar,
and caUed the place Beth El, because there God was revealed to him." The sacredness of
the place was due to the experience or divme initiative rather than prior to it (Kunin
1998:27).
A place is pronounced holy when God appears to Moses in the buming bush
(Exodus 3: 1-22). Moses had to remove his shoes for sanctity is related to the place
because ofGod's revelation. The revelation to all Israel by theophany on Mount Sinai
makes the place sacred (Exodus 19-20,24). There was a boundary separating sacred and
profane and people were asked to purify themselves before the Lord appeared on the
mountain. The mountam is called "the mountain ofGod" (Exodus 3: 1; 24:13; 1 Kings
19:8). The mountain is God's, not because he dweUs on it, but because it is a place where
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a self-revelation ofGod may be expected (Deuteronomy 33:2; Judges 5:4-5; Psalms 68:8-
9). The theophany makes the mountain sacred but "h is an ad hoc rather than permanent
sanctity" (Japhet 1998:67).
Tradhions such as Hinduism have Mount Kailasa as the dwelling place of Shiva
because h is sacred or h becomes intrinsically sacred after the theophany. In the Old
Testament places are made sacred because of divine revelation, but until Israel's entry into
the promised land and the establishment of their central shrine (see Deuteronomy 12), the
places do not become permanent sacred places as in other traditions. When the Israelites
travel in the wildemess, the presence ofGod goes with them in a tent, indicating all places
are potentially sacred.
The tabemacle or tent. The idea ofGod dwelling in a sanctuary and among the
people is exphcit m the passages that deal with the constmction of the tabemacle. It was
constmcted accordmg to a revealed model even endorsed by the New Testament (Exodus
25:9, 40; Acts 7:44). God's presence in the tabemacle emphasized more the transcendence
of the deity than his immanence, but nevertheless h estabhshed a meeting point between
the people of Israel and God (Exodus 25). "Let them make Me a sanctuary that I may
dwell among them" (Exodus 25:8); "I will abide among the Israelites" (Exodus 29:45); "I
will estabhsh My abode m your midst .... I will be ever present in your midst" (Leviticus
26:11-12). Japhet stresses the, "I will dwell," phrase, concluding h means "God's abode
among human bemgs is an actual domicile" (Japhet 1998:61-62). In a fiill sense the
tabemacle was God's house because of hs revealed physical stmcture and because ofthe
revealed rituals practiced there. Its sanctity is focused in a specific point demarcated
within a physical area and does not extend beyond h (Japhet 1998: 61-62).
Seth D. Kumn (1998: 1 1-14) calls tabemacle a dynamic sacred place whh five holy
areas. The most sacred area was the Holy ofHolies in the westem end of the Tabemacle
that housed the ark and was a curtained off" section. The high priest was only allowed to
enter the Holy ofHoUes on the Day ofAtonement. Only the priests were allowed to enter
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the next section, called the Holy (Exodus 26:33). The court came next in sacrality. It had
an entrance on the eastem wall (Exodus 27:9-19) and only ritually clean laity were
permitted in this area. The camp itself is the largest extension of sacred place and those
unclean were excluded fi-om this area. The last zone, extending to the nations ofthe
world, includes all the territory outside the camp, called the wildemess (Leviticus 16: 10),
and is thus the realm of the profane.
The tabemacle moves with the people in the wildemess and is not confined to any
kind of place. Numbers 9: 15-23 tells us that selection ofthe place and setting up the camp
and tabemacle was a divine activity, but the place Uself has no mtrinsic sanctity (Japhet
1998:63). Wherever the tabemacle is set up, and the portable ark installed, God visits
them. "God becomes a nomad with his nomads" (Louvel 1963:8, cited in Tumer 1979:94-
95). The place becomes contextually and temporarily sacred, retuming to its previous
status after the camp moves on. The concept of sacred place is temporary and is
"disassociated from physical space" (Kunin 1998:21-22). A cult object for the temporary
sacred place is the ark that symbohzed the divine presence. Without the ark, a dynamic
sacred place is unthinkable (Kunin 1998:21-22).
The basic bibhcal concept of sacred place is determined either by God dweUing or
revealing himselfm a place. "Any place can become sacred but no place is sacred" (Japhet
1998:59, 64). The moving or portable tabemacle, court, and cultic elements later become
basic to the plan of Solomon's permanent temple (Kunin 1998:23, 25). Tumer interprets
the significance of aU this as foUows.
Tabemacle therefore represents the dynamic and eschatological nature of
existence as God's people, over against more static conceptions of a
consummation mdicated by the building of temples where the gods may
dweU with men. (Tumer 1979:94-95)
Solomon's Temple. Temples as the dweUing places of the divine, cannot be
selected by human choice unless validated by some divine sign. Solomon's temple has a
divine origin myth or story. Detailed descriptions of the temple plan in 1 Kings 5-9; 1
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Chronicles 28:1 1-19; and 2 Chronicles 3-5 give divine justification for the estabhshment of
the temple. The temple plan comes fi-om the hand ofYahweh, and the selection ofthe
threshing floor altar confirmed both by the angel and the fire descending upon the altar for
the site of the temple (1 Chronicles 21 : 15:26; 2 Samuel 24: 16-17). All such details as
selection, orientation, and construction had meaning only because ofdivine sanction. The
temple was celebrated not as a human accompUshment but as the realization of a divine
plan confirmed after completion by a cloud theophany and Solomon's dream (1 Kings
8:10-11; 9:2-3).
The sanctuary of the temple was divided in two, the holy section was open for the
priests and the High Priest, and the Holy ofHolies area was limited to the High Priest. The
Ark of the Covenant with two tablets of stone was placed in the Holy ofHoUes
undemeath the wings of the chembim. Since it was the house of the Ark it meant the
dweUuig place ofGod. The Holy ofHoUes chamber resembled the garbhagraha in the
Hindu temples, numinous in hs sUence and darkness, indicatuig the immanent-transcendent
presence ofYahweh (1 Kings 8:12-13). The temple was God's dwelling place forever, and
yet, at the same time, the highest heavens cannot contain God. This provides the dual
emphasis of immanent-transcendent presence in the temple (1 Kings 8: 13, 27).
This is where God and humans were able to meet, and was thus the meeting place
of heaven and earth. An eschatological beliefmakes the temple hself rest on top of the
highest mountain with the abihty to take humans nearer to heaven (Isaiah 2:1-4). A Great
Court surrounded the temple building and the Court of the Priests represented the earth
(Chronicles 4:9). The door mentioned in 1 Kings 6:8 suggests that it was on the eastem
side like that of the tabemacle and served as a threshold entrance.
The temple was the center of cuhic activities and a great place of pilgrimage for
the Jews. It was the hope for all the nations, a "house of prayer for all peoples" (Isaiah
56:7), where people would gather from nations and dweU peacefiiUy (Ezekiel 5:5fiF.;
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37:26:28). In later centuries, people believed that the sacred temple area was the center of
the original creation and thus the navel ofthe world.
The temple was treated as the counterpart of the heavenly sanctuary since h was
on Mt. Zion. The idea ofmicrocosm may have been taken from the pagan world but was
connected to the temple. Ezekiel' s temple description with symmetries, unities, and
mathematical perfection reflects the heavenly realm and cosmic symbohsm (Ezekiel 41:3-
4; 43:4,17).
These details m physical form and in religious fimctions are congruent with the
temple or domus dei type that are found in archaic and non-Semitic traditions (Tumer
1979:47-67, 87). It can be said that very httle change has occurred in temple type sacred
places in the world traditions in sphe of the increase in the number of sacred places. On
the contrary religious fimdamentalist movements around the world are going back into
their tradhions to build more temple-type sacred places as part of a revival. Jesus however
gave a new meaning to the concept of sacred place in the New Testament. Some
discussion of the synagogue is appropriate before we tum to Jesus' idea of sacred place.
Synagogue. Synagogues existed prior to the destmction of the temple in A.D. 70
and developed as a replacement for the temple (Kunin 1998:49,55). Although rabbinic
tradhion sees the origin of synagogues in Moses, its actual origins are unclear.
The clearest difference between the bibhcal temple and synagogue was that
synagogues were located in each community, while the temple was in one place for the
whole people. The temple had the ritual of sacrifice through a priest, while the synagogue
had prayer with participants being equal. The priesthood was hereditary, but anyone as
long as he was a man, could become a rabbi. According to the Tosefta and Tahnudic texts,
a synagogue had to be built on the highest point, or at least buih taller than the roofs of
houses, reflecting hs possible connection with the bibhcal idea of the holy mountain
(Kunin 1998:50).
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A synagogue as a building has an element of sacredness and has a progressive
division of sacred areas. The sitting arrangement for men is on the first floor, and for
women on the upper floor. On the first floor, the men's sitting section is the first division
for all worshipers. The second distinct area is the bimah (raised platform) for worship
leader and mvited Torah readers. The most sacred part of the building is the Ark
containing Torah scroll(s), the synagogue's most holy object, usually placed in the eastem
wall meant to face towards Jemsalem. Readmg the Torah is for anyone, but by invitation.
Synagogues are relative sacred places, and do not have intrinsic sacredness as does
the temple. Old buildings could not be sold for usage such as a bathhouse, a tannery, or an
immersion pool. The concept ofhigh point, raised areas, hierarchies of holiness, symbolic
reading ofTorah fi-om a high place, all reflect the biblical understanding of sacred place
but not as a place revealed by God. The concept of the temple as a place where God is
manifest is preserved by the Israehtes, while they also teach that God is present in the rest
of the places where people meet. With few given regulations any place could become
sacred on the basis of the community and its usage (Kunin 1998:48-55). A synagogue then
is basically a place for people to meet and thus a meeting house rather than a house for
God himself It represents the de-sacralization of places and buildings used for religious
activities and so stands as a new type m the phenomenology of religions. It serves as a
good example of domus ecclesiae and may be regarded as a precursor of similar types m
other major world traditions such as the Islamic mosque and the Christian church (Tumer
1979:101).
New Testament
Before Jesus began his public ministry he visited the Jemsalem temple and even
purified himselfbefore worshiping in the temple by offering birds or quadmpeds to be
sacrificed. Jesus hved, proclaimed and intemalized the law. He also admired the purpose
and flinction of the temple within the understanding of sacred place (Tumer 1979:48-75).
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The following passages associate temple and Jesus very closely. Jesus' parents
brought him after cncumcision for the ritual dedication in the temple (Luke 2:22-24). At
the age of twelve Jesus knew "He was in His father's house" (Luke 2:41-52). Jesus
required others to respect temple practices. Followers of Jesus must reconcile with other
people before presenting a gift at the ahar (Matthew 5.23-24). Jesus told the healed leper
to show himself to a priest and offer for his purification what Moses commended (Mark 1 :
40-44). He called the temple the dwelhng place ofGod (Matthew 23:21).
The question comes why did he overturn some tables used by the moneychangers
and sellers of doves (Mark 11:15-19, John 2:14-17).
Some possible explanations are relevant for our study. The activities of dishonest
temple officials were defiling the sacred temple and Jesus disapproved such a desecration
of the House ofGod. Jesus said, "My house shall be called a house of prayer for all the
nations" (Mark 11:17, quoting Isaiah 56:7; Jeremiah 7: 1 1). Jesus approves the temple but
was cleansing the temple of corruption. His cleansing was an "acted parable ofjudgement"
(Wright 1999:65).
Tumer thinks, since it occurred m the outer courts, it was not to resist the main
work of the priesthood nor the heart of the temple cuh, but to open the place for all
nations as a house ofGod for all humankind (1979: 1 1 1). The temple Jesus saw was buih
by Herod the Great and completed in about A.D. 1 (1979:42). The original temple with
the lever ofbronze, table of shewbread, the lampstands, and the table of incense
symbohzed the great deliverance ofExodus. Herod's temple was not based on a
hierophany or revelation, rather Herod used it to politicize the rehgion to control the
sentunents of the people. He mtroduced an exclusiveness not known before. Jesus
disfavored a building that separated genuine worshipers and allowed cormpt practices
(Bmggink and Drappers 1965:3-4).
In Matthew 24: 1-2 Jesus clearly predicted the destmction ofthe temple (hieron).
His earlier statement in John 2:21-22, however uses naos, a word that refers to the holy of
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holies, the inner shrine, and not to the actual temple Uself (hieron). The word for the
temple buildmg generally used is hieron. Jesus did not tum his back on the old order but
united the old tradhional hope of Israel with his work. Jesus honored the temple building
that was a witness to his purpose, as opposed to any other message the temple
communicated. Jesus' words, "Destroy this temple, and in three days I Avill raise rt up
agam," refers to hunself (John 2:21). According to Tumer, Jesus, the personal form ofthe
meeting place between the divine and the human, replaces the physical sanctuary. In his
person "both body and spirit united in the totality ofhis own person" (1979: 111-1 14). He
became the connecting place between heaven and earth. His resurrection ensures a
resurrection for all his own.
Accordmg to some, Jesus as an eschatological prophet spoke of the actual
destmction of the temple through physical action as a symbohc gesture. All three synoptic
gospels record his prophesy, "Not one stone [of the temple] will be left on another"
(Matthew 24:2; Mark 13:2; Luke 21:6). "He [Jesus] expected the temple to be destroyed
so that when the kingdom ofGod arrived a new one would be buih, one made without
human hands" (Sanders 1999:92-93). Jesus may have been uitroducuig them to the idea
that any place can become sacred if associated with God, but no place is intrinsically
sacred. In the Old Testament people remembered God's presence near or in such cuh
objects as a rock, a pole (ebenezer). an altar, and made their offering remembering the
past. The past reminded them of the presence of the self-revealing God m a location, but
God was not contained by it. The temple fimctioned to remind the people ofboth the
immanent and transcendent presence ofGod (Tumer 1979:10, 31-33, 38-42).
Jesus recognized the validity of a building called into being by God as an
authentic witness to God, as opposed to a building designed to serve the
mterests ofmen while giving the appearance of serving God. The first
stands within the conununity of faith participating m the God to whom it
points while the second building is a stmcture which must either be
reformed or be destroyed. (Chalker 1982:32)
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After the resurrection the location of the presence is where Jesus is, not in the
temple which fades out of the picture, but in his people, the Body the church. Henceforth
the physical temple and the church communities stand in contrast with one another. The
presence ofGod is manifested through the work ofthe Holy Spirit (theophanies) in
Christ's community, the Church. Jesus fulfills all the aims of sacrifice, priesthood and
sanctuary and in him the concept of the new temple is bom. "Features ofthe temple cuh
are now fused into the unity of his action and person" (Tumer 1 979T24- 126).
The dramatic transhion from the place to the person occurs in rending the temple
veil on the day of Jesus' death and the temple cuh was symbolically ended. After
resurrection and ascension, Jesus Christ had been freed from spatial and temporal
Umitations, and continued his temple fimctions in his risen existence and through his
community the church (Tumer 1979: 149-50).
Jesus Christ-in-Community, the personified temple, fulfills the basic fimctions of
the temple mentioned earlier. Jesus had a divine origin and nature, and, as the incamation
ofGod, was the livmg theophany (John 1 : 14) (Tumer 1979: 134).
The center is not a place but the person of Jesus (Matthew 18:20). "Christ who
lives m me" (Galatians 2:20) is the source ofpower, authority, and strength (1 Corinthians
1 ;24). He is also to be regarded as the cosmic center, "for through him God chose 'to
reconcile the whole universe to himself . . "' (Colossians 1 :20) (1979: 134).
Jesus is the meeting point for God and humanity (John 1 :5 1). He said, "I am the
way. . no one comes to the father except by me" (John 14:6), and "I am the door" (John
10:7, 9). As Son ofman and Son ofGod, he was the center of a new humanity and the
uhimate divinity (Tumer 1979:140).
Jesus as the microcosm was not a representation or a copy of the godhead but was
the stamp ofGod's very bemg (Hebrews 1 :3). He is the image if the invisible God
(Colossians 1:19). Anyone who has seen Jesus has seen the Father (John 14:9) (Tumer
1979:141).
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Jesus as man and God was the immanent and transcendent presence personified
(John 5:43, 17:6, 26). As the Aposfie Paul put it, "He is the image ofthe invisible God"
(Colossians 1:15), and " in him the complete being ofGod, by God's own choice, came to
dwell . embodied." The one who was totally transcendent became totally immanent in
one person (Colossians 1:19; 2:9) (1979:143-147).
The sacred place was wherever Christ was in a community. The new temple was
"not a holy place, but a holy people sanctified through their union whh the person who
was the new sanctuary for both God and men. . ." (1979: 150,152). Jesus- in-Community
was the most radical departure fi-om the temple tradition, and the holy people derived
hohness fi-om identification with the incamate Jesus (Tumer 1979:304). Jesus who fiilfiUs
all the demands of the temple is mseparable fi-om the community, the church, leading St.
Paul fiirther to develop the idea that the community ofbelievers is a collective temple of
God (I Corinthians 3:16-17).
Both Paul and Peter transfer the temple concept fi-om the physical to the
conununity: "For we are the temple of the living God" (2 Corinthians 6:16-7:1). Further,
the commumty is the dwelling place of the Spirit ofGod and the people themselves are the
temple (1 Corinthians 3: 16-17). In Jesus is the meeting point for humanity and God to be
reconciled. He is the spiritual temple (2 Corinthians 5:19). Jesus in unity with his body the
church and God, living m the community through his Spirit, is the new temple (Tumer
1979: 119, 122). Jesus is also the comerstone in the church that consists of the members as
the hving stones (Ephesians 2: 19-22). As behevers, all are priests, offering new forms of
offerings through Christ, therefore, they "themselves constitute the sanctuary" (1 Peter
2:4-10) (Stibbs 1969:100). Wherever this collective temple meets, there Jesus is among
them (Matthew 18:20). The early church sanctuary was thus located in the Christ centered
Ufe of community, meeting wherever it was convenient (Tumer 1979:153).
As a result of the spread of the gospel, the disciples assembled in houses for the
Word and Eucharist. The resuhant domestic architectural style lasted till the third century
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(Turner 1979T 57- 160). From the fourth century onwards, however, church architecture
changed drastically and adopted features from the dominant Greco-Roman culfrire such as
civil basilicas, temples, cemetery chapels, local minor divinity shrines, and imperial throne
rooms that Tumer contends represented a transfer from the meeting house to the temple
type sacred place (1979T60-177). Basically adoption has been from both civil and
rehgious buildings.
Temple and Meeting Place in Christian Tradition
Early adoption of temple architecture
Early Christians began with house meetings and remained in domestic architectural
traditions till late in the third century. As the church grew in numbers, power, and money,
the house church type drifted back and ft)rth between the temple type and meeting place
type (Tumer 1979T58,178). Church architecture after the fourth or fifth century adopted
the fi)rms ofdying paganism, beginning soon after Christianity received Imperial approval
during Constantine's reign m A.D. 313 (H. Jones 1910:988). According to R.P.C. Hanson
(1978), writers such asF. Gregorovius (1902), C.N. Cochrane (1940), A.H.M. Jones
(1948) and M. Avi-Jonah (1976) agree that pagan temples were rededicated as churches.
Hanson himself thinks that transformation ofpagan temples into Christian churches can be
dated from the middle of the fifth century.
In the very beginning an attitude towards using old temple stmctures was negative
but changed drastically later. Old temple buildings were used as churches whhout
substantial changes. Sometimes the inside ofbuildings was altered, or walls were purified
by the simple sign of the cross to transform a pagan building into a Christian church. "The
Christian church signified a change from cult-image to cult-space. . ." says Hanson. He
fiirther suggests that a principle of "like to like" influenced the process of temple church
adoption, that is churches dedicated to St. Mary had been sacred places of female
goddesses (Hanson 1978:257, 263-265, 267). Church architecture has carried on the
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religious elements into Christian buildings. It was natural for the church to adopt the local
building styles and, using Christian symbolism, to transform them into church buildings.
Adoption of secular buildmgs
Pre-Constantinian Christians gathered for worship in private houses (Romans 16:5;
I Corinthians 16: 19; Colossians 4: 15). A house church at Dura-Europos dated 232 has
Christian paintings and a basin that possibly served as a baptismal font (Brenk 1976:63).
Apart from houses, early Christian services were held in Jewish synagogues and scuola, a
lodge room, where Christians held banquets in honor ofthe deceased (Holbom 1925:697).
Buildings such as palaces, secular halls, private buildings, and mausoleums were used as
chmches earher than cuh temples (Hanson 1978:266). The Christian basilica that was used
for Christian assembhes and worship borrowed hs form, except for the transept, from the
Roman secular basihca. The apse was used for sacred rites, and the nave was for the
congregation. Christians created the transept for performing liturgical acts by clergy.
Emperor Constantine's leading role m Christian church architecture is well known. The
emperor is recorded as having built nine new churches in Rome alone (Tumer 1979: 161).
Later he also built a basilica ui Rome (3 13-ca 320), and St. Peter's Basihca over the tomb
of the apostle Peter, includmg other basilicas. At about the same time, circular Christian
buildings and free-standing baptisteries developed.
Eastem Church architecture mcluded pillared basilicas whh piers, galleries above
aisles, and three-domed buildings with ambulatories and domed crosses. The domed,
double-shell building, Hagia Sophia, in Istanbul (532-37) is the high point ofEastem
Byzantine architecture. Large mosaics in churches increased after ca. 400. They included
Old Testament and New Testament scenes, saints, and the Mother ofGod. A theophany
depictmg Christ and the twelve disciples; Christ with saints and angels; or the
transfiguration ofChrist is usually painted in the dome of the apse (Brenk 1976:63- 68).
According to J.G. Davies (1952:26-30), the civil basihcas are descendants from a Greek
temple origin. As the resuh ofbaptizmg pagan features into Christian life, from 4* to the
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^th ,o centunes, the temple plan reappears in Westem and Eastem church architecture.
Christian architecture proper began with tombs, and martyriums that enshrined graves or
reUcs ofmartyrs. These shrines became sacred places of special power and blessings. The
apse, cella, and chancel in the churches of this period represent the most elementary
features of ancient religious sacred places.
As early as the fourth century Christian church buildings were moving away from
any distmctive Christian form. Instead typical features ofthe widespread temple type were
becoming the norm m Chmch architecture. The church building was becoming a
microcosm ofthe entire cosmos and a macrocosm of the human person. Tumer fleshes out
then homology: "The nave represented man's body, the chancel his soul, and the altar his
spirit" (Tumer 1979:175). He also gives this development a negative evaluation, "Once
the distinction between the domus dei and domus ecclesiae is obscured the triumph ofthe
former is sooner or later inevitable" (Tumer 1979:171).
Christian Architecture?
Given the adaptation of non-Christian forms such as the temple and basilica for
Christian places ofworship that we have just explored, we must ask, is there a definitive
Christian architecture?
Gothic architecture was bfrthed in Christendom. Is it a distinctive Christian
architecture? This architecture emerges from the Middle Ages in Europe and is considered
by many a Christian architecture a excellence. But other popular styles such as Latm,
Byzantme, Moorish, Gothic, Renaissance and even Greek are also used in Christian
buildmgs. Choosing them has been due to the aesthetic expression of the people and not to
Christian tradition. Holbom is probably right in saying that, "Christianity, as such, never
created, and never could create, a style of architecture, any more than it could create a
style ofmathematics, or science, although it may make use of all of them" (1925: 696).
There is no Christian architecture. The above- mentioned prototypes exemplify the old
temple type that Tumer thinks is not a distinctive Christian form (Tumer 1997: 177).
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After the Reft)rmation with hs emphasis on the church as the community of
behevers, the church buildmg moved back closer to the meeting place type. Reformed
church buildings were domestic rectangular buildings with pulph, table, organ, and a font
as a common focus ofworship (Tumer 1979:206). In a fiirther development, churches
became auditoriums where preaching mattered and communion and fellowship were
suppressed (1979:237-241). Tumer criticizes the formulation of the Reformers�^which he
much prefers to the Medieval Gothic�for two defects: (1) their "continued use of the
term 'temple' for the church building" unplying, and sometimes expUchly stating, a
continuity with the Jemsalem temple; and (2) their ascribing "a relative or derived holiness
to the building" (1979:210).
In other words, even the Reformers who did it best also got it wrong. Dare we
conclude from this that ehher all Christian efforts are syncretistic or the Christian tradition
is a tradition that transforms a variety of forms for its use. Andrew Walls supports the
latter explanation when he refers to, "the infinite translatability of the Christian faith"
(Walls 1996:25). The incamation changes from the physical to the personal form. Jesus
comes after the sacred history of the Patriarchs, the Exodus, and the Exile. Like those
sacred events, the incamation too was time bound, geographical, and historical. As
Tumer, himself, allows, the church of Jesus Christ has to exist in temporal and spatial
tensions and dimensions (Tumer 1979:1-8).
Tumer fiirther speculates, "It might be said that the repeated revivals of the
domus dei in Christian history testily to hs inherent value in ministering to the hunger of
the human spirit for a sacred place. . . ." (1979:259). For him it is not the "authentic
Christian form" and historically domus ecclesiae is the most difficuh form both for
missiological and political reasons to maintain. This resuhs m an appeal to the human and
Indian spirit that wants a place ofworship to be sacred and a witness to the fact that it is
the Christian community that is the tme place where God dwells.
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Furthennore, Tumer recognizes that even the ideal domus ecclesiae belongs to rts
context as well as to rts ecclesia or community of faith. He writes, "Just as the church
belongs to a community which to some extent h symbolizes so also it may be regarded as
representing m a symbohc way the physical environment to which it belongs" (1979:329).
Here he means rts natural setting, but he also recognizes rts civil context. Tumer has in
mind the civil context in which the church exists in a secularized society with a civil
religion.^ In such a settmg, he argues, the church must have a fimction more like that of
the domus dei type. "It is doubtflil," he says, "whether the church building can make
positive public proclamation of the Christian faith without moving into the temple
mode. . . ." (1979:337). If a civil religion of a secularized society requires a revision of
Tumers' ideals ui the direction of the temple type, surely the major rehgious tradition in
the Indian context can call for a combination of the two types. This is what I will propose
in Chapters 8 and 9.
Tumer identifies some who beheve a church building should combine the domus
dei and domus ecclesiae types. Such an architecture�ahhough not spelled out�^would be
similar to the dual nature of Christ "as equally divine and human" (1979:339). Tumer
seems to agree with the concem of this study that worship spaces be ocular witnesses to
the gospel in the Indian context when he says.
The church building continues to exist and therefore to speak even when
the Uturgy is concluded and the assembly has departed, and cannot be
reduced to an occasional mstmment for the congregation and hs worship,
that can be let down and stored away like a tent or inflatable building
between services. . . . The size, shape, and Uturgical layout, the material and
even the location ofthe buildmg all play a part in making rt both mstmment
and symbol ofthe tradition that Unks the past with the present and the
fiiture. ... We must say that even the domus ecclesiae exhibhs a hoUness
derived not from mere extemal association with the holy community but
fi-om intimate and organic participation it hs life. (Tumer 1989:326, 328)
The rehgious architecture in aU the Indian traditions is deeply rooted in the domus
dei type to the extent that the whole universe is conceived of as a temple. Their
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conception appears to leave no room for a domus ecclesiae type. Missiologically,
however, the two encounter or need a middle place. When we focus on the earhest
architecture ofMar Thoma churches in India, we will discover an attractive
contextualization. The adaptation of the Hindu temple architecture by the ancient Mar
Thoma Church was unavoidable.
Temple and Mar Thoma Tradhion in South India
We are gomg to concentrate on the ancient church architecture found in South
India where Christianity is associated with the apostohc ministry of St. Thomas (Mar
Thoma). In fact, the tradhion that he took the gospel to India tums out to be, according to
Samuel Hugh Moffett (1992:25), "one of the oldest and strongest traditions in church
history." The early church had to adapt native and indigenous ideas in all Christian
practices mcluding local architecture. Church architecture of this period is viewed as
indigenous by James Menachery, in The St. Thomas Christian Encyclopedia of India
(1973). Other well known hidigenous church leaders such as Fr. Antony Pulickmandapam
(1997) agree. The early Thomas Christians had to depend on the native Hindu, Buddhist,
or Jain ideas and concepts for their constmction of church buildings. According to the
above writers, after the sixteenth century Mar Thoma church architecture was influenced
by Persian, Antiochean, and Portuguese models drastically changing the form ofChristian
sacred places in India. The authors also seem to agree that the eariier church architecture
is the closest to the India style and the most indigenous. This is the reason why we are
going to concentrate on the early church architecture of St. Thomas Christians and study
their adaptations from the Hindu architecture.
The most ancient record associates St. Thomas with South Indian Christianity in
the Acts ofApostle Thomas, written m Syriac in the Edessan cucle around the third
century A.D. From the fourth century onward major churches are unanimous in the
tradition that St. Thomas first landed about the year 52. at Cranganore, South India and
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that his apostohc ministry started during Gondophares' (or Gudnaphar' s) reign who in
tum was converted to Christianity. St. Thomas moved to another area and saw many
converted, but there the Apostle suffered martyrdom at the hands ofking Mazdai. A tomb
was buih m Mylapore near the present city of Chennai (formerly called Madras).
According to some traditions, however, St. Thomas was killed in a different place and his
body brought to Mylapore and buried in a holy shrine he had previously buih (Mundadan
1973:4-9).
It is said that St. Thomas even erected a few places ofworship with the help of
behevers and, according to Malabar Christian tradition, he buih seven churches. A place
called,
Malayattur seems to have been very specifically connected with the apostle,
as it is the greatest center ofpilgrimage in Malabar in his honor, where
hundreds of thousands of the faithfiil flock every year on Low Sunday, the
day he is supposed to have placed his finger in the wound on Christ's side.
(Vithayathil 1973:4)
Temples and Thomas Christian Architecture
St. Thomas' ministry of healing, preaching, and teachmg attracted many to Christ
including the great King Gondophares whose kingdom spread all over the northwestern
region of Indus valley. The culture and customs of those who became Christian believers
remamed the same. Even their church architecture resembled Hindu temples and,
according to the copper plate evidence, the kmg gave protection to their religious
architecture and properties. These early church buildings were small, simple, and similar to
the old Hmdu shrines. Motifs fi-om Hindu mythology can be found in the Christian
architecture ofthe state ofKerala (Menachery 1973:37-38). Main features of early Mar
Thoma Church architecture deserve our attention: pillars, flag staffs, lamp towers, and
churches.
Pillars. Stambhas or pillars are vertical stmctures buih to serve as landmarks,
omaments, or religious symbols within a temple area. They are normally whhout
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inscriptions, but sometimes have some carvings. All religious groups mcluding Jains,
Buddhists, Shaivites, and Vaishnavites feature granite stambhas whh their shrines, these
pillars serving as an axis mundi. The pillar idea has been adopted by Christians for their
crosses and serves as a landmark to make people aware of the presence of a nearby
Christian shrine. Some crosses have carved elephants in standing poshion around their
bases as dikpalas or guardians of the directions. In this regard also they resemble Hmdu
temple stambhas. Some crosses have carved birds, lotus flowers, and winged angels on
their bases, another indication of local influence.
Flag Staffs. South Indian temples feature flag staffs as main elements of the temple
complex. As we have seen in Chapter 3, a flag has three horizontal perches pointing to the
sanctums symbolizing Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva and is made according to instruction
given in the Shastras. The staffs on which flags are hoisted are made ofwood, copper, or
brass, are about 30 to 40 feet in height and erected in front of the temples or churches.
Churches in Kerala have flagstaffs whh a cross on the very top. A hoisted flag on the staff
indicates that a festival is m progress in the church or temple. Some behevers, following a
custom prevaihng m Hindu temples, pour oil as an offering at the flagstaff See Figure 8,
page 60.
Lamp post. These vilakkumandas are stone, wood or brick vertical structures 10 to
12 feet high wrth fourteen or more steps. They are placed in front ofthe temples especially
to bear lamps. A vilakkumanda is a mmiature light tower wrth many lamps. Small
platforms are attached symmetrically, often in a spiraling pattem, to the tower from top to
bottom. During festive tunes oil lamps are placed on the platforms to light up the tower.
This form of architecture or granite pillar is found mainly in the Kerala Hindu temples and
only a few churches have adopted the symbol.
Other Adaptations. There are other commonalties between temples and churches
in the Malabar area. Churches and temples are both buih on the highest ground and at the
heart of a village indicating another way Christians have adopted local practices in locating
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places ofworship. A church dome is normally buiU like a temple dome so that it is higher
than other structures in the village. Churches have sacred banyan trees with a platform
around them as do Hindu temples.
Many churches have church ponds like temple ponds for ceremonial cleansmg and
bathing before entering a holy place. In Trichur in Kerala, South India where all the
structures discussed here are located, each temple has such a pond. One such pond is
called a "church pond" because of this custom, even though it is presently not under any
church authority. A church ofEdathua is near a river and has steps down to reach the river
water for pilgruns to take a bath during the festival of St. Geevarghese, such bathing being
a common practice in the native tradition.
Churches take statues of saints around church buildings in a procession similar to
the annual utsavamurtis (festival of idols) taken around in the Hindu temples. Kanjoor
church used to take the sacred procession around the church in honor of St. Sebastme.
CucUng around a sacred place is found in all the traditions ofAsia but not many churches
have adopted the practice. The Mar Thoma Christians have adopted the practice and
Christians circumambulate from the left path and reenter through the right path as the
music is played in the procession.
Ancient Church Buildings
Accordmg to Menachery (1973), the eariiest Hindu temple structures were
themselves buih ofwood and thus for the most part did not last m the harsh weather. The
later stone structures remamed. Whatever carvings are found on stones are replicas of
carvings from the earHer wooden structures. The earliest Hindu architecture remaining at
Mahabalipuram near Chennai (Madras), South India, from the 5* or 6* century is in
wood. This early Hmdu architecture influenced the eariiest Christian places ofworship.
Later on Persian, Antiochean and Westem styles of architecture were integrated
into St. Thomas Christian worship places, accounting for the styles that differ from native
designs. But Menachery shows that the architectural plans of church buildings in Kerala
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still give evidence of the influence of the early Hindu tradhion. For example, a wood
church ofPalayur was believed to have been founded by St. Thomas himself and the
current wood structure still looks like a Hindu shrine (1973 T42).
Garbhagraha. Present Mar Thoma churches normally are simple stone or wood
structures, with thatched roofing, and there are close similarities between the native
temples and the church buildings. The cross on the top is the only feature distinguishmg
these churches fi-om other sacred buildings. Church entrances generally are to the West,
and a mandapa sunilar to the Hmdu temple mandapa is in the front ofthe church buildmg.
The sanctuary is equivalent to a garbhagraha. and the nave is separated from it by a small
wall v^th an arch and a curtain. The chancel area is higher than the nave and contains less
Hght since it has no windows. The altar area, indicating the mystery and sacredness of the
divine is sunilar to a Hindu temple garbhagraha. An altar is buih in the center of the east
end of the church attached to the wall. A wooden cross is kept on the altar in the center
with two candlesticks on both sides. Worshipers are able to concentrate on the cross as
the meeting point between themselves and God in the same way a Hindu devotee focuses
on an idol when placed in the center of the garbhagraha. The wall behind the altar is
usuaUy heavily decorated whh ornamental carving, again resembling a garbhagraha. Both
the altar and the garbhagraha have suspended brass lamps. The wood baptismal font is
placed on the south side of the chancel. The pulph called pushpa (lotus) is in the nave and
carved out ofwood. The pulpit is also shown being carried by an elephant on hs trunk.
Elephants also are part ofHindu temple art, ritual, and architecture (Menachery
1973 T42).
As we have noted, the garbhagraha conveys the mysterious aspect of a deity by
means of a dark simple chamber with dim light. The most sacred part inMar Thoma
churches is the sanctuary or garbhagraha similar to Hindu temples. These churches have a
mandapa big or small, and open porches built around the main church building as in the
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Hindu temples. The churches at Puthupally, Kunnamkulam, and OUur have such basic
temple components as mandapas. and garbhagrahas.
Gates. Pots, and Mandapas. Most of the churches have decorated/ carved
gateways called gopuras as found in the Hmdu temples of South India. The pillars in the
gopuras are carved with crosses of floral design, saints, or heads of angels. Granite wall
lamps are seen on the left sides of the caived figures. Both the figures and the lamps are
typical of a Hindu architectural style. Hindu gopuras feature mythological figures, so also
church gopuras have saints such as St. George and Archangel Michael carved out in
granite. Church doors are very much like temple doors in their form v^th granite frames,
decorated with figures and flowers (Menachery 1973T42-143).
St. Thomas Cathedral ofPalai renovated many times, has carved saints, flowers,
angels, and sacred objects on its fa9ade similar to area temple art carvings. The churches
also have kalasas (sacred pots) on their tops, a continuation of the temple practice.
Kaduthuruthy church has similar carvings with Archangel Gabriel standmg on a devil and
some other myth is motifs found in Hindu temples. The church shows peacocks near
wmdows and a statue with hs upper part a man and hs lower parts, below the waist, fins
and the tail of a fish. Many other churches ofKerela have pointed arches mdicating the
influence ofBuddhist arches that are cut in granite (Menachery 1973 .143).
A Jacobhe church building at Kallooppara, one of the most ancient churches in
Kerala state, is unique since it was given by the Hindu organization Swarupam and has a
temple gopura (carved gateway), and a mandapa. It resembles an ancient Hindu temple.
This church architecture with roofing similar to the Cranganore Bhagavati temple is
probably the only one that has no trace of foreign influence in the whole ofKerala
(Menachery 1973 T42).
Altars. Generally, an ahar is situated on a higher level than that ofthe floor of a
church. No idols are placed on the ahar but the wall behind it is decorated whh wooden or
stone carvings. The carvings are related to the saints to whom the church is dedicated.
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Other cai-vings depict such objects and persons as angels. Last Supper, animal designs, and
the crowning of St. Mary. Other scenes and persons depicted on altar walls include the
presentation of the child Jesus, the various apostles, and the Holy Spirit in the form of a
dove (Menachery 1973:145).
Pulpits. These floral wood structures fixed in the main south wall ofthe church
buildmg resemble a lotus and are called pushpam (lotus). Lotus is one ofthe common
symbols in Indian tradhions depicting sanctity. In some churches as mentioned above,
pulprts are shovm being carried by an elephant. Carvings of animals, Persian crosses, and
angels, are also popular features in Kerala state (Menachery 1973:145).
Roadside crosses. Roadside crosses are a unique symbol in this part of South India
and clearly resemble the roadside shrines where Hindu people offer food, money, and
pray. Christians bum candles, make the sign of the cross, and pray at these crosses. They
urdike the Hindus, do not offer food and rarely money. Originally the roadside crosses
contained only a cross but now they also have statues of saints. These are buih as
cenotaphs or where an unportant event or story took place (Menachery 1973: 147).
George Milne Rae (1892: 1 1-12) reported that late in the 19* century the
architectural plan of the Church of the Christians of St. Thomas still showed the influence
of the local concept of sacred space. He described general features of the church
architecture as follows. The church buildings are much larger than the houses in their
villages. They do not feature much architectural elegance, and rarely have towers and
spires. They are unadomed stmctures ofbrick, plaster, and are roofed with tiles. Their
interiors are dunly hghted and worshipers sit on the floor. A gallery on the westem end
houses rooms for the church oflBcials. Part of the nave is railed off and used for liturgical
activities. Over this railed area hangs a brass lamp that is kept buming day and night. A
baptismal font and a basin ofhewn stone are located near a side wall remote fi^om the
chancel (1892:1 1-12). A Syrian church, sometimes called the Church of the Christians of
St. Thomas (1892:vii), at Mulantumtti was buih in 1225 and has fresco painting depicting
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Biblical scenes, while some churches have images (Pisharotti 1973:153). "A Syrian church
sanctuary is considered the heavenly Jerusalem and the altar, the throne ofGod"
(Pulickamandapam 1997:66).
Church Buildings Where St. Thomas was Martvred
As mentioned above, it is believed that St. Thomas was martyred in Mylapor near
Madras, but no one knows the exact location ofthe apostle's death. There are three main
possible locations where St. Thomas has been associated, that is his grave, a place where
an ancient cross was excavated, and a cave where it is asserted St. Thomas took refiige
fi-om his pursuers. St. Thomas Christians have buih Churches in these three locations they
consider the most sacred (Rae 1892:20).
Marco Polo, the first European traveler in the area, in 1293 mentioned a tomb he
found in Maabar (Madras) that was a place ofpilgrimage for Nestorian Christians (Yule
1903:253ff; cited by Brown 1982:56). On the basis of a legend, the bones ofthe apostles
were dug out m 1522 by Portuguese church leaders and part of the reUcs were transported
to Goa and deposited in a shrine. The Roman Cathohc Cathedral buih on the burial spot
has a domed chapel in the place popularly regarded as the grave of St. Thomas. This
domed structure is the oldest part of the building. Its dark underground chamber
resembles a native garbhagraha. It is reported that Thomas Christians regarded this place
as most sacred and believed the dust fi"om the tomb area had curative powers (Rae
1892:16-18).
The second holy place associated with St. Thomas is a holy mount about five miles
West ofMylapore. While the foundations of the chapel were being dug in 1547, a granite
slab, two feet by one and a half, was found. This Greek style cross with a dove symbol on
the top and inscription is a unique discovery. Deciphering the hieroglyphic characters on
the granite slab has been possible in India, revealing that it mentions an apostle who came
to Mylapore and that he died a martyr's death (Hue 1857:25; cited by Rae 1892:18-19).
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It is very clear that many of the Mar Thoma church buildings adopted the extemal
and intemal architectural style ofHindu temples. In fact as Fr. Antony Puhckamandapam
emphasizes, "It is only in the sixteenth century that many [church buildings] were
remodeled after the Portuguese pattem" (1997:67).^
The earlier we go back in the history ofThomas Christians the more we see the
adoption ofHindu elements in the church buildings. The early Thomas Christians relied
totally on the Hindu concept of sacred place and architecture for their church architecture.
It is evident that the basic South Indian temple elements such as mandapa. garbhagraha.
sikhara. gopura. flag staff, stambha. vilakkumandas. decorations, carvings both interior
and extemal were pattemed after Hindu styles. The central locations and orientation of the
church buildings in the villages are similar to the temple locations. Like temples, church
buildings rise higher than village houses, indicatuig their central place in all ofUfe. And the
church as sacred place organizes and orients all vUlage space. Churches do not have
unages on their altars but crosses have symbohc meaning for Thomas Christians. In fact
the Mylapore St. Thomas church with the tomb is the center of reference for Thomas
Christians. In a way the origin of the place is non-human and is Uke a meeting point
between humans and God. The story of the Apostle Thomas as a disciple of Jesus is
associated Avith making the church a domus dei type (Tumer 1979:8-1 1).
The present church architecture m these sacred places features the Portuguese
mfluence and is ahen to the local people. Even though these places have a hierophany or
an origin story, the stmcture conveys an ocular message ofWestem uitmsiveness rather
than ofthe divine story. This is very weU illustrated by Herbert Hoefer's (1991) report.
Thousands of churchless believers from different tradhions in the most Christianized area
ofMylapore do not feel at home in the present Portuguese style church buildings and wish
to leam more in Jesus temples (1991 : 125). It is not the Christian saint's story but it is the
church stmcture that presents the most prominent obstacle to the people. That their fahh
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and church buildings do not connect is the pathetic situation and will be discussed
specifically in the last chapter.
Impact ofHindu temple on the Baroque Church
Indian temple architecture whh the mandapa. the garbhagraha. and the idol has
influenced Asian architecture. The temple architecture in different Asian countries has
changed considerably but the basic idea of garbhagraha or womb chamber where the deity
dwells, prevails all over. The deity as mysterious and unfathomable remains in the dark, is
approached in stages to the duninuted section, and is "invested in an aura ofgreat
mystery" (Pereira 1970:623).
As we saw above, Christianity came to India through the Apostle Thomas^ and,
after attracting a sizable number ofbelievers, must have ft)llowed the Buddhist caitya
model house ofworship used at the time. Hindu temples evolved along the hues of the
Buddhist model. After diminution ofBuddhism by the tenth century, Hindu temples
became the dominant place ofworship. Christianity was influenced by Hindu culture and
hs churches became increasingly Hindu in appearance. When the Portuguese arrived, the
churches in Kerala, South India, looked hke Hmdu temples. The mass of their naves was
dominated by the sanctuary tower, much like temple mandapas and sikharas. and featured
the sanctuary at the end of the nave, in a way sunilar to the placing of the garbhagraha in a
Hindu temple. The old church architecture still retains much ofhs temple style
architecture. It has discarded the temple appearance while retaining the temple plan.
In the process. Mar Thoma church architecture moved to Baroque and tradhional
temple features were dropped. The sanctum doorway was replaced by the sanctuary's
triumphal arch, thus moving to more open or glory type sanctuary from the mystery type
in the Hindu temples. The Holy ofHolies, the dimmest area of the old temple, became the
most lighted area m the Mar Thoma churches because Christ is glorified. Surprisingly very
dim sanctuary areas are found in some pre-Baroque European chapel architectures.
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After the Reformation the emphasis on preaching and congregational participation
became important in Indian churches and a rectangular shape became practical. Guariono
Guarini (1624-1683) of the Theatine order designed a promment Goan church retaining a
Hindu temple spirit. Even Italian church architectures are closer to the Hindu type than to
their presumed Roman prototypes. One of the first churches whh a dim sanctuary, buih by
the Portuguese in 1551, is St. Francis (originally called Santo Antonio) at Cochin in India.
Many more chmches have been built according to the same plan. The chapel of Santo
Antonio in Goa Velha, buih in 1768, is India's only truly Rococo building. Thus the
Portuguese of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries took the diminutive sanctuary plan,
removed the shrine door and, changed the light scheme to stir the worshiper's sense of
mystery. An arch between nave and altar affected nehher the essential meaning nor
compactness of the sanctuary, rather it added a note ofglory to its mystery (Pereira
1970:623-628).
In this chapter we have looked at the concept of sacred place and temple in the
Old Testament, New Testament, and the tradhions. Harold W. Tumer (1979) guided us
through this process. Whh him we saw that a great shift took place from temple as a
tabemacle or building in the Old Testament to Jesus as a person in the New Testament.
Finally, in the aftermath of Jesus' assertion, writers of the New Testament refer to the
ecclesia. or community ofbehevers in - and follower of - Jesus, as the new temple.
Whh Tumer's help, we also found good reason to combine the temple (domus dei)
and meeting house (domus ecclesiae) forms m contextualizing worship space in the Indian
context
A study of India's Mar Thoma Church showed that in its early period it
contextualized hs places ofworship. Chapter 7 looks at contextualization more closely.
Endnotes
^ "Civil religion" refers to that "collection ofbeliefs, symbols, and rituals with respect to sacred things" of
the civil society, upheld often by the govemment, existing along side of traditional sectarian religion
(Bellah 1972:246).
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Endnotes (continued)
^
Portuguese, a style of architecture combining elements from Gothic and Renaissance modes, is popularly
called Manueline style in India (Portuguese n.d.)-
^ For a detailed discussion of the mission of Thomas see Mofifett (1992:25-44).
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CHAPTER 7
Contextualization of Indian Christian Church Orientation, Location and Building
Roman Catholic Approach
jRoman Catholic leaders in India have been making independent efforts to
Indianise church archhecture in ashram settings because the ashram is an important
indigenous religious institution in India. Church buildings in the ashram setting are
removed from the daily struggles of common believers and the local community, as well
as distant fi-om places ofworship for low and outcaste believers. The ashram-style
religion ofHindus, Buddhists, Jains or Christians is like the religion ofChristian
seminaries. The ashram is primarily for professionals of those traditions. Perhaps for this
reason attempts at contextualization have become both possible and radical.
The church buildings in Roman Catholic ashrams are called mandir (temples) and
the architectural styles are maintained according to the style prevailing in the area where
the ashram is located| Saccidananda (Trinrty) Ashram in South India has a temple
resembling the southem temple style. Mukteshawari Mata Mandir (literally "goddess of
salvation temple") at Sihor in the Bhavanagar district ofwestem India resembles the Jain
temple style. The Sanjivan Ashram of Swami Shilananda at Sinnar in the central part of
India resembles a Shiva shrine. A small puja (prayer) room in the Samarpan Ashram,
started by a French nun in Kamshet, near Mumbai, is probably the only one started by a
woman. A temple ofUnteshwari Mata (Our Lady ofCamels) in the state ofGujarat,
westem India, maintained the design of the Solonki style temples of that area. A temple
at the National Center of the Bishop's Conference of India in Bangalore, southeast India,
and a few other church buildings are bold efforts to Indianize church buildings. Some of
the ashram temple styles are described in this section.
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Saccidananda Ashram Temple
Saccidananda Ashram at Kulhhalai in Tamil Nadu, South India where Bede
Griffith worked as head Guru until his death in 1993 has a place ofworship called a
temple. This ashram temple features a union ofChristian and Hindu rituals, symbols, and
archhecture. The Indian style gopura (ornate domed temple gate) has on it a statue of St.
Paul with a beard and long hair in a sitting and teaching poshion like a Hindu ascetic or
yogi. On the right hand side of St. Paul's statue is a sitting lion, and to hs left is an angel
whh wings. Animal figures, and divine beings are always part of Indian outer temple
archhecture. Above St. Paul's statue is placed a statue of Jesus. This Indian style Jesus
with a beard and long black hair is sitting as a teacher with one hand up and the elbow of
his other arm resting on his knee. The top of the dome is shikhara with a kalasha (brass
jar/pot) atop pointing up to the heavens. Colors used to paint the outer walls and the
statues are bright blue, green, and saffron.
The Cross and the graphic for Om representing the etemal Word ofGod are
placed on a circular stmcture on a pedestal. An altar is made of simple stones, a stone
slab is placed horizontally on two vertical stone slabs, and an oblong stone placed on the
horizontal slab has a square niche containing a silver statue of Jesus wrth a six pointed
star in the background. The star represents the six-sided tantric (magical) star and the star
ofDavid. This figure means Jesus gives meaning to physical and spiritual union. The
interior of the church resembles a Hindu temple in every way except for the presence of
the cross wrth Om symbols placed up on the ceiling. Indian ritual substances such as
sandalwood paste, red powder, and ash are used. Aarti (ritual singing wrth sacred articles)
is offered to the blessed sacraments, and offerings of the four elements, water, air, earth,
and fire, are used in the offertory of the Mass. The ashram temple looks, sounds, and
smells like a beautifiil Hindu temple with Jesus, the etemal Word, at its center. The native
archhecture conveys a message of the Word in perfect union ofChristianity and
Hinduism (Vijayah 1996T0).
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Shrine ofUnteshwari Mata fOur Ladv ofthe Camels)
The term unteshwari mata was coined by Father M. Diaz Garriz, S. J. (1988a). It
means "Our Lady of the Camels." The Shrine ofUnteshwari Mata is located in north
Gujarat, a land of camels in westem India. People from the Raval caste depend on camels
for trade and livelihood. The word unteshawari also hterally means goddess of camels,
which is relevant to all the native people in the region.
A large property of 107 acres was bought by the mission in a small village called
Budasan. The lot had a small elevation that was the second highest spot in the district
area. According to Father Garriz (1988a:388), "Soon after buying the property the feeling
grew among a number of our fust converts, who vished the property, that this was an
ideal spot for a shrine. . . ." They also feh that the shrine of St. Mary would act as a focus
of faith, unhy, and as "center ofpilgrimages" for all the new Catholics ofnorth Gujarat.
Father Garriz and the leaders, knowing the place ofpilgrimage among the areas' native
people's thought it was enough to accept the practice ofpilgrimage as a felt religious
need of the people themselves.
Since pilgrimage needs a sacred place, a small deri (shrine) for St. Mary was buih
on the elevated spot in 1969, and the practice of small group pilgrimage began the same
year. The time for the chief feast of the Unteshwari Mata was chosen from a festival time
set apart for the goddess Durga called Navaratri. This time was chosen to celebrate for
the practical reasons that all the people ofGujarat celebrate the nine-day festival of
Navaratri and that it was bad for the new converts to feel cut off culturally during the
celebrations. Thus it was feh appropriate to celebrate the feast during the same days. The
very fust annual pilgrimage during the local Navaratri festival was held in 1970. Initially
new Catholic converts and some non-Christians visited the shrine.
A group of about thirty leaders, including Father Garriz, made a walking
pilgrimage from Kolal about 16 miles to the deri, and made a promise at the feet of St.
Mary to build a temple in her honor. The leaders involved promised to donate half of the
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cost ofthe shrine building and to depend on Our Lady for the rest ofthe money. The
building work could not start in 1974 due to opposition from the majoritarian leaders in
the area.
A group of twelve leaders studied the Roman Catholic Church buildings of
Gujarat for the design of the new shrine, but all of them agreed to employ more native
archhecture so that the Gujarati people would discem its sacred nature and purpose.
Unanimously they decided to adopt the native style of north Gujarat for St. Mary's
shrine. Father Garriz, who was personally interested in Indian art and design, vished
other Hindu and Jain temples in the area. He himself prepared a design with the help of a
sthapati (temple artisan). The objection was raised by some that the temple architecture
style would not suh the Christian congregational type ofworship. But Father Garriz knew
the mandapa (or mantapa) associated with temples was a building for community
gatherings and could be used for Christian gatherings.
The hired builders were experienced and specialized in temple constmction work.
The material used was bricks, cement, and marble for the interior of the shrine. The main
shrine shikhara (dome) is 48 feet above the ground level, and it has three side domes.
There are five doors to the shrine, three main doors face the east, and two side doors face
the north and the south. These doors are made by local carpenters and each has ten round
pendants of brass. Each feature such religious symbols engrained as the cross, Om, the
Holy Spirit, the Swastika, Anjali (offering hands), and Surya (the sun).
The south wall of the mandapa is adomed with a mosaic mural of about 400
square feet to represent the fifteen mysteries of the Rosary. This was done by Shanti
Shah, a famous portrah and landscape painter in the state ofGujarat. The purpose of the
Rosary mural is both aesthetic and religious. The inner domes are decorated in glass and
colored mirror work that represent the native folk dance around MotherMary and child
Jesus. Further above are female figures lined up in a native dance, singing bhajans and
playing musical instmments. On top of all, a one line sloka (choms or refrain) in Gujarati
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says, Prabhuno hojo jai jai kar (Hail to the Lord). St. Thomas Crosses are placed all
around the dome in between the figures. The song ofMary in Gujarathi calligraphy is
written on the wall of the dome, running some seventy eight feet.
Father Garriz said lots of time was given to discussion about the material, color,
and size for the statue of St. Mary. He himself wanted it to have the reproduction ofMary
Mother ofPerpetual Help, but all consuhed wanted a real murti (image) in order to be
able to venerate, touch, and garland St. Mary. Touching a sacred image enhances
intimacy with the transcendent and garlands express ones personal devotion and fahh. All
suggested that images in Gujarat state are made ofwhhe marble and the same should be
used for the icon of St. Mary. One of the members offered to pay for the marble image.
A famous Hindu iconographor was approached to make the icon of St. Mary. He
was given Christian guidelines, but was given freedom to put his own Indian artistic skill
into the image. The image of St. Mary was produced like an Indian goddess, nehher
slender nor graceflil, but heavy with excessive breasts. Some tradhional Christians
reacted negatively to the Indian-looking statue of St. Mary because she looked so
different from images they were accustomed to. But new converts coming from native
Indian culture and accustomed to the local goddess tradhion have found the image
appropriate and inspiring.
The northem side ofthe sanctuary has a white marble image of St. Francis Xavier
who is named Sant Animdh. He is garbed like a rishi. an ancient native ascetic; he has the
cross in his right hand, and a copy of the Gospels in his left.
In fact. Father Garriz wanted to show St. Francis Xavier with four hands like
Hindu images to symbolize different functions or actions. He wanted to put into the four
hands the cmcifix, the Gospels, the rosary-mala. and the baptism-conch-shell to depict
the life mission ofthe missionary. However this was not possible because of theological
objections raised by colleagues.
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The resident priest in the temple is called pujarL the name for a Hindu temple
priest, and will keep up the daily moming and evening worship that will include bhajans.
vespers, and aarti. On the northem side of the compound, a lodging and boarding facility
will be added for pilgrims and retreatants.
Father Diaz Garriz, S.J., who calls Christians Isupanthi. followers of Jesus' path,
hopes the Unteshawari Temple will be like the chy buih on a hill shining brightly and
leading all to the path ofUnteshwari 's Son (Garriz 1988a:383-395).
Sanjivan Ashram Temple
Swami Shilananda, originally Peter Julia a Jesuh priest from Spain, started the
Sanjivan Ashram activhies during the final months of 1968 in the crty ofNasik about 150
miles east ofMumbai. Nasik is situated on the banks of the river Godavari, and has
mythical places such as Ram Kund and Panchvati associated with god Rama's exile. The
ancient sacred myth makes the city an important pilgrimage center for Hindus. Swami
Shilananda moved the Ashram from Nasik about 10 miles south to Sinner in 1988 for
various reasons. My brother and I visited the ashram and Swami Shilananda on 9*
November 1998. He, in his saffron dress (dhoti and kurta), was open and enthusiastic
about welcoming visitors. During our three hour visrt to the ashram, I found out the
following details about the temple.
The temple, surrounded by green trees in calm and quiet surroundings, gives the
ashram a proper setting outside the small town. One can see from a distance the saffron
red dome ofthe shrine with a very small cross on the top among the trees. I observed that
the small temple is in the center of the lot, v^th other rooms, including a separate one for
Swami' s residence, a krtchen with a mud oven, and two separate rooms for visitors
situated on the westem side of the temple. The rooms have no electricity and no tap
water. The lot has a small reservoir from rainwater in one comer.
The temple is a small simple stmcture facing east, and has a very distinct Shiva
temple design. Like a Hindu temple, the temple has a dome and three main parts:
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mantapa or sabhamandapa (gathering place), garbhagraha or garbhara (sanctuary), (the
altemate words were used by Shilananda), and, the main part, a Eucharist cylindrical
container in the center of the sanctuary in place of an idol. The mandapa is a big open
rectangular shaded area a cement brick stmctme measuring about 12' high, 13' wide and
15' long. The stmctme is supported by fom pillars, and connects to the sanctuary's
eastem side. The mandapa roofed by cement slab, forms an open varanda (portico) with
its floor about two feet above the ground. It has no walls on three of its sides, and has no
images, pictmes, or verses. It is a place where congregations can sit, sing or mediate. One
can view the tabemacle placed in the sanctuary from the mandapa, and has to use the
mandapa to enter in it.
Figure 10. Sanjivan Ashram Temple showing the tower with the cross on the left and the
mandapa where the author and Swami Shilananda are standing.
(Source: Author's photograph).
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A small door facing east leads to the circular second part of the temple structure
called sanctuary or garbhagraha. This is the main chamber of the temple considered the
most sacred part of the complex. The temple shikhara. measuring about 22' high from the
ground, is buih above the garbhagraha like any Indian temple. The ashram temple
shikhara and hs domes have no figures or statues on their exterior like on the
Saccidananda ashram temple mentioned earlier. The shikhara but is a simple pyramidal
structure up in the sky and has a small cross on hs top. This round chamber, hardly eight
feet in diameter, has two small windows. MotherMary with baby Jesus is depicted in the
South window grill, and resurrected Jesus depicted in the North window grill. A crucifix
facing east has been placed above the central symbol on the west wall of the garbhagraha.
This is the most sacred part of the temple, housing the tabemacle with the holy Eucharist
in a Shiva-linga shaped brass container.
Unlike a Hindu temple, the ashram temple has no icons in the garbhagraha. but
the Holy Elements are kept in the center where an idol or an icon is generally installed.
The vertical brass container is about one and half feet tall, about ten inches in diameter,
and dome shaped on top. The brass container is placed on top of a round stone that is
about two feet tall with the same diameter. The round stone is kept at the floor level and
serves like an Indian ahar, the brass container being on top of the stone. The vertical
container is kept in the center of the garbhagraha right below the shikhara (dome) and can
be seen from the mantapa outside. "This is the right and proper place for the blessed
sacraments. In the [Hindu] temples God is in the center. Instead, we constmct�keep�
the tabemacle in one side comer of a church building, which is wrong," Swami
Shilananda said passionately. The top brass part of the Shiva-linga shaped container has
both a cross and the Om word in one symbol. Flowers are offered on top ofthe container.
I saw bumt incense sticks, leaves, and an oil wick lamp kept buming in front ofthe
Eucharist container. "Shiva is the most ancient as a God of India; he is called Maha Deva
(great God); and the Shiva-linga is a symbol of shakti or life giving energy," said Swami
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Shilananda. The presence ofChrist in the form of the Eucharist takes the place of an icon
and makes the temple a sacred place of Jesus Christ. When asked, "Do you worship the
cross and Shiva-linga?" the Swami answered, "I worship the living bread. The real
presence of Jesus is in the living
Figure 11. The Tabemacle containing the Eucharistic
Bread. It is shaped like a Shiva Linga
embossed with the symbol for Om and the
Cross.
(Source: Author's photograph.)
bread. The only object ofworship is the living bread and other objects are the object of
veneration" Shilananda replied.
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An icon is the soul of an Indian temple, and the Eucharist is the soul of
Shilananda' s temple. A verse from the Bible, "I am the living bread come down from
heaven" (John 6:51) in Marathi is written across the front wall of the temple. As part of
the worship he sings bhajans (devotional songs), playing a tambora (single string
instrument), and offers flowers at the Eucharist. He also prefers prostrating (sashtang
namaskar) before the Holy Elements representing to him the very presence ofChrist.
When asked, "What basic components should be included in our Indian church (temples)
buildings as sacred places in India?" Shilananda replied, "In an Indian Christian temple
the tabemacle [a place where holy elements are placed] can take the place ofthe Shiva
Linga, separated from the sabha mandap by a curtain or door. The Eucharistic Sacrifice
can be celebrated in the sabha mandap with the aUar taking the form of a movable
chaurang (small low table), with the Bible (Lectionary) on a low stand on the side"
(1998b).
Shilananda is right in saying that the church in India is overly Westemized and
the ecclesiastical terms like father and church are not relevant to indigenous people. I
think the church can be called mandir (temple) and should look and be built like a
mandir. The temple stmcture like an Indian temple revolves around one center, draws one
to the mystery of the Eucharist, and has a soul. The whole stmcfrire, including the color,
shape, and articles inside, seems to have a visible, tangible purpose.
It is very likely that Swami Shilananda is one of those who looks at the Shiva-
linga as a sign, a principle, or an "image" of the seasonal creation and destmction of the
universe (Eliade 1970:7). Shilananda agreed whh my comment that Shiva and Jesus are
two opposite figures, and do not complement each other in any way. What the Shiva-
linga represents in popular Hinduism is the polar opposite of the lifestyle Jesus lived. The
Shiva-linga represents shakti or cosmic creative power, and Shiva is part of it at the
physical level, indicating that even gods are subjected to the shakti principle. In the Bible,
creative power or shakti is created by God, and Jesus the incamation remains above his
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creation indicating the creative shakti is under the sovereignty of the Creator. The
popularly understood meanings of Shiva and Jesus in India prevents the combination of
the two.
Shilananda himselfobserved, "The concept of Shiva-linga and Christ represented
in the Eucharist is hard for Christians to understand. As a resuh, except for a few curious
college students, nehher Christians nor Hindus visit the ashram" Christians consider it
Hinduisation, or over-contextualization, and Hindus become suspicious. "Local
newspapers had wamed the people in the area to be aware and stay away from the
Christian sadhu." commented Shilananda. In this place and process both Christians and
Hindus are uncomfortable. Imitation leads to bad contextualization or syncretism, and has
been offending missions like Shilananda' s. We will revish this issue in the next chapter.
During our conversation, Shilananda told us that, due to financial pressures, the
temple architecture is simple and small. However he did not mention if he had built the
ashram temple based on the Vaastu Pumsha Mandala principles. Architectural
similarities between a Shiva shrine, and the ashram temple are so close that an Indian
magazine The Week depicted him on its cover as one "worshiping the Shiva-linga with
the cross above h" (1996). He maintained the Hindu temple orientation, and has a
separated place called garbhagraha. and a central place below the shikhara for the
Eucharist. Similarly the Unteshawari Mata Temple discussed above was buih whh the
help ofHindu temple builders stapathis. and the prescribed temple iconographors, yet no
mention was made by Father Garriz ofVaastu Pumsha Mandala principles being taken
into consideration. Apparently Hindu temples were simply observed and their features
adopted as a Christian, contextualized shrine or temple, whhout consulting the Vaastu
Shastra literature. A Hindu temple, however as we have seen, is never buih whhout ritual
employment of the mandala plan.
Based on the Roman Catholic experience and Shilananda' s comments mentioned
earlier, it would seem that a new mandala plan needs to be created for Christian temples
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in India, for that is the spu-itual foundation of a sacred place. Using the mandala plan will
take the Indian church architecture beyond extemal similarrties. A proposed Christian
Vaastu Pumsha Mandala will be discussed in the Chapter 9. The remainder of this section
will look critically at Roman Catholic contextualization.
Hinduization as Over-contextualization
The Roman Catholic Church in India has been trying inculturation for some time
m the areas of liturgy, worship, and church architecture. While most ofthe efforts have
been in the area ofworship, art, music, and liturgy, the efforts in the area of archhecture
are pace setters. The responses from Catholic priests. Catholic laity and Hindus to these
unique efforts have been mixed. Some of the lay leaders have raised objections and
questions about the Indianisation process that is viewed by some as Hinduisation. The
Catholic laity approves Indianization but not Hinduisation. The source ofthe following
data is from Victor J. F. Kulanday' s book The Paganization ofthe Church in India 1988,
except as mentioned otherwise.
Principal Forms ofOver-Contextualization
The main features that brought criticism against this significant effort at
Indianization include the use ofOm, ofHindu images, of a snake, of a Hindu temple
lamp, of a sacred pot, and ofHindu gestures and postures ofworship.
Om. Om is what Krishna says T am', and the word is used in numerous ways in
the ritualistic and tantric manifestations ofHindu worship. Om the most sacred word and
sound in Hinduism, strongly reflects Hindu polytheism. Om, is also considered the most
powerfiil ofmantras (Neevel 1991:550). The word Om, made up of the sounds a-u-m,
represents three Vedas: Rig, Yajur, and Sam; three worlds: heaven, atmosphere, and
earth; and three deities: Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva. According to Roman Catholic
critics, when Om is used in the Indian Mass it is like introducing Hindu worship. Even
though Om is translated as praise by the Priests, the sound or the visible symbol gives a
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total Hindu impression, identifying the sacrifice at Calvary with this sacred sound. The
two symbols express contradictory phenomena.
Shiva. Father Michael Gonsalves (Michaeljee) considers worship ofLord
Ganapati acceptable, since he considers Ganapati a form ofChrist. The Catholic temple
at the National Center in Bangalore has no cross but has an image ofthe dancing Shiva of
orthodox Hinduism. Vishnu is depicted in massive window grills. Participants are asked
to sit on the floor to worship images and medrtate. Hindu image worship introduced at the
National Center is highly opposed and the lay Catholic community has appealed to the
area Bishop to remove the images from the ashram temple. Even a Hindu organization
filed a law suh to remove the image ofdancing Shiva and an image ofBrahma, Vishnu,
and Shiva from then improper places in the ashram temple. They finally were removed
(Kulanday 1988T54,155).
The Temple Pot. An empty kalasha placed on top of the tower of the ashram
church building, called temple, at the National Center, Bangalore, resembles a Hindu
temple kalasha. The pot replaced the cross on the church building. In the Hindu tradhion,
a deity is supposed to reside in the pot. Protest was raised against this pagan symbol.
However the Bishop's Conference of India announced in 1979, "As there is no liturgical
ruling in the matter of a cross on the roofof a church we do not see the imperative need
to have a cross on top of the dome" (1988T40).
Temple lamp. A temple lamp is used in the sanctum of a temple before an idol
and is called kuthuvilaku. The temple lamp replaced candles in the ashram church. Priests
and nuns sh around the lamp, and bow to the lighted wicks, chant Om a thousand times,
and meditate. This is like fire worship done in Hinduism and in Parsee temples. After the
wicks are lighted, flowers are offered, the priests touch the flames with the tips of theu
fingers and then bring their fingers to their eyes or face, just as Hindu practice dictates.
Snake figure. Bede Griffith has put a figure of a hooded snake in fi-ont of the aUar
in the ashram temple (1988T51). A snake is always associated with the god Shiva and
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Other deities. Some Roman Cathohc critics contend that, when Jesus is shown in a picture
shting on a muhi-hooded cobra, it is highly sacrilegious.
Worship ofBuddha. A priest who received training in Japan was influenced by
Buddhism and has introduced some of the Buddhist practices into a Roman Catholic
church service. Priests and nuns are taught Zen medrtation, and are encouraged to
prostrate before an image ofBuddha deemed by lay leaders represented by Kulanday as
clearly idolatry.
Aniali haste. Anjali haste is folding ofpalms of the hands, and bowing before a
deity, and is a common way of salutation among India people. By giving anjali haste in
place ofgenuflection to the Blessed Sacraments, the Lord is given the same worship as
popular Hindu deities. Roman Catholic critics however have suggested instead, the Lord
should be given a higher form of gesture such as the prostrating of oneself on the floor
before God called sastang namaskar in India.
Sign of the Cross. During the Indian Mass, while the sign of the cross is not used
even to bless the congregation, the presiding priest blesses the water with certain mudras
(postures) that depict Hindu gods.
According to some lay people these features amount to accepting and propagating
idols, magical words, rituals, and black magic to push a paganization process. A
delegation ofthe All India Laity Congress and a priest-adviser went to present a petition
to the Holy Father in Rome through a Sacred Congregation in June 1984, but got no
response until 1988.
Kulanday, a prominent Catholic lay leader and an experienced joumalist since
1934, suggested a number of steps to introduce changes in the liturgy. His suggestions are
worth noting from the community point ofview. He says, Hinduization and inculturation
are very close. And, therefore, while inculturation is meaningfiil and acceptable, the
process must be backed by carefiil study and care. The danger, according to him, is that,
"Instead ofthe Church evangelizing culture in India, the Church is being Hinduised by
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the incuhuration enthusiasts" (1988:158). The signs, symbols and rituals are not taken
from Indian culture but merely imhated from the Hindu religion. Kulanday accepts the
post Vatican II openness to other religions and inculturation, but emphasizes that
openness does not mean paganization (1988:158).
Kulanday suggests before such major changes are made and process adopted,
proposed changes must be presented at the Bishops Conference of India and be discussed.
After gaining a two-thirds-majority support for adopting specific Indian words, terms,
rituals or ideas, the Bishop's Conference should send the same for approval to a higher
body at the intemational level. These changes or ideas must also be made known in
Indian church congregations in order to get the opinion of the Catholic rank and file.
But anyone with even an elementary knowledge ofHinduism can see
that the mantras (magic words), rituals, ceremonies, the chanting ofOM
are purely Hindu. . . .The serious minded political leaders are disturbed
and aimoyed at the sham imitation of their rituals and rites so sacred to
them through the centuries and held by the Brahmins as their prerogative
that not even other Hindus can imitate them. They are rather puzzled
why Catholics should resort to this type ofHinduisation of their religion.
Some are firm in theu opinion that Hinduising the church is a trick to
attract the lower caste Hindus to become Catholics. (1988:49)
J.P.M. van der Ploeg, O.P., a Roman Catholic theologian, and an Emeritus
Professor ofTheology, Nijmegen University, witnessed an Indian Mass in the chapel ofa
convent ofnuns in Rome. To him, it was a magical ceremony, and a mixture of
Hinduism, Protestantism and Catholicism. "A Liturgy like this has never been produced
in the whole ofChristianity," J.P.M. van der Ploeg, O.P. argued. Furthermore
observations of J.P.M.van der Ploeg O.P. on the Indian Mass are discussed by Kulanday
and can be summarized as follows:
1. The distinction between Christianity and Hinduism is bridged, meaning there is
no difference between the two tradhions due to syncretism.
2. In the process, the mass hides the unique character of the Christian religion.
3. It is purposely breaking away from the tradhions of the church.
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4. The meaning or ideology underlying any proposed change in form must be
studied before it is used in the church.
5. A syncretistic liturgical blend will not attract any intelligent Hindu to the
Church. Rather, rt will break the Church's unity, giving birth to a new sect called Hindu-
Christian (1988:89,180).
The Roman Catholic laity have been trying to stop the inculturation process
viewed as paganizing activhies since February 1976 by writing to the Catholic Bishops
Conference of India, and even by sending a delegation to Rome. The ashram temple buih
like a Shiva shrine with the container resembling a Shiva-linga did not exist when
Kulanday' s book was published in 1988. The fact that no Christian is willing to visit the
Sanjivan ashram with the temple, however, seems to me sufficient enough indication of
rejection by Christians. The efforts are confusing to the lay people who consider the
inculturation process a nefarious program.
Indianization wrthout Syncretism
The leaders and priests who have been part of the Indianization process see the
positive side of the efforts for the church in India. Father D.S. Amalorpavadass who was
the duector ofThe National Biblical Catechetical Liturgical Center in Bangalore and has
been part of inculturation process observes,
As long as Christians are or appear to be, outsiders and foreigners, a
marginal group or pressure group, not integrated into the communhy,
just so long they have not even started their mission. Nor are they fit for
it. Nor they do [sic] have the authentic spirit of the church. Christ way is
that every thing is done fi-om within. It is important that the community
sees this contribution as coming from inside, be it cultural, social or
religious. (Amalorpavadass 1969:15)
Towards Indianization
The concem ofall the Christians in India needs to be how the church can be
Indian and at the same time faithfijl to the message ofJesus Christ. As we have shown
above, Christians are not seen as a part of the Indian soil, but as alien 'others', and
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followers ofthe Westem chauvinistic world. Everything that is Christian such as culture,
churches, and liturgy sets them apart. Clearly the concem here is contextualization, that is
the relationship of the gospel and the Christian church to the Indian context.
The problems in the above situations are over-contextualization viewed by the
Christians, and suspicion created in the minds ofnon-Christians. Although it will be hard
to satisfy both groups, the church will have to keep hs priorities clear. Can the church
afford to be cut ofif from native culture? Can Christianity look saffron^ rather than white?
Is it better to be criticized as pagan Christians rather than to be seen as outsiders in India?
Indianization attempts will certainly help create a Christianity that is Indian in
style and content. Shilananda said, "I am 100 per cent Christian in a 100 per cent Indian
setting" (Abraham 1996:8). The process may take generations ofChristian practice to
yield appropriate finh.
The churches buih like temples in the ashrams are a very good beginning and the
chmch in India recognizes its unique, and "disproportionately large contribution to the
Indianization of church architecture" (Taylor 1979:293). According to Swami
Shilananda, "the ashram values and stmctme serve as an ideal platform for proclamation
in India." All the church buildings we have mentioned thus far are in ashram settings
away form the daily stmggles of the common person and the local community. It must be
noticed that the ashram-style religion ofHindus, Buddhists, Jains, or Christians is like the
religion of the seminaries. The ashrams or seminaries are for the professionals of those
tradhions and tend to create geographical and ideological barriers for the laity. The
ashram temples in non-Christian traditions too are not visited by the laity except on
certain occasions. The ashram temples are needed for a certain type of religious persons
in every tradition, but need also exists for sacred places in communities so the rank and
file ofbelievers can participate in temple experiences, visions, dreams, and stories.
Another very important and cmcial aspect we have seen in our study ofHindu
temples and shrines is the distinction between the big or ancient story and the small or
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local stories. The latter type has been missing in the Christian ashram temples. The great
story of Jesus and St. Mary are part of the ashram temple buildings. All the ashram
temples are govemed by that story, but these buildings must also relate to the daily life
experience of people. Since the Big Story is of the past, it is the immediate experience,
and family stories that move people to build temples or church buildings. Whhout a story
element at the level of the people, church buildings v^ll remain stmctures of over
contextualization, and suspicion, outside towns, and communhies. A church temple
should become an ocular reminder of a small story of the native people rooted in the Big
Story. The element of story, and church buildings will be discussed in Chapter 10.
The concept of temple story and Vaastu Pumsha Mandala represent the deep and
fundamental stmctme of contextualization. Mandala gives meaning to the basic temple
features such as orientation, foundation, and the holy objects, the dome, and even the
place ofhumans in the stmcture. Every visible part of the temple exists in reference to the
divine person Vaastu Pumsha. If and when the Vaastu Pumsha Mandala is applied in
chmch architecture and to future ashram temples as I shall propose in Chapter 9, the
resultant stmctme will be more qualified to be called Indianized. Visible temple features
in church architecture will receive tme meaning by means of a deep-level
contextualization. Such a contextualization will be understood better by the native
community both Hindu and Christian. Places so contextualized will be Hindu-Christian,
that is Christian by faith and Hindu by culture. Such a type of contextualization will go to
the root of religious practice wrthout offending the people (Whrteman 1997:3). It will be
perceived nerther as stealing from the Hindu majority nor as compromising the Christian
witness.
Such a step appears to be very close to a syncretism that can and must be guarded
against, but we will know how close only after trying. The mixing and fiision of cultural
elements is a global phenomenon, and all the world traditions have to face rt. For
example a group ofguls from Kanpur College ofUtter Pradesh, North India resisted a
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ban on restraining girls from wearing jeans and skirts to college fimctions (India Abroad
2000:6).
The resuh of religious and cultural mixing may be called inculturation,
contextualization, or syncretism. For some, syncretism has positive connotations, and
anthropologically syncretism may lead to incultijration (Schineller 1992:50). Depending
on the situation and how one reads it, syncretism can be both negative and poshive (Boff
1988:91-92). According to an African theologian Byang Kato, says Harvie M. Conn,
"when critical and basic elements of the Gospel are lost in the process of
contextualization and are replaced by religious elements from the receiving culture," it
leads to syncretism (Conn 1984:176). As has been mentioned earlier, surface temple
structure contextualization leads mostly to suspicion on the part ofHindus, while over
contextualization is unacceptable to the Christians.
Unfortunately, when Christianity is not contextualized or is
contextualized poorly, then people are culturally offended, tumed off to
inquiring more about who Jesus is, or view missionaries and their small
band of converts whh suspicion as cultural misfits and aliens. When
people are offended for the wrong reason, the garment ofChristianhy
gets stamped with the label "made in America and Proud of It," so it is
easily dismissed as "foreign religion," and hence irrelevant to their
culture. (Whheman 1997:3-4)
Deeper level contextualization would help minimize the suspicion level. Father
Garriz believes, this is the most important task before us, but we have no detailed
blueprint to proceed with. The task involves groping in faith and love (Garriz
1988b: 375), as well as risking patiently and listening intently with a sense that God is at
work (Schineller 1992:53).
Positive Syncretism or Dynamic Contextualization
Ashram temple architecture and the usage of the Hindu symbols mentioned earlier
have been viewed by both Christians and Hindus as over-contextualization or syncretism,
the most talked about feature in discussions of the process of contextualization. On the
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Other hand, superficial, poor, or under contextualization also represent ft)rms of
syncretism. They too will do more harm than good and offend Christians for the wrong
reasons. Contextualization requues attention in India, since the people perceive
Christians to be outsiders and destroyers of the native cultures. I will base the following
discussion of contextualization on Darrell L. Whrteman's (1997:2-7) article,
"Contextualization: The Theory, the Gap, the Challenge." I will then look at some
examples of spontaneous contextualization, and then relate them to Paul Hiebert's
process of critical contextualization.
Contextualization is a deep, dynamic, and fully adequate concept to describe what
we are about in the Christian mission today. Modem church mission efforts are immersed
in contextualization, and striving to apply it for faster resuhs since the word emerged in
the 1970s. But sometimes it is motivated primarily by pragmatic efficiency. Because
nothing else has worked, we think this will work, and if this does not work, we will
invent something new. According to some Church leaders, to plan the agenda of
contextualization, inrtiate, and even finalize hs implementation is the privilege of the
sending churches and theu missionaries. For some time in the history ofmission
contextualization was even considered unnecessary. Such an attitude was rooted in the
concept of tabula rasa that said nothing can be built on the basis of a non-Christian
culture (Hiebert 1987: 104). However now there is great concem and a definrte move
towards contextualization of the gospel.
According to Whiteman, "Essentially, contextualization is concerned whh how
the Gospel and culture relate to one another across geographic space and down through
time" (1997:2). Contextualization allows followers ofChrist to continue to be part of
theu own culture. It assures that persons are changed by Christ without changing their
culture. Secondly, when the gospel is taken into a culture, it will refine and cleanse native
cultural elements, for every culture has elements that need to be cleansed by the gospel.
Contextualization does not, however, simply accommodate Christ to a host culture. The
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gospel still challenges a culture, but ifproperly contextualized, the gospel offends people
for the right reasons. The gospel will expose the people's sinful tendencies towards evil,
oppressive structures, and behavior pattems within their culture. For culUires are human
creations and marked by sin (Hiebert 1987T09).
The notoriously evil practice of sati, immolation ofHindu widows on the funeral
pyres of their husbands in India, was confronted by gospel oriented leaders and was
abolished by William Bentinck on December 4, 1829 (French and Sharma 1981:21, 23).
Indian vmters acknowledge that the socio-religious revival movements in India that
opposed sati represent an influence of such tradhions as Christianity (Kumar 1993:537).
K. Natarajan who was an edhor ofThe Indian Social Reform made a penetrating remark:
"The fear ofthe Christian missionary has been the beginning ofmuch social wisdom
among us" (Heimsath 1964:53). E. Stanley Jones, a Methodist missionary and an
evangelist to the intellectuals of India saw this happening and said that introducing Jesus
"into India's thought and hfe" shook up some of the "dead forms" (E. Jones 1925:176).
Whiteman illustrates how the gospel similarly confronted social and economic issues
during the Weselyan revival in eighteenth-century England. John and Charles Wesley
contextualized the message through preaching, music, and the existing social
organization so well that the power of the gospel transformed personal lives and reformed
a nation (1997:3). Thirdly the process of contextualization will help the universal church
learn from its native cultures how to be more Christian in its several contexts and will
help expand understanding of the kingdom ofGod. These functions would be based on
the multicultural aspect of the kingdom and the gospel's abihty to speak from whhin the
worldview of every culture.
Whiteman says the model of contextualization he advocates has been found usefiil
by missionaries and indigenous churches in many areas but not without resistance. To be
more successfiil such a model needs to become more practical and less an intellectual
exercise. If it could be adopted by sending denominations and become part of their
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CHAPTER 10
A Storied Church-Mandir
In 1977 when retuming from a house prayer meeting, I vished a Hindu friend at
his business office and had an interesting conversation about one of the oldest Roman
Catholic Church buildings in the central part ofMumbai. He sounded dismayed after
reading in a local newspaper about a decision to demolish such an old church building
and to replace h with a new one. Basically he too agreed whh the newspaper that the
church building was a sacred vaastu and needed to be preserved as part of the chy's
sacred history. There was a sense ofbelonging and reverence for the church building
even though it was not a Hindu sacred place.
The Roman Catholic Church building he mentioned is popularly known in
Mumbai as the Portuguese Church, since it was buih by Portuguese Franciscan
missionaries during 1 595 in Dadar. The church architecture was in theManueline (called
after Don Manuel I ofPortugal) style which combines Gothic and Renaissance elements.
The church demoUtion work started in 1974 and the new modem building was completed
some time in 1978. Mixed responses both from the Hindu and Christian communities
were expressed. The church paper said the new church, "evoked passing tribute of a sigh,
ifnot a tear from the old residents ofDadar" (Portuguese Church n.d.T). See Figures 18
and 19, page 217.
Especially the local Hindu friend and his press reference mentioned in the
beginning reacted negatively to the demoUtion of the church as irreverent. They made it
clear that it is part ofthe chy's sacred history. The local press mentioned by my Hindu
friend, dominated by tradhional journalists, expressed this unhappiness because they
deemed the church building an old sacred place and wished it to continue standing as a
part ofMumbai 's religious history.
Their stand probably indicated that Hindu newsmakers could not understand how
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an old sacred structure, even if it was from the Christian tradhion, could be destroyed just
because people wanted something new. These Hindu representatives reacted as they
would have reacted if some Hindu group had decided to demolish an old Hindu temple
and replace it with a new one.
The fact that my Hindu friend and the press reacted to a Christian decision about
sacred space in the same way they would have to a similar Hindu decision suggests that
Indians have a certain reverence for sacred space in general and not merely for their own
temples or shrines.
The present architecture of the Roman Catholic Church replacing the Portuguese
Church is modem; it nehher looks like a tradhional church with a church tower and
arches, nor resembles a Hindu or Muslim sacred place. Christians had expressed mixed
reactions to the new building such as, "a concrete mixture," or "a concrete ad for a cheap
Hindi movie" (Portuguese Church n.d.T). The church has three tmncated cones each
shaped like a huge upside down cup resting upon many pillars that are in tum erected on
a square base. The round cones narrowing as they go up but flat on the very top
symbolize mountains. The cave-like entrance to the church creates an atmosphere for
prayer. The altar area is very simple whh a cross and candles on a table, and a small
cmcifix is hanging on the eastem wall. A granhe flat stone placed on two vertical stones
serves as a communion table, and the pulph is a gramte stone whh no clear chancel; all
symbolizing Christ the rock in whom faith is fumly anchored. The tabemacle is separated
from the nave and the altar area features the Holy ofHolies. According to the church
paper both the exterior and interior archhecture of the church is based on a theology. The
interior arrangements such as the baptismal font and confessionals (nave) represent Jesus'
early life and baptism; the pulph represents his public ministry, and the ahar and the
tabemacle symbolize his cmcifixion and resurrection. Moreover, the church leadership
followed recommendations of the Second Vatican Council, and views the building as the
church of the future (Portuguese Church n.d.T).
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In the 1970s the old building was a beloved part ofthe sacred scene in Dadar. If it
were still standing at the beginning of the 21"* century it would be an ocular reminder of
the past. The present modem church archhecture neither relates to the native culture nor
to Indian life. According to Charles Correa, the well known architect ofthe new
Portuguese Church, a religious building represents the communhy, their stahis,
aspiration, and self perceptions (Sahi 1998T83). This is not an indigenous view ofthe
function of a worship place. The presence of this new modem church building conveys
more the secular values of the communhy than the message that it is a sacred place and
further detaches the life of the Christians from that ofthe local culture. In fact the Roman
community church serves as the most Westemized Catholic community I know of in
India. If the Gothic and Portuguese church archhectures were the ocular reminders ofthe
colonial past and the method ofdemoUtion a visible demonstration of secular perception
of sacred space, the constmction of the new Portuguese church fails to bear witness to the
Christian story. I am not saying that no church should be renovated or replaced. Ritual
symbolic evidences ofdivine providence, however, should accompany such activhy.
Both how a sacred place is demolished and how rt is built are important.
Because of its unique stmcture, the present church will be an ocular reminder of
the cultural exclusivism of the church community. Church archhecture can represent how
deeply the community is rooted in the native culture, cares for local needs, and is thus
engaged in local life. The church architecture will witness to how incamational the
community ofChrist is. Sacred places in the Indian context do not speak more about their
communhy, nor their identrty, but more about a derty and the Big Story ofwhich rt is a
part. The exterior decoration on a temple building, the figures, art, shape or design is the
extension of the story. Churches in India should speak archrtecturally not about the
community or the denomination but about the story of Jesus Pumsha.
. . .Architecture for a church is a matter ofgospel. A church that is interested in
proclaiming the Gospel must also be interested in architecture, for year after year
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the architecture ofthe church proclaims a message that ehher augments the
preached word or conflicts whh it. Church archhecture cannot, therefore, be left
to those of refined tastes, the aesthetic eUte, or even the professional architect. If
the Gospel of Jesus Christ is worthy of accurate verbal proclamation, week by
week, it is also worthy of fahhful architectural proclamation, where its message
speaks year after year. (Bruggink and Drappers 1965: 1)
In other words, what Bruggink and Drappers are saying is that church archhecture
should tell a story. Christian church buildings will be erected but the temptation is always
to make them look different. In the process the church buildings move away from their
basic purpose to be an ocular witness to the story of Jesus. To be modem or fiituristic
does not mean to be insenshive to the local culture. The new Portuguese Church
architecture represents a Westemized urban Christian communhy rather than pointing to
the Big Story and to people's experiences I call little stories. I need to mention that this is
not the fiill story of Indian church buildings. In fact the majorhy ofthe church buildings
are in the mral areas, poor, and simple stmctures.
Big Storv of Jesus
As we have observed, sacred places are viewed as especially sacred when they
have a divine origin. Sacred places everywhere across cultures have narrated myths.
Without a story or a legend a sacred place is no different from any other because humans
are not capable of creating a sacred place. It is a divinhy who manifests itself fust and
humans recognize the hierophany and make a response. Building a sacred place is a
sacred response to a divine choice, myth, or story of a hierophany. It is prior recognrtion
of the sancthy of a place that promotes the building of a temple and not the other way
round. Thus temples big or small elaborate or simple are monuments of divine
manifestation.
The old archaic Hindu temples mentioned in Chapter 4 contain origin myths or
big stories and reveal what is the nature ofGod (Davies 1987:382). Each temple
mentioned such as the Krishna Temple in Dwarka, Kalighat Temple at Calcutta, and
Shiva Temple in Banaras or Kashi has a myth. The myth or the Big Story is the non-
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human factor to which temple building is the human response. Story is the fiindamental
factor in temple orientation, location, and construction. Without a story, a temple has no
validhy and vitality. Thus temple is an outgrowth of a story, it is a visible buih myth.
In India temples are visible witnesses to big stories, and indigenous commumties
expect all sacred places to be witnesses to divine stories. Indian church buildings, their
names, design, and style, as we have observed earlier, send mixed messages such as, this
is Westem, or this is secular. Church buildings should send the Jesus story message
refered to earlier through shape, color, location, and by featuring figurines on the wall,
windows, on shikhara and the sacred kalasha. At the deeper level the story will be
conveyed through the Jesus Pumsha. Christian church buildings should be an outgrowth
ofthe big Jesus story that is his descent into the world, incamational life, miracles,
teaching, discipleing, death, and resurrection. In other words a church too can be a built
myth.
Each church building in India should be the resuh of the Big Story of Jesus who
was the living theophany. I have suggested that Jesus resembles the Vedic Pumsha. and
observed how Krishna Mohan Banergea saw Christ as the fiilfillment of all that humans
need. I have also suggested that the Jesus Pumsha take the central place as the presiding
dehy in a Christian Vaastu Pumsha Mandala for Christian buildings. He is the microcosm
representing the godhead, the stamp ofGod's very being; and a macrocosm, being the
image of the invisible God. Jesus as human and divine was the immanent and
transcendent presence ofGod personified.
Early Mar Thoma churches were buih after the pattem ofHindu temples,
dedicated to a god, and connected to the Big Story of Jesus in theu architecture. Some
churches did not just resemble Hindu temples. For example, a church at Kalloopara was
given by a Hindu organization and was made a Jesus Temple (Menachery 1973 T42).
Their church ponds, pillars, flag posts, lampposts, kalashas. mandapas. and garbhagrahas
all pointed to the big Jesus story. AMar Thoma church was not dedicated to a mission
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organization or even a community but to Jesus and even today the story of Jesus is the
fundamental factor for Christian sacred places. In order to make churches ocular
witnesses to the Big Story of Jesus, the church buildings should be connected with
temples in orientation, location, and construction. For this reason we need a Christian
Vaastu Shastra.
At this stage the author found it very difficuh to fmd even one Protestaiit church
whh a story of a hierophany, of a miracle, or even of an event of providence. The author
came across two Protestant church halls purchased from Roman Catholic owners, who
considered selling their property for mission purpose as auspicious. The transactions by
mission agencies in the two cases however identify human courses of action rather than
divine initiative. This indicated historically that the people responsible for most ofthe
church halls or buildings have taken the approach as mentioned above and ignored the
story element. Christians have not considered the story or hierophany element as relevant
in building churches for fear that it will tum out to be a pagan place.
A small church in Merjapur village in the state ofKarnataka was buih in the early
1950s. The congregation was a small village group and had raised their share ofmoney
and free labor to build a church building. The congregation however could not fmd a plot
ofland for theu church building. According to the native religious understanding,
humans are not supposed to select a sacred spot unless directed by the divine. Finally a
church elder from the village willingly came forward and offered land where his own
ancestral home was standing (Seamands n.d.T 04). It is almost impossible in India for a
villager to give away ancestral land unless he becomes a bhakta of a derty. As a devotee
of Jesus, the Christian elder gave his most valued possession representing the land where
the house was standing. The whole village saw the old house pulled down and a church
buiU in hs place. They also talked much about the ancestral connection to the house and
elder's new story. The little story ofthe man's self denial and sacrificial giving points to
the Big Story of Jesus in the village. Thus the village church stands for the little story of
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the man's fahh and sacrifice, but glorifies Jesus in the Big Story. The church is a Jesus
temple, a Yesu mandir.
Similar to the temples in India the above village church building conveys and
manifests the Jesus story. While an origin story of the above church is important, it is
equally vital what type of a church building is constructed. The archhectural style and
design of a church building could fiirther confirm the story element or suppress and
ignore rt. As I have said earlier, Indian churches include small stories but have been
buried under the Westem or alien style of church architecture. The Indian temple
architectural elements such as the dome, the shikhara. the flag, and garbhagraha will tell
the story of Jesus better m India. The Korku tribal church mentioned as painted red
conveyed the idea of the sacred place simply wrth color. Many more such temple
elements as sacred sounds, objects, smells, food, and dress could contribute to Christian
mandirs.
In the central part of India, where I come from, domes on sacred buildings
especially invoke the feeling ofworship and awe. Domes feature mythical figures,
scenes, trees and birds in bright colors and feature a Big Story. Church domes could be
decorated with figures of angels, Jesus, apostles, animals, birds and events from the
Bible. Jesus feeding the five thousand can be an appropriate story for a church dome. The
storywill easily relate to the life, and needs of the people. Jesus calming the storm in the
sea will convey the story of his power over all nature and especially over the five
elements considered sacred in the Indian traditions.
Jesus storied churches will appeal both to Westemized Indian Christians and
those who respect Jesus and his teachings but have not been able to undergo a water ritual
(baptism) in India. We know the people of India voiced again and again how millions
respect Jesus but they do not see that the church buildings can fiilfill their hunger for the
tmth. The church names do not indicate that Christian sacred places are dedicated to a
deity nor do they refer to spiritual activrty. The church titles, as I have said earlier, point
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to organizations, denominations, or agencies, meaning they are dedicated to something
other than a dehy. The church thles are misleading and non-contextualized. They are
poor examples of faith or commumty experiences, and do not indicate to an Indian mind
that church is a sacred place or mandu.
In what kind of a church building would the village grocer we met in Chapter 7�
remember he is not a baptized person but practices his faith in his own way whhout a
church building�feel welcome? Can he visk a church building if k identifies with
Westem culture that will put him culturally and socially out ofplace and that will affect
the marriage arrangements of his children. As k is he has only one choice, either to visk a
Westemized Portuguese styled archhecture in a nearby town, or a hall, wkh pews and a
pulpit all resembling a lecture hall. I am afraid such a believer will have a hard time
finding a Jesus temple or Yesu Mandir anywhere in India. Such an Indian believer has an
option ekher to accept the alien church stmcture or remain outside of organized
Christianity. Sadly enough almost all such believers accept the second option.
Such a sincere believer would expect a Jesus templeAfesu Mandir where he can
sit on the floor, express his prayers by folding hands, even prostrating to pray, meditate
on his own, give offering in the form of fruks, grains, flowers, read scriptures wkh same
age group, and even sing Bhajans (devotional songs led by one person and followed by a
group). In fact such a believer could build a tmly contextualized Yesu Mandir if complete
freedom were given to him. He would build a mandir with a dome, an entrance door with
elephants standing, images on the door with crosses in hands, a shikhara. a kalasha.
pennant flag, and a garbhagraha. He would paint the entrance door with pictures of
angels, biblical figures, interior with red, the cross could be in the center of the
garbhagraha with lines of rays emanating from the cross. Instead of a pulpk, he might put
a low wooden stand for reading the scriptures, and all would sk on the floor. He might
hang a bell inside the building so that sounds coming from the temple will resemble a
native temple; not to awake a deity, but to praise God (Psalms 150). His mandir for Jesus
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will have a brass kalasha pointing to the cosmos as God's handiwork (Psalms 19:1). His
Yesu Mandir both internally and externally would resemble mandirs in his area without a
life infused image in the garbhagraha. All the people ofthe area would recognize the
building as an Indian sacred place.
The grocer represents millions ofbelievers in India who are waking for Jesus
temples. Herbert Hoefer did research around the chy ofChennai (Madras) and came up
whh a staggering number ofmore than 250,000 non-baptized believers or churchless
Christians as he calls them. He reports that thousands ofnon-baptized believers in the
Mylapore area want to vish Jesus temples, but those are not available even in an area
where Christianity has been present the longest (Hoefer 1991:1 14, 1 15, 125). Mylapore,
saturated with Christian history, is well known for St. Thomas's tomb and St. Thomas
Cathedral. Standing in the place where St. Thomas was martyred, the cathedral has been
a place ofpilgrimage for Christians and has been the most domus dei type place for the
Christians of India. There are at least two more such churches associated with the
memory of the apostle, and many more churches in the area (Rae 1892:16). In other
words Mylapore is the most Christianized location, the most potent Christian center in the
whole of India and still non-baptized Christians from that area must search desperately
for a Jesus temple. This story tells something about the westemized church situation in
general and church's archhecture in particular.
I believe the number ofnon-baptized believers in India is very high and will
continue to increase, especially as the Indian people learn about Jesus through radio, TV,
hterature, and even through visiting Roman Catholic shrines. It is reported that during
1979, every week 40,000 people visited the shrine ofOur Lady ofPerpetual Succour in
Mumbai (St. Michael's Church n.d.:22). Today the number ofvisitors to the shrine has
more than doubled, the majority of them coming from non-Christian backgrounds. Some
would raise a theological question about the shrines as to whether people's visits are for
favors, thus debating whether or not these vishors are believers. Our concem here is over
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the church archUecture as an ocular obstruction to Christian wUness. Even the Mylapore
churchless believers firom non-Christian backgrounds do not view the typical church
buildings in their area as sacred places, and long for something dififerent, namely Jesus
temples (Hoefer 1991:125). Since these devotees have small sacred places in homes, they
may have created sacred places, symbols like the grocer's in their own homes. Their
home is mandir and they will be at home in Indian Yesu Mandirs/Jesus temples. Leaming
and understanding the story of Jesus in such a place will be natural and spontaneous.
The stmctures of the Jesus temples will be like Indian temples but would give
ocular witness to the Jesus story. The believers Hoefer identifies would expect red
interiors fiill ofpictures, figures, even a special place for prayer for the sick, and Holy
Communion, resembling a garbhagraha as we observed earlier. Jesus temple could use
lots of flowers as used in Indian temples, not to garland an image but to indicate Jesus'
life, buth, death, resurrection, miracles, teachings, etc. through different types of flowers.
Early Mar Thoma churches used the famous Indian lotus as the symbol for the pulpU.
Lotus symbolizes peace, serenity, and sanctity.
The orientation of the church to the east could convey the resurrection ofChrist
and his power over all the powers of darkness. Facing east and the rising sun is
auspicious in Indian cultures. Sun is the life giver to all nature. The Jesus in a church
building could point to himself as the life and also the life giver to all. Archhectural
interest should be chiefly centered on the Big Story, and U constitutes the chief object of
omamentation. The Jesus Pumsha must be accented, emphasized, and distinguished fi-om
subordinate stmctures.
Location for church buildings could be connected to Jesus' ministry in the Body
ofChrist, the believers. Village Christians have had experiences related to farms,
domestic animals, children, health, work, birth and death; all related experiences could be
connected to location of a sacred place. If a believer experiences a good harvest and sees
that as a miracle, his donation ofpart of the land will he viewed as a local story under the
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story of Jesus. Again it is a struggle to find a church building that is based on the Indian
style and connects indigenously to the Big Story of Jesus. Since there are no church cases
we have to propose some possibihties as noted above. It may be possible for Christians in
India to connect the worship places whh their daily life experiences called small stories.
Little Stories ofGod's Initiatives and Providence
A book on Indian temples and sacred places published in 1900 confirms the value
ofthe story element in temples (Raghunathaji 1900). The author ofthe book groups small
temples, shrines related to trees, open roadside shrines, and large typical temples together
as temples. Interestingly enough, in sphe of the author's broad understanding of sacred
space, he does not include churches and mosques in the list. He describes the orientation,
location, and architectural style of each temple he deals with. The book records 403
sacred places in the Mumbai chy limhs alone, providing a short history of each. It is
interesting for our purpose that most of the shrines he tells about are related to some kind
ofHindu dehy experience or hierophany.
This sacred-story approach to locating and constructing sacred buildings contrasts
sharply with efforts to locate Christian places ofworship I have witnessed. When
representatives ofChristian agencies encountered non-Christian building representatives
for buying church halls in Mumbai, their efforts, approach, and statements sounded like
market strategies and secular transactions. Based on the Great Commission, the intentions
of the pastors were right, but their methods of selecting and obtaining places ofworship
differ from local methods. Most of the churches in Mumbai started by modem mission
agencies or by Indian main line churches have been influenced by marketing strategy.
Forms followed fimction, leading to a utilitarianism that does not provide a stmcture that
speaks to the Indian spirit. The agencies and churches used pragmatic approaches to
create audhory spaces created for the range of the human voice rather than sacred space
for the mind. Archhecture must "combine fimction with spatial reahty that transcends the
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function" (Dillenberger 1980:32-33).
At the Bombay Area Missionary Conference held from January 24 to 26, 1996 at
Baroda, Gujarat, church pastors discussed urban church planting attempts. A paper given
at the conference reported successful church plants in areas church members had
migrated to. Normally a small prayer group would start in a home and as the number
grew, church halls would be purchased or new churches buih (Kumardhas 1996:1 1-13).
In general the methods of selection, location, or purchasing buildings for new church
plants has been the same as mentioned above.
Surprisingly, there are close similarities between the house churches and the
apartment shrines ofHindu, Buddhist or Sikhs in a city like Mumbai. Especially the
Upasana Kendra studied in Chapter 5 faced such problems as land, finances, and
transportation just like these house-church plants.
In spite of the similarities, however, there is one striking difference from the
reports at the conference of church plants. The story of the Kendra development is based
on experiential and spontaneous elements stressing the story aspect. The Upasana Kendra
also grew from a person who became a devotee of a new guru because ofmiracle
experiences. More families experienced the deity and the number grew. I do not mean to
imply that Christian church planting methods did not include experiential elements. The
point is such experiences have not been stressed as they need be in the Indian context. In
other words, sacred places of any tradition in India are expected to be connected with a
story indicating divine initiative evidenced in experience.
Notice that Upasana Kendra described in Chapter 5 and the village church buih
by a Hindu south Indian temple trustee identified in Chapter 7 have commonahies at a
deeper level than the church planting methods mentioned earlier. Even though the
Upasana Kendra is an urban sacred place and the church is in a rural place, both remind
us of the fiindamental role played by miracle stories. The Upasana Kendra group
experienced miracles such as the birth of a child to a barren couple, provision of food.
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safety from a train accident, physical healing, and unexpected safety at a work place.
Jesus healed the Hindu temple trustee, moving him to build a temple in the name of
Jesus. Such local stories are intimately connected whh sacred places, if not, the process
and place will be viewed as secular. Secular methodology in church planting may work in
a non-Indian culture, but it is viewed as negative in the communities of India. In fact
using secular methods for creating sacred places in India is a subtle form of syncretism
and is viewed as a danger equal to the syncretism ofthe Roman Catholic ashram
churches mentioned in Chapter 7.
Again this does not mean that stories are not part ofthe Christian location and
construction of churches. The point is any stories ofGod's providence in the process
needs to be sfressed. All churches should have stories ofGod's inhiative and providence
in their coming into existence. Congregational experiences, miracles, blessings, vision,
and dreams need to be connected whh Christian sacred places. Church planters and
congregations should be more sensitive to the indigenous ways of creating Christian
sacred places. The Big Story of Jesus should prevail as the controlling authority over all
the experiences, miracles, dreams or stories. The connection between the experience and
the place makes meetings of believers in a place more meaningfiil. As we have observed,
the small stories are important but are always guided, controlled, and maneuvered by the
Big Story. Small stories in the churches are totally subservient to the Big Story of Jesus.
In Chapter 4, 1 mentioned three types of temples naming them archaic storied
temples, temporary shrines, and portable shrines. All these are controlled and guided by
the story element in orientation, location, and construction. We have also discussed
earlier the possibilities ofbuilding Christian temples on the basis of the Vaastu Purusha
Mandala. Building temporary shrines in India is a comparatively new movement and
could be one possible model for temporary church adaptation. The churches in India need
to take a serious look at this novel possibihty.
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Temporary and Portable Churches
I have discussed in Chapter 4 the story element in Indian temples and the
fundamental role it plays in making a place with a building a little heaven on earth. An
origin story controls the location, orientation, and construction of archaic temples,
temporary shrines, and portable shrines. The last two types of shrines discussed in
Chapter 4 deserve some limhed attention in this chapter.
A Temporary Church
In the light of the present socio-cultural tensions in India, Christians should be
open to new paradigms for their sacred places. As problems of space, land, and money
become acute, it may be that temporary sacred places could be an answer. We have
noticed that festival shrines have become very popular in the last fifty years. In fact all
the Indian tradhions have celebrations associated whh temporary shrines. Such shrines
are erected in a commonly suitable location in a neighborhood. Based on a myth, a sacred
time is selected and local families having some experiences (stories) of the deity join
willingly in creating a place. Festivals are intense times of celebration, learning, worship,
prayer, offering, singing, sharing, identity, and unity. Ten days of religious activities in a
temporary place are equivalent to ten weeks of sacred activhies in a permanent place.
These annual times are the most powerfiil times ofmass renewal in Indian tradhions. As I
have discussed in Chapter 7, ashram temples in any tradition of India provide sacred
places appropriate for the professionals of their tradhions but impractical for their lay
believers to get engaged in. On the contrary, temporary shrines are for common
struggling persons who wish to relate to a divinity.
Christians in India celebrate festivals and feasts but most of them are limited to
families and church buildings except in northeastem and southem areas of India. People
representing various tradhions do not get to see and feel an Indian Christian tradhion.
The Mar Thoma church discussed in Chapter 6 adopted a similar practice fi^om the local
temple festivals. The people of local Hindu temples take out images fi"om the temples
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during certain annual celebrations and carry them in a special cart around the temple. In a
similar way Christians take statues of saints out of their churches and take them in
procession around their church buildings (Menachery 1973.141). This is not the same as
setting up temporary shrines as practiced in North India, but the principael of openness
and adaptation by the Mar Thoma church is very relevant.
As we have observed, the origin-story element is the controlling factor m both
permanent temples and temporary shrines. The whole process of setting up a temporary
shrine is a long ritual and a religious exercise. The story or myth controls selection ofthe
time, location, orientation, construction and dedication of temporary shrines. The process
of setting up ofthe temporary shrines communicates non-verbally a story and total
submission to a dehy of those involved in making the place temporarily sacred. The
tradhions represented in the temporary places are approachable to all and bring the myth
or story down to the level of the people.
As the concept of temporary shrines is already so popular and used as a powerful
tool by all the major traditions to help people learn religious values. Christians could
naturally adopt this temporary shrine concept. It is a national phenomenon and not to use
this indigenous method will keep the Jesus story away from many who would be
interested.
Unfortunately Christianity has been locked into secularly. Westernization, and
into an imported structure. Such a type of tradhion has taken away the concepts of sacred
time, place, sounds, smells, tastes, and persons. Thinking in those terms has been viewed
as superstitious and syncretistic. Indian Christians in the chies need to look at these
possibilities with an open mind and ask basic questions. Are weekly organized meetings
in places, time, or cultures relevant? Are social gatherings relevant in places where
women are culturally not allowed to come and gather? Can a church exist if the people do
not meet in a particular place, sit, and follow a certain way ofworship? Can worship
happen in an indigenous place known to the local groups? Allowing people to gather
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according to their way of understanding of place, time, gathering (socializing) habhs, and
worship could be the key to taking the message to a deeper level. Their preferences for
sounds, tastes, smells, and seeing are different and for centuries these have been their
own tools of leaming and communicating.
In a tribal place I have vished, when people are invited to come for worship, the
invhation itself is a foreign thing among villagers. Moreover to invhe women is another
cultural difficulty. I have noticed, ifmen or women come into a house for worship
together, the women do not know how to face men as is done in Westem society.
Because of cultural condhioning, they are uncomfortable sitting in a gathering ofmen
and women. They do know, however, how to gather for a festival. Thus Sunday
gatherings could be shaped to resemble festival gatherings. Villagers are acquainted wrth
temporary shrines from time unknown.
What are then the temporary churches? Devotees of Jesus could erect temporary
churches for a short period of time, keeping the Jesus story as the reference point for
location, orientation, and constmction. These would resemble a tent, booth, or a bamboo
shade like temporary shrines ofother traditions. I prefer to call them temporary churches,
because in mral areas these could fiilfill the purpose of church buildings.
Thus temporary churches could serve as temporary locations for celebrations,
narration ofBible stories, and prayer places resembling temporary festival shrines. These
are possible both in mral and urban situations.
Under the direction of the Big Story of Jesus, festival time, temporary prayer
locations /booths similar to the temporary shrines could be erected in locations
convenient for all. This could be an annual event depending on families and their
experience. Temporary shrines have life infijsed images and daily rituals for the deities. I
think temporary church booths should emphasize visual elements too. The whole story of
Jesus, his miracles and parables could be depicted in art, pictures, sounds, smells, colors,
and non-life infiised images.
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A group ofChristian friends could come together for prayer, fellowship, sharing,
and even healing meetings in the booths. If such places were known in the neighborhood,
people needing healing and help could fmd easy access to them. Temporary Christian
sacred places could take the Jesus story into the life of the people better than big church
structures or even house churches.
We have studied earlier how churchless believers from various tradhions do not
vish Westemized church buildings. Church archhecture differs significantly from that of
the mainstream ofthe society and it takes a strong individualistic person�almost a
rebel�^to enter a chmch building (Hoefer 1991 T54-155). Even in the most Christianized
and churched place such as Mylapore thousands believe in the story of Jesus but do not
consider the church buildings culturally appropriate. It is very obvious from Hoefer's
(1991) study that millions of Indian believers are searching for a Yesu Mandu. The
temporary church idea could provide some answers for their quest. In fact, churchless
believers could approach such temporary places openly and enthusiastically. Temporary
sacred places do not send the same message as permanent stmctures. A person may get
involved in temporary celebration without social implications. Such a short involvement
could be a place of ftirther exploring and leaming the story of Jesus. Sociologically
temporary sacred places are accepted and can fiilfill the spiritual aspiration of the seekers
without causing family complications.
Temporary sacred places are religiously and socially less rigid. These temporary
sacred places are open for all and with minimum categorization of sacred space it is
easier for anyone to step into a temporary sacred booth than to enter a permanent
religious building. Many temporary festival groups have included social programs such
as helping needy students, holding medical camps, and feeding the poor. Such social
concem programs could be easily incorporated in a temporary church schedule and even
could involve people from various tradhions. The present temporary shrine sponsors
allow social programs such as social plays, singing competition, discussion on social
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issues which attract participation from all religious groups. Temporary churches could be
especially relevant for churchless believers.
A temporary church may be a new idea to Christians but it is an indigenous idea.
Christians are used to meeting on a weekly basis, at a certain place, and in a certain
manner. The Christian rituals, worship, and activhies seem to demand a permanent place.
Temporary places ofworship will take new thinking, new rituals, and a new way of
worship. This will drastically change the Westemized church in India but it is an
indigenous concept in the area of sacred place that I believe Christians in India will
sooner or later have to think about h. Theologically the church is not a place but a
community ofbelievers. Wherever believers meet the body is ft)rmed. I think that
through a temporary sacred place people can leam more about the permanent sacred
place. It is a new idea. Yet, because temporary shrines have a unique place in the
traditions of India, Indian Christian leaders need to be open to using them as a model.
Portable Churches
The very nature of permanent church buildings takes for granted
people all over as permanent settlers. There are more than 500 tribal groups in India and
some of them are nomadic, so it is necessary to have a briefdiscussion of portable
Christian churches. A portable church, like the portable shrines we have discussed in
Chapter 4, is a relevant idea for nomadic tribes. Tribal portable shrines involve a box, or
a bamboo basket with sacred objects, and images, carried from place to place by a tribal
head or person approved by the tribe. Every sacred object and article is controlled by a
Big Story and applied to their daily activities. As mentioned in the fourth chapter, rt is a
shrine that helps a tribe to move. In other words, they follow their derty. There is an
intimate connection between the shrine and where the nomads move and stop. Wrthout a
portable shrine the people are disoriented.
Believers from such a background will need a contextualized portable church.
Portable churches then are not buildings, but can retain features of church buildings and
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articles such as the basket, the color, and they could carry a Bible, a lamp, and a
communion set in the basket. A basket could serve as a portable ahar and wherever the
nomads stop a lamp could be ht to remind them ofthe Big Story of Jesus.
Recently more and more nomads however have (and will continue to) become
settled and urbanized communhies in India, and may not need to think of a portable
church concept. The basic need however for contextualization of sacred places remains
the immediate challenge for the Christian mission in India.
The proposals presented in this chapter for a church or Christian worship space
are based on Vaastu Shastra, Vaastu Purusha Mandala, and the basic temple components.
I believe that the mandala and these components have the abihty to express sacrality of
place in a biblically compatible and religiously contextual way. The Jesus story element
is the deciding factor in all the small or big details ofall types ofChristian mandirs. The
powerfiil Jesus Purusha invites the repose and contemplation ofminute details or big
objects such as a vase of flowers, fruits on an altar, food, liquids, colors, sounds, words,
tastes, smells, trees, rivers, mountains, fine works of art, archhecture and human
participants. Literally everything points to, exists for, and is in subordination to the Big
Story. The building hselfbecomes the most indigenous storyteller at a deep religious
structural level in the context where it stands. Unless all the temple elements mentioned
in this chapter are interwoven into the story, and expressed in church archhecture, Indian
Christian buildings will continue to remain marginal, alien, and even unwanted.
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CHAPTER 11
The Future of a Christian Mandir
The strategies and proposals I presented in this study for contextualizing worship
places grew out ofmy twenty-five years ofministry as a Christian pastor, radio minister,
and participant observer in rural outreach. The insights presented in this study have
resuhed from interaction whh people from across a broad spectrum of tradhions of Indian
origin. These insights are confirmed by my research and study as relevant, possible, and
urgent. The proposals I have made will sound radical, non-traditional, and be criticized
from a Westem perspective, and even from the perspectives ofmany Indian leaders. This is
the first document by an India national that offers proposals for contextualizing church
worship place at a deep stmctural level in India. The relevance ofmy proposals, however
is supported by the following story.
During 1977 a Hindu college student casually visited a church building out of
curioshy. He knew about church as the sacred place ofChristians and had always wanted
to see interior arrangements in a church. As a student he was open to new ideas and wanted
to explore new places. For him a church visit was not a religious exercise, but an
intellectual inquuy.
The church building he visited was not a big Portuguese style building with arches
and towers, but was in a mission compound building with a typical cmciform stmcture and
a cross featured on hs facade. The church had good wooden fiirniture, including pews, an
elevated chancel area, a communion table between its nave and chancel, four chairs on rts
platform, and a pulprt at rts south end. There was a large screen up against the back wall
with a wooden cross at hs center. A piano and an organ had been placed on the two sides
of hs transept area. It did not include articles such as images, pictures, figurines, and lamps
burning or otherwise.
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As a Hindu college student, he observed pews for the people to sit in, chairs on the
platform for group leaders, and a place for a speaker to address the assembled people. The
church interior arrangement gave him the impression of a meeting hall for some
sophisticated Westemized people who do not sh on the floor. Nehher the interior nor the
exterior conveyed the idea that It was an Indian sacred place. He saw no indigenous colors,
objects, sounds, or smells, and identified nothing as Indian. Except for a wooden cross,
there was no story element of the Big Story ofChristianhy written or painted, and no
connection whh such Indian sacred-space elements as mandapa. garbhagrahas. or kalasha.
The church for him resembled no more than a college lecture hall. He left disappointed if
not confiised. This was his first and last vish. Even though he did not vish for religious
reasons, I hope that this study has shown that a contextualized Christian mandir could have
benefited him spiritually forever.
His traditional family members, who did not have any idea of a church building and
had never visited a Christian sacred place, reacted very differently. As soon as he casually
mentioned his visit to a church building, they became alarmed. Their response was very
traditional. They probably thought the college boy was thinking ofbecoming a Christian. If
so, it was because the Hindu majority associates church buildings first with
Christianization and probably never with metaphysical reahty. They immediately asked
him to take a ritual bath and to cleanse himself from the impurity of the alien place of
worship he might have carried whh him. They viewed the visit as non-cultural, a bad
omen, something other and alien. His vish was viewed as an inhial act of self-removal
from his tradition, culture, family, and society.
I have observed in conversations with people of different Indian traditions, that
most of them visited church buildings during their educational careers. They did so
willingly and out of curiosity. Even churchless believers do not vish Westemized church
buildings in South India. Very few such as the college student and the open-minded dare to
cross the ocular architectural barriers but the second inner ocular barrier of nonsacrahty is
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even harder.
I wish Christian sacred places could be more indigenously sacred so that visiting a
church building for the friends mentioned above could be more uplifting, refreshing, and a
spiritual experience. Church building for the above mentioned student was a secular space
for modem, Westemized people, and for his traditional family members a place ofaliens,
not spring from their own soil. Thus both modem and tradhional groups remained
spiritually non-catered to. "A building in which form merely follows [Westem] fimction
only accidentally has a tomorrow" (Dillenberger 1980:32).
This study is dedicated to giving Christian worship places in India a fiiture.
The current situation in India appears to threaten that future. Chapter I presented
the current socio-cultural situation faced by Christians in India, and the tension expressed
between the majoritarians and the minorhy at worship places. In short, Westem church
buildings in India are clearly intmsive and a partial cause ofHindu rejection ofChristians.
When I realized this, I became determined to examine Hindu literature on temple
constmction and design.
Learning From the Vaastu Shastras
Chapter 2, discussed the vast Hindu literature on architecture called Vaastu Shastra
as the theoretical basis for the Hindu temple concept and architectural plan; studied the
most basic diagram for Hindu buildings, the Vaastu Pumsha Mandala; and described the
various temple stmctures in India.
Chapter 3 described the elaborate technical details for the process of temple
constmction projects as one long ritual by which temples come into being. The human role
in a temple constmction as a devotee is totally submissive to the shastra mles. The
constmction process involves all living and non-living elements and binds them all into
one ontological umt.
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In Chapter 4, 1 presented the story element, based on a hierophany, or the divine
basis for location, orientation, and construction of archaic temples, temporary festival
shrines, and portable shrines. Every minute detail in the construction of a temple is
determined by and controlled by a myth. Thus a temple is a buih myth, declaring
permanently the character, attributes, and nature ofthe presiding dehy. A temple is where
divinhy resides. Thus visiting a temple is an act of total submission to the divine rules, and
requires a willingness to accept the ritual requirements of a divinity. Temples are the
places where gods and humans meet. This led us to ask the question how can Christians
locate and construct places ofworship for meaningful whness to their neighbors?
Application to Christian Places ofWorship
In Chapter 5, 1 discussed the contemporary manifestation ofVaastu-Shastra
informed case studies on the orientation, location, and construction of temples. In contrast,
I also discussed some non-indigenous Christian methodologies for securing worship places
in Mumbai. Observant Indians have viewed these methods as secular or market related.
Chapter 6 described Harold W. Tumer's concepts of domus dei and domus
ecclesiae and traced the biblical understanding of sacred place in both Old and New
Testament, especially the New Testament's applying to Jesus and the church the attributes
of temple. We found it possible to combine the temple and meeting house forms within
Tumers' framework. I also presented early developments in church archhecture, especially
the ancient Mar Thoma church architecture. I described also how the first century church
in India adopted temple elements that were totally Hindu in their church archhecture. This
led me to examine the whole question of contextualization.
The Marks ofDeep-level Contextualization
In Chapter 7, 1 have discussed contemporary manifestations ofChristian attempts at
orientation, location, and constmction of sacred space on the part of the Roman Catholic
leaders in ashram settings in India. The chapter shows how closely ashram temples
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imitated Hindu temples; and observed the reaction ofHindus and lay Christians to over
contextualization. Positive syncretism, critical contextualization, and spontaneous
contextualization are discussed at the end ofthe chapter. It seems clear to me that
contextualizers who seek deep level contextualization could learn from the spontaneous
contextualization of new believers. In the paragraphs that follow I have identified several
marks of spontaneous deep-level contextualization.
Experience or story
The key mark is the experience of the new believers called here the contextualizer.
These are experiences ofChrist with intimate life issues. In the case ofthe grocer rt came
through hearing the radio broadcasts. In the case of sponsor vajamana it came through
healing. He in tum expressed his gratitude and allegiance to Christ through building a
Jesus mandir. In other words, both the Big Story and the small story in his life are the story
of Jesus.
Scriptures
Another mark is the presence of a personal or group testimony to verses of
Scripture indicating that the word ofGod has become a powerfiil support and guide for
living and for responding to adversity. In a given situation the contextualizer studies and
applies the Scripture in his context.
Indigenous signs
Observers should look for a presentation of indigenous and Christian symbols,
indicating deep allegiance to Christ. The grocer showed that the indigenous swastika now
had Christian meaning for him by associating it with the cross. By making the hand drawn
red cross sign visible, he said in effect, my business is under the sign of the cross. The old
visible sign was now fiindamental and basic to his faith in Jesus; and not just an
elementary expression ofhis devotion. Furthermore the Christian cross revealed his new
allegiance through its association with the swastika, how rt was painted and where rt was
placed.
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Interaction with the social environment
Is there evidence of interaction whh family and society indicating a significant
change in allegiance? The grocer faced opposhion from the native tradhional regionalists
and even his own family members crhicized him severely. Similarly the tribal woman was
harassed by a tradhionalist employer and almost lost her livelihood because ofnot wearing
a red dot. Changing the shape of the red dot changed the situation drastically but such a
contextualization did not affect her fahh. Rather it strengthened her ties with her culture
and she was able to be a witness in the same commumty.
Absence of denominational agendas
The absence ofthe influence of agendas from denominations or other outside
influences means contextualizers' own faith is being expressed. We must be assured that
the absence of denominational presence does not mean that they have no counselor.
Denominational intmsiveness could mean distmsting the contextualizer and also going
ahead of the Holy Spirit. Tmsting the contextualizer would include believing that God is
afready working in the context and the Holy Spuit is always whh them to teach, guide,
lead, and even to judge (John 16:7-1 1).
Towards a Yesu Mandir
In Chapters 8 and 9, proposals are presented for a Christian model for church
orientation, location, and constmction. I provided evidences from the two case studies that
spontaneous contextualization is liberative and retentive.
In Chapter 9, 1 proposed a Jesus Pumsha as the center for the Christian Vaastu
Pumsha Mandala in order to achieve deep-level contextualization of church buildings, so
that, with a Christianized mandapa. shikhara and garbhagraha. they can as Indian Yesu
mandirs be visible witnesses to the tmth of the gospel.
In Chapter 10, 1 suggested that the Jesus story element be foundational for all types
ofYesu mandirs in India and for the little stories ofGod's inhiative and providence in the
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believer's life. I insisted that, like a temple, a church building should proclaim the Big
Story of Jesus, his attributes, his demands, and commands, and that human needs can be
met also.
Cultural adaptation is a global reality common across cuhures. Asian Hindus,
Buddhist, Jains, and even some Muslims have adopted Westem style dress, language,
technology and even worship places. Temples are more than cultural symbols, thus the
problem is not about culture but about religion where people's beliefs and worldviews are
held deeply within. Contextualization needs to go beyond the culture of a group. In the
case studies we have seen, spontaneous contextualization occurred in religious symbolism.
Therefore contextualization will need to move beyond cultural elements. This too will need
serious study of Indian religious symbolism, practice, and rituals. Before ending this study
I would like to suggest some missiological implications of the study and make some
suggestions for fiirther research.
Missiological Implications
1 . The attempts at contextualization the Roman Catholics made met with a negative
response from both Christians and Hindus. This appeared to be the resuh of surface-level
contextualization, that is copying mere Hindu forms. While some form of copying will be
unavoidable, our main interest is not copying but providing a place ofworship that is
recognizable by an Indian person both as an Indian sacred place and as a place ofChristian
worship.
Working in an Indian religious tradition requires considering seriously at the deeper
level how Indians think, and how they do religion in areas other than places ofworship.
Superficial conformhy to the culture in food and dress and even in church planting is only
the beginning form of contextualization. Deep-level contextualization needs to be applied
to such phenomena as Christian acts ofmercy and educational activhies. Like Christian
places ofworship these things also have been questioned and challenged in the present
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wave of cultural resurgence.
2. Christian disciples can find models of deep-level contextualization among other
indigenous people and religious traditions that have been influenced by Jesus and have
expressed fahh in him through their own symbols and rituals. Islamic cultures harbor this
type ofbeliever also.
3. In almost any culture and religion, elaborate symbols and rituals are connected
whh a domestic and sacred archUecture. In these contexts Christian lack of attention to
their homes and worship buildings will appear secular to the host culture or religious
tradition. Furthermore, ifChristian forms of home and church buildings are shaped by the
sending culture or reflective of colonial times, they will appear intrusive to the host
culture. This can resuh in rejection of the gospel and even harm to Christians.
4. We noticed that the terminology used for church buildings can also be intrusive,
confiising, and misleading. This is true ofmany aspects ofChristian language. All our
terminology related to any aspect ofChristian life worship, and service needs to be
examined fi-om the point of view of the indigenous people.
5. We need to evaluate ourselves and not just become defensive when Hindu and
Muslim movements accuse us of cultural insensUivUy and foreign influence.
6. Taking a phenomenon of human religion seriously, especially one taken with
utmost seriousness by the host culture, such as sacred archUecture in India may help us in
our understanding of Scripture. In taking the Vaastu Shastra seriously, I discovered much
in Scripture related to construction and use of a building for worship.
7. My experience wUh the couple closely associated with the shrine they buih for
their Guru taught me that we could leam a lot about efifective church planting fi-om them.
This suggests that attention to the way worship space is acquired and constmcted in any
mission context may enhance church planting efforts.
8. In the lives ofbelievers in Christ with Indian tradhional (Hindu) background,
stories of Jesus seem to have the most impact on their beliefs and practices. This is not
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surprising in light of our findings about temples of all types in India. They and their
symbols and rituals connect to stories. Stories about the main gods, goddesses, and
significant events we called big stories. Stories related to divine intervention in the life of
persons of Indian tradhions, stories that resuhed in the creation of temples and shrines, we
have called little stories. It may prove true that in virtually all cultural and religious
contexts both big and little stories may be closely associated whh important symbols and
rituals. Missionaries may need to give attention in their discourse and discipling to both
kinds of stories. This is certainly true for church planting in India. In the Hindu context the
symbolic gestures, sounds, smells, tastes, colors, touch, objects, and images have their
meaning in the big story. Missionaries may learn from this that such symbols in Christian
worship also tell a story whhout anyone saying anything.
9. One application I made in Chapter 10 stands out at the end of this study.
Temporary and portable shrines represent the perfect place and time to reenact the Big
Story of the gospel through gestures, sounds, smells, tastes, colors, touch, objects, and
images. Such a finding is surprising. I had not thought ofChristian worship space as in any
sense temporary or movable. The phenomenon of temporary sacred place can be
considered the most powerfiil religious force in the life of the Indian people. The story
element is not temporary, however, it goes on in the lives of those who are renewed by it in
the form of the little stories ofGod's providence.
These implications suggest that there are many possible ways that this study can
lead to fiirther research.
Avenues for Further Research
1 . 1 have argued that Christian meaning can be conveyed through Hindu
forms. For example, the red dot was contextualized for use by Christians to indicate their
status as married women. It was also modified in shape to make a wrtness for Christ.
Research needs to be done on Hindu, Buddhist, Sikh, Parsi, Jain, and Muslim forms to
develop criteria for their adoption, adaptation, or rejection.
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2. The deep structural contextualization I have advocated for Christian worship
space in India could be applied to other phenomena such as rituals of life transition,
structures for spiritual direction and formation, and sacramental rrtes.
3. The contextulization of such significant religious activhies that grow out of
spontaneous faith in Jesus among the persons of Indian tradition (Hindus) needs to be fiilly
studied. Indeed, "spontaneous contextualization" may someday be recognized as a new
academic research field. The classic Hindu tradhion features no less than 40 rites of life
passage or sacraments (samskara) (Basham 1959T 59-177). How will Hindu believers
spontaneously contextualize some of these? As I noted in Chapter 7, the experiences of
Hindus who are profound though unbaptized believers may tum out to be even more
adequate for contextualization than Christian attempts to make their fahh more Hindu.
4. 1 have only touched on the phenomenon ofportable shrines. This could be
studied phenomenologically whh a view to adapting it for Christian use.
5. The long ritual for the location, orientation, and constmction ofHindu temples
laid out in Chapter 3 provides another phenomenon for fiiture exploration. I managed to
treat the features of the building itself garbhagraha. Vaastu Pumsha Mandala, mandapa.
and story. Church leaders should sanctify more aspects of this process than I have
accomplished here by creating appropriate worship experiences related to them. In fact,
some scholar or team of scholars and practitioners should produce a Christian Vaastu
Shastra. Why not develop a whole Christian tradhion of locating, orienting, and
constmcting, worship space? In fact a full scale sacramental theology ofworship space
needs to be developed for evangelical Protestants in India.
6. 7\n important dimension of this final form of Jesus mandir is the way hs Big
Story is made visible for passers by. This has not been explored in this study. It would
provide excellent material for research in contextualization.
7. Caste is a big subject in India. Since the middle part of the 20* century it has
especially been part of social, religious, and political dialogue. We have seen the striking
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similarities between the story and meaning behind the Vaastu Purusha Mandala and the
story and meaning of Jesus as the Word slain from the foundation ofthe world. In the more
than one hundred years that have passed since Banergea' s (1881) study, only one scholarly
work has been done that deals whh these similarrties.
These features need more carefiil study than I have devoted to them. At one
significant point, however, the two fradrtions show clear differences. That difference is in
how caste is deaU with. The Vaastu Purusha Mandala makes caste distinctions an
ontological and permanent reahty. The Jesus Purusha Mandala in contrast reflects the fact
that all people are one in Christ and that the communhy of farth deal wrth this form of evil
through theu life of love and justice. The whole matter ofthe relation between symbols,
rituals, and worship space to the caste system merrts fiirther investigation.
8. In my pastoral work I have found that converts from Indian tradhions sense a
lack at the point of a female ideal and model for Christian fahh and life. They formerly
worshiped female deities and saints along wrth their male counterparts. The Roman
Catholic shrine Unteshwari Mata (Our Lady ofCamels) deah with in Chapter 7 presents
Mary in the form of a Hindu goddess. Protestants will find such an attempt difficult to
accept. Nevertheless the roles ofMary the mother of Jesus, Mary Magdalene, and other
female saints need to be explored in connection with a deep level contextualization of
female role models for the Indian Christian communhy.
9. This study has examined the area of sacred space based on the Vaastu Shastra
material that has influenced all the sacred places of Indian tradhions, and found rt relevant
for making the Christian worship place an ocular witness through deep-level
contextualization. Further research may include temple types, styles, sectarian temples, and
geographical temples. Since Indian pilgrimage practices and festival gatherings educate the
masses, researchers cannot avoid these elements.
10. Urban temple founding resembles most nearly in purpose the church planting
drives ofmodern church agencies. I have shown the extemal similarrties but also observed
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the deep level contrasts that keep the planted churches limhed in access to Christians.
Open-mindedness, participant observation by the church planters, and study of these native
religious movements will help greatly to create totally Indian Christian models of church
planting and sacred places.
1 1 . As we have observed, scripture plays a very important role in the lives of
spontaneous believers, informing their spontaneous contextualization process. Very often
copies ofthe complete Bible given enthusiastically to new believers are overwhelming. It
must be realized that the mode ofgiving the literature, structure of the content, its color,
language, and arrangement all need deep level contextualization. In many ways the
arrangement of Indian sacred books, the way they are handled, and theu structme differ
from the ways ofWestemers and Westemized Christians. Most of the Indian scriptures are
in narrative and story forms, while the New Testament letters of St. Paul appear relatively
modem, sound secular, and, lose therefore their reverent quality in the given context. In
fact, such material, since it is not sacred to them, cannot even be received. A deep-level
contextualized Bible needs to be produced. One way to do it is to produce a collection for
Indian contextualizers with selected stories from all books of the Bible in local languages
and in Sanskrit. This contextualized collection could be arranged according to topics rather
than according to the order of the Bible books and bound and handeled in red cloth to
indicate hs sacrahty.
12. We have observed from the grocer and yajamana's faith that believers do not
need to clothe their themselves in Judeo-Christianity. There are millions of such Hindu,
Buddhist, and Muslim churchless followers ofChrist all over India. The Indian church will
need to break from the tradhional mode ofChristian religion and be open for some kind of
Hindu-Christian, or Buddhist-Christian phenomenon. This movement will create other
expressions of authentic biblical fahh that have theological and missiological implications.
Such a nontraditional Christianhy has been existing in India for centuries but has not
received much scholarly attention and cannot be neglected in the fiiture.
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I have been very limited in this study by the lack of Indian hterature on Christian
sacred space in general and Protestant sacred archhecture in particular. It is not surprising,
however, to find such a shortage of literature on contextualization of sacred places.
Suggesting that native temple archhecture is relevant for church building in India for some
has been unthinkable. Contextualization of church buildings without falling into
syncretism has been viewed as impossible. For this reason I have suggested above the
creation of a Christian Vaastu Shastra.
Roman Catholic archhectural attempts have been bold and pioneering but have
produced comparatively limhed and elementary literature. Protestant church planters have
consciously kept away fi-om Hindu religious symbolism. I have had a hard a time finding a
simple origin story fi-om a church or worship hall in Mumbai, showing how non
contextualized om Protestant church building attempts have been carried out. Indeed, story
elements have been largely ignored and church buildings appear to be the least
contextualized ofChristian forms. This study shows clearly how the old church buildings
have been ocular reminders of India's colonial history. As far as new church halls are
concemed, their titles resemble thles of secular places in India, and theu coming into
existence seems to be exclusively the result ofmarketing attempts. These features of
Christian church planting have kept the process and the product ofChristian location and
constmction of church buildings fi-om participating in indigenous religiosity.
Clearly non-contextualized Church architecture in India does not convey sacred
meaning to Hindus. In many parts ofAsia and Africa Christianity and Westem civilization
came together and some cultures have not admired the combination.
Mission is done and influenced mostly by the representatives ofmodern mission
societies that have experienced pervasive desacralization. The sacred did not desert the
church; the church deserted the sacred. Clive Erricker agrees Avith Mircea Eliade' and says,
that modem man "lost the sense of the sacred the earlier cultures had incorporated into
their way of life and their perspective on reality. In effect this signified the need for
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modern civilizations to recaptm-e what had been lost in our relentless quest for progress. It
was a prophetic message for the rediscovery of our true nature" (Erricker 1999:84). Church
planting and church building projects were part of the modem mind that quested for
progress. In the process, the missionaries had lost their senshivity to the sacred in the
native cultures.
Christians have been considered outsiders, aliens, and different. Church buildings
strongly confirm these misunderstood notions. According to Saldanha,
The early missionaries ignorantly accepted the title of "Firangi" given to them by
the Hindu commumty thus accepting the description as "barbarian and irreligious"
because of their alcohol-drinking, beef-eating, and anti Hindu habhs. Even today
Christians are typically portrayed in films and stories as prostitutes, dmnkards,
stiimbling in speaking the local language, and ofWestem dress. (Saldanha n.d.
cited in Hoefer 1991:155)
Christian sacred places sponsored by alien yajamanas (sponsors) have not appealed
to and have contributed to the alienation of those fi-om the mainline socio-cultural life in
India who accepted theu alien Christianhy. For centuries Church buildings have been
culturally, religiously, and sociologically alienated fi-om the main stream of Indian
spuituality and values. Non-contextualized Christians still believe verbal predilections are
the fimdamental reality for church buildings (Dillenberger 1980:33). Some would still
defend the differences on grounds of theological necessity (Hoefer 1991:155). But I hope
this study has helped to refiite this notion and showed that it is the non-verbal that is more
fimdamental in India.
As long as Christians and their worship places are, or appear to be, outsiders,
foreign, and not integrated into the community, the Jesus story will remain marginal.
Places without a Jesus story are not fit to be called Indian sacred places. As such, these
places have not even started to fiilfill their sacred mission. The incamational way entails
that everything be done fi-om within, startmg at a deep level. "It is important that the
commumty sees this contribution as coming fi-om inside, be it cultural, social or religious"
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(Amalorpavadass 1969:15).
Christian chmch buildings are copies of foreign style, it is no wonder some Indian
traditional people do not allow their relatives to vish Christian sacred places. Majoritarian
rhetoric naturally identifies these places as distinct religious, ethnic, and even national
moieties in contemporary India (Davis 1996:36-37). It is time that Christians stop building
churches as copies ofPortuguese architecture or other westem styles. Indian church
buildings should be Indian Christian mandirs. using indigenous sacred symbols, articles,
objects and shapes. Church buildings are strong visual means to convey that Christians
belong to Indian culture, that they respect it, and that they even beautify it. Moreover,
indigenous church buildings or Christian mandirs will convey the story of Jesus through
their domes, mandapas. kalashas. flags, colors, figurines, non-life infiised images, and
garbhagrahas. A church building will be a place recognized as a sacred place by Indians.
They will, at the same time, recognize it as a manifestation of the Incamation, an extension
of the story of Jesus, a buih story, and a mandir.
I wish to recommend five steps in order to build a Christian mandir: In general let
Christians admh theu insufficient contextualization in religious elements and let them
acknowledge the legrtimacy ofthe sacred in Indian tradition. First, let drastic efforts be
initiated by the Christians in India to build church buildings based at a deep stmctural level
on the Christian Vaastu Pumsha Mandala principles, and let them make deliberate attempts
to create ocular witnesses to the tmth of the gospel through constmcting Indian-style Yesu
Mandirs. Denominational leaders and church leaders need to give enough freedom to the
local congregations to build Yesu mandus. and even provide them whh Christian Vaastu
PumshaMandala diagrams and related materials. Second, there has to be Christian
hterature produced on an Indian theology of sacred place that v^U incorporate Indian
symbols, music, and liturgy. This will happen when local people and Hindu Christians are
encouraged to participate in Church liturgy with their own symbols, music, and worship
styles. Third, hterature on contextualization of church archhecture in India needs to be
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produced, and the Vaastu Shastra Iherature in Sanskrh incorporated into the seminaries'
curriculum. The current seminary education could reduce Westem theological material and
incorporate more material related to the fahh and practice of India's people. Seminary
graduate courses could be granted in Indian languages. Such a step will engender
theological material and pro-contextualization leadership. Fourth, encourage and respect
the spontaneous contextualization by new believers in their own places and situations.
Church pastors and congregations could be educated not to be intmsive or targeting in their
language, methods, and attitude through seminars, Sunday school, and preaching. Fifth,
maintain the big story of Jesus as the central point in all the types ofYesu Mandus for no
form engendered by the encounter with the story of Jesus Pumsha can expect permanence
or claim authority (Dixon 1976:428).
Acting upon these proposals is a huge step and a massive undertaking. In a way the
actions will go back to the apostolic period and the activhies of St. Thomas. The
implementation could begin whh a small visionary group of Indian Christians who will
affirm and allow spontaneous contextualization to occur among the new believers. I
believe an Indian Yesu Mandir will stand as non-compromised Indian sacred monument
and a visible reminder of the big story, the Jesus Pumsha.
Endnotes
' "Our chief concern. . . to show in what ways religious man attempts to remain ... in a
sacred universe, and hence what his total experience of life proves to be in comparison
whh the experience of the man without religious feeling. . . who lives, or wishes to live, in
a desacralized world. For om purpose it is enough to observe that desacralization pervades
the entire experience of the nomeligious man ofmodem societies and that, in consequence,
he finds it increasingly difficuh to rediscover the existential dimensions of religious man in
the archaic societies" (Eliade 1959:13).
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GLOSSARY
aarti
acharya
ashram
bhajan
bhakta
bhakti
brahma
darshana
dev vastu
devagraham
dhvaja-stambha
domus dei
domus ecclesiae
dravida
ganapati
Ganesha
garbhagraha
garbhapatra
gopura
gopuram
grahapravesha
heirophany
kalasha
kuthuvilaku
linga
Ritual singing whh sacred articles.
The senior priest or master of ceremonies
Hermrtage or retreat.
Devotional song.
A devotee.
Devotion.
Creator.
Viewing. Seeing a temple dehy.
A temple as the abode of a god.
A name for temple meaning house ofGod.
Permanent flag staff attached to a temple.
Latin. House ofGod or temple.
Latin and Greek. House of the Community of fahh or
Meeting House.
South India temple style
Another name for Ganesha.
Also called Ganapati, the elephant-headed son of Shiva.
This round or square room is reserved for an image and is
the Holy ofHoUes.
Womb box or womb pot; these copper boxes are put in the
ground before the temple is buih. They are believed to be
the womb that holds the life force of the temple beneath the
ground.
Decorated gateway.
Ornate domed temple gate.
House entrance ceremony
Greek. Appearance of the Sacred.
Sacred urn or pot.
Temple lamp.
Phallic symbol of shakti or power associated whh Shiva.
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manav vastu
mandala
mandapa
mandir
matha
mukhashala
murti
murti pratishtapana
nagara
pothi
prana
prana pratishtapana
prana pratistha
prasada
puja
purusha
sabhamandapa
shakti
shastra
shiva
sikhara
silpis
images, stambha
sthapati
A domestic structure as the house of god.
Literally a circle. A figure or diagram. In the case of
sacred architecture it is a square figure. See vaastu purusha
mandala.
An attached but independent building facing a shrine for
devotees to assemble in.
The most common form of temple in India.
A monastery to teach religion.
Another name for mandapa.
An image such as the image of the god in a temple.
A ritual for installing an image.
North Indian temple style
Narration of sacred myths and stories.
Life, breath.
A ritual to infiise or install life in a deity's image.
Rite infusing vital energy into the body of an image.
A common name for temple that means the central seat or
platform of the deity.
Service of worship.
Man, person, supreme being, spirit. The presiding deity of
the ground that needs to be invoked before a house or
temple can be built. The world was created out of the
sacrificed body of Purusha.
Another name for mandapa.
Power, name of Shiva's consort.
Doctrine, treatise.
The destroyer god.
The top of the temple's tower. It means mountain peak or
crest.
Sacred artists authorized to make temple
Pillar.
Temple artisan.
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svayambhu
svayambhu.
tilaka (tika)
tirtha
vaastu
vaastu puja
vaastu purusha mandala
vaastu shastras
vama
vilakkumanda
vishnu
yagamana
yuga
Self-revealing. When a power chooses to become explicit
by sprouting an anthropomorphic icon such as the elephant
headed Ganapati, the self-emergent image is called
svayambhu
It is similar to a hierophany.
A dot or mark, generally red on the forehead made with
colored earth, sandalwood pest, sacred ash or unguents,
either as an ornament or sectarian distinction in Hindu
tradition.
A pilgrimage site, often a temple.
Substance, created matter, earth, ground, house, building,
place of the gods.
Worship of a site.
The sacred square plan that serves as the basic guide for
temple constmction.
Treaties dealing whh principles and mles for locating,
orienting, and constmcting buildings.
A basic division of the social stmcture. When Pumsha was
sacrificed for the creation his head became the Brahman
vama. his arms became the Kshyatria varna. his chest
became the Vaishya varna, and his legs became the Shudra
varna. The rigid vama system, which is the basis for the
caste system, is upheld by the vaastu pumsha mandala.
Lamp post.
The sustainer god.
The sponsor for the building of a temple.
World era. Four of these, krita. dvara. treta. and kali
compose a period of4,320,000 years.
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